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{. PREFACE

Since its founding in 1952, the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development has been responsible
through the AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel for the publication of a number of standard texts in the field of flight
testing. The original Flight Test Manual, which was published in the years 1954 through 1956, covered the areas of:

(1) Performance
(2) Stability and Control
(3) Instrumentation Catalogue
(4) Instrumentation Systems

Since then, developments in the field of flight test instrumentation have led to the update of Volume 4 of the
Flight Test Manual by means of AGARDograph 160. In its various volumes, AGARDograph 160 has covered the
development of this subject by a series of separately published monographs on selected subjects of flight test
instrumentation.

At a recent meeting of the Flight Mechar.ics Panel, it was decided that further specialist monographs should now
be published covering aspects of Volumes I and 2 of the original Flight Test Manual. The Panel also decided that the
first volume to be published would be the MIDAP Report which was being prepared in the United Kingdom by the
MIDAP (Ministry-Industry Drag Analysis Panel) Committee.

This Volume, which is published herewith, is in essence the text as prepared by the MIDAP Committee with slight
editorial changes to cover its presentation as an AGARDograph. The original document was published in the United
Kingdom by the National Gas Turbine Establishment as Report No. NGT R78004. The intention of the AGARD publica-
tion is to give this document a wider international circulation.

It is to be noted that this volume is concerned with the calculation or determination of thrust as opposed to the
measurement of thrust. Means for the direct measurement of thrust are still being deveioped and will be reported in a
future AGARDograph, if appropriate.

Our acknowledgements are due to the MIDAP Committee for their work in the preparation of this document, to
the Flight Test Instrumentation Group members, and to the Flight Mechanics Panel for their assistance in the
preparation of this document. Credit is also due the late Mr.N.O.Matthews. Mr.Matthews was Chairman of the Flight
Test Instramentation Group from 1976 to 1978 and served as the liaison between AGARD and the MIDAP
Committee, and was instrumental in converting the MIDAP Report into an AGARDograph.

F.N.STOLIKER
Member, Flight Mechanics Panel
Interim Chairman, Flight Test
Instrumentation Group
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S~NOTATION

Note Strict SI units only will be quoted here. In practice, factors of
S~powers of ten are often employed to suit local convenience.

i Roman symbolIs De s crip tion S I uni ts..•

Saconstant term in a polynomial as appropriate

A area ' m

A eengine face area used with trunnion thrust
e measurements

A flow area at nozzle throat m

A9 flow area at nozzle exit (in the case of a
Sconvergent nozzle A& AO, but the symbol A9 is
Spreferred to emphasise the concept of "exit")

AP•R applied pressure ratio PtV /P sb

ATF altitude test facility

Sb slope in a linear correlation as appropriate

Sbt coefficient of z' in a polynomial it it

, 2 coefficient of Z2 in a polynomial P

BPR by-pass ratio

c ~ommon element within two or more "linked",,
non-independent, variables as appropriute

C D either (a) discharge coefficient (a common
! ~abbreviation for C i)or (b) drag coefficient

C Di discharge coefficient at the engine station "i"
C~i(eg C.D for nozzle throat)

SCG, Acn- P method gross gauge thrust coefficient based

on fully expaded • :.uing Ae,id and Asact

. ,'r1OOID,con-di u

CG',• condi "AP method gross gauge thrust coefficient based

i ~~on fully expanded '•• sing A9 and ,act

s I401D,,on-diu

C GA,con-di AP" method gross gauge thrust coefficient based

on fully expaded FV usn A9,iconn-dia
90-D us- i ,dan at



NOTATION (cont'd)

Roman symbols Description SI units

CGo "AP" method gross gauge Ihrust coefficient based
CC'c on ideal convergent nozzle expansion

CL lift coefficient

C specific heat at constant pressure J/kg K

Cv specific heat at constant volume J/kg K

C "W lwT" method gross gauge thrust coefficient basedV Fl•

on fully expanded V relative to complete

V7Tt]id,con-di

stream force [wV + A (P8 - P)so]9act

Cv, "WIT" method gross gauge thrust coefficient based

on fully expanded [-1 relative to momentum

1Lt]idcon-di

term [•wv actonly

C "loW T'" method gross gauge thrust coefficient based
on ideal convergent nozzle expansion

nC M combination of n things, m at a time

D drag (momentum deficit) N

Da afterbody drag of the cowl

DAB core engine afterbody drag (between stations 19 and 9) N

DAF airframe drag

Dc cowl forebody drag N

D complete far cowl drag N

DCB centrebody drag (uý-strem of station 1) N

D MGpili modified spillage drag with side intakes N

Dnacelle nacelle drag (combined forebody Dc and afterbody De) N

Dplug core engine plug drag (downstream of station 9) N

Dspill intake spillage drag N
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NOTATION (cont'd)

2 Roman symbols Description SI units

Dj jet interference drag (also known as iuLremental
afterbody drag) N

D w drag on wetted surface with side intakes N

S~E( )particular value of error of argument within()

? ECVT effective calorific value with outlet

T temperature, T J/kg

EL( )"2a" error limit of argument within ( )

EPR exaaust pressure ratio P /P
t7 so

f( ) either (a) fuaction of argument within ( )
or (b) relative frequency of argument within ( )

f afterbody skin friction N

F Fishers variance ratio (- SI/S2)

FAR fuel/air ratio

F1 , F2 etc absolute stream force at statior' 1, 2 etc

W Lw1 V, + A1 P1] etc N

FGo free stream gauge stream force (also known as
free stream momentum WIVo or as ram drag, FD) N

F overall gross gauge thrust N

FGi' FG2 etc gauge stream force at stations 1, 2 etc

"" -[W, ,i + A, (Psi - Po)] etc N

F standard gross gauge thrust N

F9 gross gauge thrust of core engine combined with

Oplug N

F F gross gauge thrust of by-pass exit flow combined
with ýAB N

F modified free stream momentum with side intakes N
m,Go

F modified net thrust with side intakes N

FN standard net thrust - (Fe, - Fo) for simple
turbojet N

FN overall net thrust between stations 0 and 00 N
.• •-•N
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NOTATION (cont'd)

Roman symbols Description SI units

,F standard net thrust of two-stream engine combined
N with plug and AB N

FNsint intrinsic net thrust between stations 1 and 9 N

FT trunnion thrust N

GLTB ground level test bed

h half range of rectangular probability distribution as appropri

H t enthalpy of gas mixture at temperature, Tt J/kg

H A,Tt enthalpy of air at temperature Tt J/kg

HstoicTt enthalpy of stoichiometric combustion products
at temperature, Tt J/kg

IC(y:x) influence coefficient of input x relative to
output y

k stoichiometric air/fuel ratio

K8  spillage drag factor

k number of engines in a multi-engine aircraft

LCV lower calorific value of fuel J/kg

m number of "successes" with Binomial Distribution

M Mach number

MFR mass Zlow ratio, A0/Aj

" " n number of things in a collection

$,IGV turbine nozzle inlet guide vanes

N high pressure compressor shaft speed HzH

* NI intermediate pressure compressor shaft speed Hz
NL low pressure compressor shaft speed Hz

NPF Net Propulsive Force N

NPL National Physical Laboratory

pprobability of a "success" in Binomial Distribution

P a general parameter as appropriat

P( probability of the event within ( )



NOTATION (cont'd)

Roman symbols Description SI units

F.P static pressure N /mn

P free stream static pressure N//m2I t so
P nozzle base static pressure (distinguished

bfrom Po0 ) N/rn

P mean static pressure over engine carcase N/m2

Be

Pt total pressure N/m2

q either (a) kinematic pressure = 4 pV2  N/m2

or (b) probability of a "failure" in Binomial
Distribution (- (1 - p))

* ~~non dimensional flow groupFA t

SR gas constant - 287.054 both for standard air and
also for combustion products J/kg K

REL() random error limit of the argument within ( ) as ( )

RSS root sum of squares as appropriate

S surface area M2

SF specific heat of liquid fuel J/kg K

S( ) standard deviation estimate of the argument
within ( ) (see also a()) as ( )

I SEL( ) systematic error limit of the argument within ( ) as ( )

St95 "Students t", a multiplying factor for standard
deviation to define a ± interval enclosing 95Z
probable results (tgs. a assumed 2a in most of
this Guide)

TF liquid fuel temperature K

T static temperature K

Tt total temperature K

u unit form of a value of m (-as appropriate

U( ) uncertainty, at 95% probability, of the
argument within ( ) as appropriate

UNBS( uncertainty of argument within ( ) defined by
4 *•.National Bureau of Standards, as used by Ref 4-2 as ( )
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U NOTATION (cont'd)

Roman symbols Description SI units

v specific volume mP /kg

V velocity M/s

w statistical weight of an uncertain result
as appropriate

W mass flow rate kg/s

WFfuel mass flow rate kg/s

WSREL(y) Welch-Satterthwaite random error limit of
the result, y as ( )

Sgeneral input parameter or measurement as appropriate1

y, z general output results from calculations
involving xi as appropriate

Greek a6ymbols

a nozzle half angle degree

Y specific heat ratio - C p/Cv

6deviation of an observed point from a fitted
curve - y - y as y

ADs intake spill drag relative to reference

conditions - D - D
c c,•ef

AF. externaL flow interference on internal gross
thrust relative to reference conditions
F Go,quies. F 9 N

AP dynamic pressure - P - P N/mn
t 8

a afterbody interference force

(ina aref) N

jet interference axial gauge force on nozzle

external surface relative to reference conditions

n- n,ref N

. elementary error quantum as appropriate

combustion (choaber) efficiency

cc
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NOTATION (cont'd)

Greek symbols Description SI - -its

r~i Iintake pressure recovery P /Pto

V rIR reheat combustion efficiencyrr

e 0angle between local flow streamline and flight path

i • reheat baffle cold pressure loss factor

theoretical mean value of argument within ( ) as ( )
SV degrees of freedom

(eg v - n - 1 for simple mean)

p density kg/m3

I a( ) theoretical standard deviation of the argument as ( )
within ( )
(see also S())

T local wall shear stress N/m2

axial gauge force on a body or stream tube surface
(such a rearward acting force is not in general
equal to the drag on the surface) N

fa axial gauge force on afterbody of the cowl N

#AB axial gauge force on external surface of core
engine afterbody between stations 19 and 9 N

airframe rearward force NAF

' bal balance force for wind-tunnel model N

4c axial gauge force on cowl forebody N

Ocowl axial gauge force on complete external surface
of fan cowl between stations 1 and 19 N

*CB axial gauge force on centrebody upstream of
station 1 N

'intake intake model force N

#j jet interference gauge force N

#u,pre modified pre-entry force with side intakes
3.e(scoop incremental drag) N

i •model model force in wind-tunnel

F( 1N - bald N

I
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NOTATION (cont'd)

Greek symbols Description SI units

axial gauge force on nozzle external surface N

annnacelle axial gauge force on outer nacelle surface between#nclestations 1 and 9 N

na nozzle/afterbody combined rearward force N

axial gauge force on plug surface downstream of•pugstation 9 N

axial gauge force on post exit streamtube
p between stations 9 and 00 N

Opost'o axial gauge force on core post exit streamtube
between stations 9 and 00 N

ýposti axial gauge force on by-pass post exit stream-
tube between stations 19 and 00 N

ýpre axial gauge force on pre-entry streamtube
between stations 0 and 1 N

W rearward force on wetted surface with side
intakes N

Miscellaneous

( ) contents of the brackets show the argument of the
preceding operator eg o( ), EL( ), f( )

P mean value of the parameter, P from "n" test points

"P• mean value of the parameter, P from "m"' test runs

y curve fit value of y
(ie with a curve of y versus x, best-fitted to
n points, y is the value of y predicted by the
curve at a given value of x)

Other suffices

1 and 2 sometimes used as first and second stat.. of a process -

this should not be confused with engine stations 1 and
2 when read in context

I Class I error

II Class II error

III Class III error

act actual value (distinguished from "ideal")
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NOTATION (cont'd)
Other suffices Description SI units

con convergent ideal nozzle

con-di flexible convergent-divergent ideal nozzle

comb combustion fundamental pressure loss

crit critical, it M - 1 value

datum datum value of "#" or "D" corresponding to
parallel-sided streawtube upstream of intake P
(14FR - 1) or downstream of nozzle (design point ps-)

design design point relationship between area ratio and
pressure ratio, assuming isentropic flow

effec effective value of V9 at exit from a con-di
nozzle which, when multiplied by Wact, gives F• ,act

i general input measurement parameter

i.n engine station designation

(see Section 2.4 and Figure 2-2)

id ideal value (distinguished from "actual")

ind independent

general test point

model model test value of thrust coefficient

non-ind non-independent (is common, or linked)

ob observed value

pot potential flow value

quies quiescent external flow for testing of full scale
engines and model nozzles

r general value in a sequence

ref reference value of "#" or 'D" selected as alternative
to datum value when the latter is an inconvenient
wind tunnel test condition

roe residual (applied to standard deviation of points
about a fitted curve)

RI randoam error

U systematic error
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NOTATION (cont'd)

Other suffices Description SI units

thr.der thrust-derived value of P associated with model test
thrust coefficient togethLr with actual values of
measured paraters

tot total combined value

true true value

wm statistically weighted mean value

WS Welch-Satterthwaite method

1<;t
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FOREWORD

A Study Group was set up in 1971 on the authority of Dr J Seddon,

Director General Scientific Research (Air), Ministry of Technology to act as

a specialist panel of MIDAP (Ministry - Industry Drag Analysis Panel), The

terms of reference were:

1. To re-assess the methods available for the measurement of
thrust and drag in flight.

2. To produce recommendations on the detailed procedure and

accounting to be used, under varying circumstances, for flight

testing and engine calibration.

3. To be a continuing foruma for discussion of current problems

and a means of disseminating relevant information.

4. To identify areas where research studies may be necessary

and to make appropriate recommnendations.

An inaugural meeting was held on 9 June 1971, and was attended by

representatives of BAC (Comrmercial and Military Divisions), liSA (Hatfield,

Kingston and Brough), Rolls Royce (Derby and Bristol), ARA, RAE, A&AEE and

NGTE. These organisations were subsequently represented at all the Group's

working meetings. An invitation was extended to the Engineering Sciences

Data Unit (ESDU) and a representative attended the early meetings'.

Initially, the Study Group discussed the experience of the various

specialists in measuring in-flight thrust. It was soon evident that there

was rarely complete satisfaction wit'. results, obtained, A~nd certainly there

was no single method which had been proved satisfactory for all situations.

One conclusion reached was tltat the difficulties in the determination of

thrust to a desirable level of accuracy lie not in the definition of a

method but in the application of the method, and special effort is required

both in determining the procedure to be used and in carrying out the related

test programme.

Continuing discussions led to the further conclusion that there was

no new technological development which could be the basis for a recommendedj procedure for the future and effort should therefore be concentrated on

establishing, in the light of past experience, how best use can be made of

existing; techniques. It was consequently decided that a Guide should be

produced which would serve both as an introduction to the subject and as a

reference document for use during establishment of a specific test programme,
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prime emphasis being given to the measurement of thrust-in-flight for the

assessment of aircraft performance and the determination of aircraft drag.

The first version 0 1 of the Guide evolved through many successive

draft stages in which points of difficulty, both fundamental and of presen-

tatron, were revealed and discussed. A particularly difficult fundamental

point was the rigorous treatment of "drag" as distinct from a "rearward-

acting force" - practical treatments do not distinguish these. Another

prob.Lam was the altitude to nozzle pressure ratio, expressed either as APR

or EPR. Again, error-estimation procedures were still under development -

the question of "independence" between multi-engines and between nozzle

coafficients was settled pro tem. by a compromise.

These points were discussed in detail by separate teams set up for

each chapter. After atgreed solutions were reached, revisions to the text

were approved by the Study Group.

I:
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CHAPTER 1

FUNDAMENTALS OF THRUST MEASUREMENT IN FLIGHT

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Direct measurement of thrust and drag in flight is not feasible. Thrust

is normally deduced indirectly from measurement of related engine parameters.

Drag is determined by equating it to the thrust required for steady level

flight, with appropriate cor rections made for any changes in aircraftC speed

and height. This Guide therefore deals with the various methods available

for the indirect measurement of thrust, of turbojet and turbofan engines, at

steady conditions. The measurement of thrust-minus-drag is not considered,

being more specific to standard flight test procedures..

The subject is dealt with in some depth to estab~lish the basic principles

and to highlight the necessary practical considerations. This first Chapter

provides an introductory description of the various aspects that are dealt with

*1 in succeeding Chapters. Firstly, however, comment is made on the necessity
for in-flight thrust measurement, to point to the fact that it is fundamental

* to the basic requirement for separatin6 the airframe from the engine in aircraft

propulsion performance assessment. The Chapter concludes with some suggestions

on the planning and management of an overall test programe and simarises the

required procedure in 6he format of a check list.

The core of the Guide is to found in Chapter 3 where the methods for

deriving thrust are described. Other aspects of the subject are dealt with at

some length, however, because of their significance in propulsion system

nalysis. Thrust and drag bookkeeping, covered in Chapter 2, is particularly

commended for attention as an aspect not always given adequate consideration.

A practical view of error assessment is given in Chapter 4 and its use rae=m-

mended in planning the test programme as well as in conventional analysis of

test data. Chapter 5 covers aspects of instrumentation which require attention

but does not aim to be a guide for the specialist instrumentation engineer.

A general coment on the overall subject is that experience has shown

that success is achievable only by great attention to detail. With limited

time or resources thrust can probably best be obtained from an engine brochure

and this procedure may be adequate for applying corrections to certain flight

performance measurements. Determination of thrust for the derivation of air-

craft drag may well require effort which is an order greater. The size of-

this Guide is to some degree a measure of what is required.
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The specialist intent on the best possible measurement of thrust, and

thence of aircraft dreg, will need not only to understand the aspects covered

by this Guide but also to have the best possible knowledge of the characteristics

of the engine. There is also great dependence on adequate rreparation before

the flight programs and on the special care that must be taken in making all

necessary measurements; there is no substitute for good test data. It is to

be accepted too that there is no obvious best method for measuring in-flight

thrust and alternatives mvtot be considered. The watch words for a successful

programme are in fact 'understanding' and 'care', coupled with the need to

'keep the options open' throughout engine testing and the flight programme.

1.2 THE NEED-FOR TRUST MEASUREMENT IN FLIGHT
In the flight testing of an aircraft, either by the manufacturer or a

customer, an assessment of its performance is generally required. In the

simplest terms the aircraft will be judged by its effectiveness as a means of

f transport of passengers, cargo or military load. Measurements or deductions

may thence variously be required of load carried, distance travelled, speeds

achieved, fuel used and of climb, acceleration and manoeuvre capability. In

practice only limited aspects of performance may be of interest, and it is

essential to specify at an early stage not only the aim of the tests but also

the accuracy required. On this will depend the choice of the methods of testing

and analysis to be adopted and the expenditure of effort and money that will

be required.

It may be sufficient in a given case to measure specific range, or some

particular manoeuvre capability, and this may be adequate to qualify the air-

craft against a customer requirement. Such measurements, of course,mean that the

aircraft is being assessed as a completV unit of airframe and engines, and

this can be satisfactory only if the aircraft is to its final standard.

SCommonly, the airframe and engines will be to prototype standard and an extra-

polation from flight test to production standard performance will be necessary.

The drag of the airframe and the thrust of the engines in the prototype must

then be determined separately.

In a similar way, extrapolation of performance to a wide range of flight

conditions is necessary for the production of operating manuals for the air-

craft type; again this is feasible only if the drag of the aircraft and the

performance of the engines can be described separately. In fact, the principal

aim of performance flight testing is the validation of the mathematical model

vhich will have been established during design and development to describe the

aircraft and its propulsion system. If this is done then any specific

performance requirements can also be validated, though performance measured atrele-

vant conditions,and appropriately corrected, may provide additional confirmation.

v



The engine performance assumed for a performance analysis model is

normally specified by the engine manufacturer for engine. which have been or

will be qualification tested at the appropriate standard in ground test

facilities. Confirmation of the drag polars of the performance model requires

that drag be measured in flight, which in turn means that thrust must be

measured in flight. There are ;.rcumstances where the measurem~ent is

required for engine assessment purposes, but prime consideration is given here

to thrust determination for the purpose of deriving aircraft drag.

Once drag can be satisfactorily determined in flight fullest use can be

made of performance tests and, in sunmmary, the reasons for measuring drag, and

hence thrust, in flight can be seen an:

1. Validation of the analytical model used in performance prediction.

2. Extrapolation of measured performance to conditions which have not been

tested.

3. Demonstration of compliance with contractual requirements.

4. Problem identification and iectification in the event of performance short-

t fall.

5. Identification of components which can be modified to give performance

gains for later developments of the aircraft.

6. Development of the analytical and test techniques used in predicting

aircraft performance.

1.3 BOOK-KEEPING (Chapter 2)

Engines are installed in aircraft in widely differing locations and the

layout of the engines themselves can differ appreciably. Variable intakes and

sophisticated nozzles may be fitted, the engines may be turbo-jets or turbo-

fans, with long or short cowls, jet pipes may be loug or short and r~eheat may

be fitted. The ways in which the forces produced by an engine are transmitted

to the airframe can therefore be quite complex and it is essential to have a

full appreciation of what constitutes thrust and drag not only to establish the

performance analysis model but also to decide how flight validation can best ba

achieved. A detailed discussion of thrust and drag book-keeping is therefore

included as Chapter 2 of this Guide.

A comprehensive re-appraisal is made of the fundamentals of Lnrust and

drag accounting and the relationship between the various component forces

firmly established. It is emphasised that there should be a strict definition

of drag as a force equivalent to an overall flow momentumn deficit without

combination with buoyancy forces related to potential flow. A distinction is

also made between drag and force accounting and note made that a hybrid form
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of accounting in comonly necemeuary because of the conventional and more con-

venient definition~s of engine not thrust. The implications for reference model

teoting are discussed and an example is given of the applicdtion of the general

principles in the case of a two-stream short cowl nacelle.

&1.4 METHODS (Chapter 3)

There is no universal standard method for deriving thrust in flight.

The simplest procedure is to make use of the conventional brochure description

* of engine performance with suitable adjustment for individual engine variations,

using some parameter such as rotational speed to define operating condition,

but the method may not give adequate accuracy. The apparently direct method of

measuring trunnion thrust is attractive but has not so far been considered

feasible because of the complexity of the engine support system and services

connections. Measurement of the flow leaving the engine nozzle by means of a

* traversing rake has been attempted but the system has yet to be developed to an

acceptable standard. It is usual to rely upon some form of 'gas generator'
method, where measurements are taken within the engine and nozzle such that flow
characteristics can be calculated and related to thrust through calibrations of

the engine and nozzle in a ground test facility. The process of 'measurement'

of in-flight thrust thus becomes one of relating measurements made in flight

to similar measurements made in controlled conditions on a ground level test

bed, and in an altitude test facility if maximum possible accuracy is required.

Differences in the simulation, and correction for particular features of a

given aircraft installation, will additionally require model and component tests,

and the overall testing plan will depend upon the type of engine, the form of

installation and the results required.

The significant features of the various methods available are discussed

in Chapter 3. The basic thrust relationships required for gas generator methods

are derived and s'.inarised in Tables. The use of calibration coefficients is

explained and the options available compared. Measurement guidelines are

presented from the viewpoint of acquisition of representative pressure and

temperature values at different engine stations in the presence of real non-

uniform flow, and a brief description is given of engine calibration. facilities.

1.5 ERROR ASSESSMENT (Chtapter 4)

The principles of deriving thrust from the measurement: of various para-

meters are readily established. The difficulties lie in the practice: in account-

ing for real flow conditions, in obtaining adequate accuracy in individual

measurements, and in producing reliable generalisations which make maximum use
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of necessarily limited data from ground test results. Experience has also

shown that not only must a special flight programme be planned but particular

care must be taken in establishing and using available methods.

hasbee fondadequate for a fixed nozzle turbo-jet engine is unsatisfactory

for a turbo-fan with variable nozzle. It is recommnended, therefore, that in

assessing the test requirements in a particular case a thorough study should be

made of the possible options and a choice of methods made only after an error

sensitivity survey, taking proper account of limitations in instrumentation and

of possible inconsistencies in engine behaviour. If flight engines are

calibrated in an altitude test facility then study of the characteristic behaviour

may allow preferred options to be selected ,but more than one option should be

carried through to the flight stage, partly because the standard of flight dataImay differently affect the accuracy of a given method and partly because some
degree of redundancy is desirable as a cross check and as a fall back in case

of instrumentation failure.

To provide a basis for assessing different options the methods available

for making sensitivity surveys and error estimations are discussed in Chapter 4.

A prediction synthesis is proposed as a means for making rational choices of

methods and instrumentation and this can lead to elimination of unsuitable

options or it can direct attention to the most critical measurements. When

test date. are available it is important that consistency be assessed and
mistakes eliminated. A post test error analysis can then be used to indicate

* the relative and absolute accuracies of the options retained.

1.6 INSTRU1EENTATION (Chapter 5)

* Study of the methods available shows what instrumentation is required

* and a sensitivity survey indicates where particular care is necessary. In certain

cases standard instrumentation installed to monitor general engine behaviour may

prove adequate but for prime parameters special arrangements may need to be

made to ensure that maximum accuracy is obtained. A pressure transducer, for

example, should obviously have its range chosen to match the variation expected

in flight, but it may be necessary to consider cascading transducers pf different

ranges to give best resolution at various flight conditions. In addition,

mounting transducers in a temperature controlled box should be considered, or

at least some 'raans introduced for monitoring transducer temperature. The

choice of suitable instrumentation is discussed in Chapter 5, and consideration

given to the design and location of probes, to the techniques for assessing and
minimising; the effects of electrical interference, to methods of calibration,
and to assessment of errors.
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1.7 PROG1IAMO4E PLAN~NING

The responsibility for arranging and planning an aircraft performance

flight test programme will lie with the organisation in control of the air-

craft, but for a full performance assessment where the measurement of thrust

is required there should be a joint responsibility with the engine manufacturer

for defining the methods to be used for producing the related input data. The

flight testing authority will have the necessary knowledge of the flight pro-

gramme limitations and of the available flight test instrumentation; the

engine manufacturer will have the understanding of the engine characteristics

and responsibility for arranging engine test programmes.

It is re~commended that meetings between specialists of the two groups

should be held at the earliest opportunity to plan for thrust measurement,

not so much because there is extra work to be arranged but to ensure that

adequate attention is paid to the needs of in-flight thrust measurement when

the normal plans are being made f or model, rig and engine testing, for air-

ensuring that proper arrangements are made it is useful to provide a thrust-

in-lihthandbook as an interface control document for the-aircraft and

eniecombination. It s~iould specify in detail the various methods being

* considered, the location and standard of the instrumentation required, the

* necessary flight and ground test programmes, the computer analysis programs,

* and be a continuing record of error analyses so that the eventual accuracy of

the overall flight programe may be assessed.

The general procedure to be followed may be suzmarised:-

1. Arrange specialist meetings.

2. Plan an in-flight thruxst handbook.

3. Assess requirements of the flight programme.

4. Consider the thrust options.

5. Use sensitivity surveys or error predictions to short-list options.

6. Specify analysis programmes.

7. Specify instrumentation requirements.

8. Ensure that appropriate model and rig-tests are planned.

9. Study correlation of general ATF data for the engirne.

10. Arrange flight engine calibrations to match flight programme.

11. Plan se'ue instrumentation and procedures on test beds as for flight.

*12. Check engine calibration data for consistency, during and following the

F calibration.

13. Analyse engine data to determine the best form of generalisation.



*14. Use error analysis to determine preferred option, or options.

15. Retain some options to give cross checks and redundancy.

16. Specify calibrations for flight analysis programms.

17. Ensure that significant changes are not made to engines between calibra--

tion and flight testing.

18. Arrange flight test schedules specifically for performance testing, and

use a crew thoroughly familiar with the aircraft and the techniques.

19. Monitor engine performance parameters before, during and after the flight.

20. Check engine and aircraft instrumentation repeatedly.

21. Correct flight data, as routine, to datum altitude, c.g., intake and

nozzle conditions.

22. Assess flight data for overall consistency and accuracy.

23. Consider results from different options.

24. Compare error analyses with predictions.

25. Choose best result and quote accuracy.
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CHAPTER 2

PROFULSION SYSTEM THRUST AND DRAG BOOK-KEEPING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The definition of thrust and drag is central both to aircraft perf or-

mance estimation and to evaluation of flight and wind tunnel test data~. The

simple proposition that thrust is the force applied by t1e propulsion system

to the airframe is not particularly helpful in the analysis of ducted flow

systems, since a significant part of the total thrust can be distributed over

the airframe surfaces external to the engine, both inside and outside the

duct itself. Fortuniately, the application of Newton's laws of motion to

measurements specified at a small number of flow stations allows the effects

of the widely-distributed field of forces to be described. It is necessery

to set up a consistent, and preferably standardised, structure of definitions

for the various components of thrust and drag, so that no component is over-

looked and none is counted twice. This structure is conveniently known as a

'book-keeping system'.

The variety of actual and possible powerplant configurations is such

that a totally comprehensive book-keeping system would be extremely compli-

cated. In practice, therefore, it is usual to adopt specific book-keeping

systems appropriate to any particular type of powerplant being analybed.

Nevertheless a consistent framework is possible. This Chapter describes such

a framework and illustrates the way in which it can be modified for special

applications without loss of ovarall consistency.

2.2 BASIC REQUIREMENTS

A practical book-keeping system must conform to the following

requirements

1. It must be free from ambiguity.

02. It must, so far as possible, provide for the separate study

of engine and airframe performance by the respective
manufacturers, both in preliminary paper projects and in any

subsequent model and/or flight testing.

13.- It must include clear definition of the interfaces where

engine and airframe responsibilities meet, and facilitate a
proper understanding of any zones where responsibilities

overlap.
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4. it must assist in planning model and flight testing in such

a way as to provide the information required for design and

performance evaluation at minimum total cost.

5. It must recognise practical limitations in experimental and

theoretical techniques.

.2.3 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

1'2.3.1 Distinction between 'Drag' and 'Rearward Force'
ofthrust and drag book-keeping that a clear distinction must be made between

the force on a part of a body and the drag of that part of the body.

The net force on a closed non-lifting body in isolation in infinite

subsonic potential flow is zero. This is the well-known d. betsparadox.

Prandtl 2- extended the paradox to show that bodies of semi-infinite or

infinite, extent in the streamwise direction also have zero net force in poten-

tial flow. The only forces acting in potential flow would be normal pressure

forces; there would be no skin friction. Thus the walls of an infinitely long

streamtube would experience no net force either outside, since the streamtube

could represent an infinite body, or inside, since pressures on either side

of a streamline are equal. However, if one considers a part of either a

closed body or an infinite body, then the force due to normal pressures will

in general be non-zero. Thus one can see that it is possible for a part of
a body to experience a streamwise force but it is not a drag; the force would

be cancelled by equal and opposite components elsewhere on the body.j All bodies in real flow exhibit drag. If the flow is subsonic, this

drag comprises two components, the skin friction which is the integrated

shear stress at the wall, and the pressure or form drag arising from the modi-

fication of the pressure distribution due to boundary layer growth and,

perhaps, breakaway of the flow from part of the surface. The st-Ation of
skin friction drag and form drag is usually called profile drag. Whnen the

flow is supersonic, an additional drag component, wave drag, results from

a further modification of the pressure distribution.

As the drag in potential flow is zero, the pressure drag in real flow

can be expressed as the difference between the integrated pressure force in

real flow and the integrated pressure force in potential flow, considering

the same body shape in both cases. This concept is useful when considering

parts of bodies because, as stated above, the integrated pressure force on
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part of a body in potential flow would be non-aero. Thus the drag of part

of a body is not the sun of the skin friction and the integrated pressure

force. The pressure drag will be the difference between the non-zero integra-

ted pressure force in potential flow and the integrated pressure force in

real flow. The integrated pressure force in potential flow is here termed
'potential flow buoyancy'. Its magnitude will clearly vary according to what

portion of the whole body is being considered, tending to zero as the portion

is extended to include the whole body.
i •Defining 0 as the force acting on a solid or streautube surface, then,

bearing in mind sign conventions:-

( ,-f sin - )ds+f wos. .

f surface surface V c... (201)

where e is the local surface or streamtube angle

ds is the elemental surface area

T is the local shear stress (TW - 0 in the absence of a

solid surface ie for a streautube)

Noting :hat the streamwise projected surface area, dA - sin e ds

s- I surf T cot e dA ....(202)
surface surface

Drag, D Pr dA + T, cot 8 dA .... (203)
surface ( a i$pot surface w

Hence, D - f s - dfc S'- P.- dpot .... (204)

where the integral is the potential flow buoyancy, *pot' which is zer6 for

any complete isolated body in infinite potential flow.

Force and drag are synonymous only if buoyancy is zero.

41R
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It is important to note that thr hebraic formulation (Equation (204))

properly represents vector addition and is presented here to illustrate the

relationship between drag and force. The integration in Equation (204) is

performed from front to back along the body; area increments dA must therefore

be negative for the afterbody integration, thus producing a drag term in the

Sa correct (downstream) sense.

The ARC panel set up to consider 'thrust and drag definitions for ducted
and et ngies 2-4,2-5

bodies and jet engines defined external drag as the summation of forces

on the outside of both the nacelle and the streamtube bounding the flow which

passes through the duct, and the thrust, or internal drag, as the summation of

forces on the inside of the nacelle and streamtube. These definitions are

consistent because integrated forces on the streamtube, considered to extend

Sfrom a station an infinite distance upstream from the duct inlet to a station

f an infinite distance downstream from the duct outlet, yield zero drag and

thrust in potential flow. Confusion will arise if the term 'drag' is inter-

preted to include potential flow forces on parts of the atreamtube.

In principlethrust may be determined by integrating the pressure and

skin friction forces acting on the internal surfaces of the nacelle duct. In

practice, the normally complex duct shape, including the interior of the engine,

* makes this an impossible task and it is necessary to adopt an alternative approach.

2.3.2 Stream Force

Newton's Second Law of Motion, applied to a volume of fluid within a

streamtube, states that the total force on the fluid is equal to the time rate

of change of linear momentum. Thus considering the fluid between any two

Stations 1 and 2, and taking downstream-acting forces positive as illustrated

below, vectorially we have:-

fps dA ------

APsJ~~W V 2A2

A2

FIG. 2-1 MOMENTUM FLUX AND PRESSURE FORCES ACTING ON AN
ENCLOSED PORTION OF A STREAMTUBE
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P Ai + P A -P Aa - 2 V - VA .... (205)

"J tube a 82

surface

Hence Jtube P dA (%aV2 *P.Aa)-(%(V 1  +Pa l A i) .... (206)

surface

The form of this equation leads to the concept of an 'absolute stream

force', F:-

F - W V + P A .... (207)

whose change is equal to the absolute external force on the streastube.

f P dA- F2 -FF .... (208)J tube s

surface

Ii all pressures are expressed relative to ambient pressure, Pso we have

the Gauge Stream Force

F G- WV +(Ps Pso) A .... (209)

P( - dA F F .... (210)
ftube -0 Gi

surface

Applying this concept to the flow within a rigid duct, we note fom

Newton's Third Law that the forward force on the duct between Stations 1 and 2

is equal to the rearward axial force on the streamtube, and therefore to the

change in stream force between these stations.

ie Net Gauge Thrust - F - F .... (211)

This concept of thrust as a change in stream force is generally far more

convenient than the alternative concept of the integral of pressure times

surface area plus viscous effects, but it is essential to realise that the two

are fundamentally equivalent. Using this concept, it is now possible to define

the thrust of an aircraft propulsion system in terms of the change in strem

force between two reference stations. If these two reference stations are not
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chosen at upstream infinity and at downstream infinity, then it is important

to realise that, in general, there will be potential flow buoyancy forces acting.

In all the following sections the word 'drag' is reserved for forces

which can be totally equated to a momentum defect at downstream infinity. The

word 'force' is used in all other cases. Thus, in general, a 'force' comprises

the sum of a drag and a potential flow buoyancy.

2.3.3 Aerodynamic Interference

When two or more bodies are brought into close proximity within a comon

external airstream, each one modifies the flovy fields around the others. In

potential flow, these changes will affect th~a ý)uoyancy forces on the bodies:

the Prandtl/d'Alembert theorem remains valid for the total assemblage of bodies

(though not for individual bodies) so that the buoyancy forces must form a

mutually balanced system.

The total drag in real flow is not in general equal to the sum of the

drags of the several bodies in isolation: the difference can be either positive

or negative, and is termed "Interference Drag" If the force on one particular

body is considered separately, it will include both a change in buoyancy force
and interference drag: these combine to give an "Interference Force"

These concepts are equally applicable to the interaction between a fluid

stream (such as a propulsive jet) and an adjacent body, or between different

* parts of a single body.

Common examples of aerodynamic interference are Wing/Body interference

* and Model/Wind Tunnel Interference. Within the propulsion area, however, the

word "Interference" is sometimes reserved for interactions between the propul-

sive jet and the adjacent airframe surfaces. This usage is natural because the

propulsion system exhaust assembly and the airtrame can. be, and frequently are,

tested separatoly. Analogous interactions between the air intake flow and

adjacent surfaces may on the other hand be treated as part of the airframe or

cowl aerodynamics without using the term "interference"

The magnitudes of interference forces and drags acting on parts of a

particular assemblage depend on the way in which these parts are defined and

on the book-keeping systam adopted. If the drag of a complete aircraft with

an operating pwoowrplant in an infinite free stream could be calculated directly

there would bra no interference drag. In the real world this is not possible,

limitations in theoretical methods and wind tunnel capabilities compel one to

consider the aircraft as an assemblage of parts. All interactions between these
parts constitute "interference" items in the broadest sense of the word.
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2.4 POWERPLANT STATION DESIGNATION

The system adopted is based on SAE's ARP 681B (Reference 2-1) and ARP

755A (Reference 2-2). Figure 2-2 is an example given of a three-shaft, by-pass

engine with separate nozzle for the fan flow.

In any station number, the 'units digit' identifies the appropriate part

of the engine process, eg the 'units digit' 2 as in 2, 2.1., 2.2., 2.3., 2.4.,

etc, represents rotor compression and the 'units digit' 3 as in 3, 3.1., 3.2.,

etc, identifies the combustion section. A leading '1' as the 'tens digit'

denotes the first by-pass. If there were a second by-pass, then a leading '2'

would be used.

Of particular note for thrust purposes is the fact that the propelling

nozzle exit can always be denoted by the digit '9' ('19' for by-pass nozzle

exit) while the nozzle Lanroat is always denoted by the digit '8' ('18' for

by-pass nozzle throat). If the nozzle has no divergent part, ie is convergent

only, then '9 superimposes upon '8' (in Figure 2-2 we have '19' superimposed

upon '18').

References 2-1 and 2-2 do not consider a station at downstream infinity

where the static pressure has once more attained ambient level, and so for the

present Guide it has been necessary to apply to this the designation '00' as

an aid to understanding. Thus ambient conditions at station '00' are equal

to those at station '0'.

2.5 ILLUSTRATION OF FORCES ON AN ISOLATED NACEILE

The forces acting on a complete single stream nacelle will now be

considered "as illustrated in Figure 2-3.

For simplicity, the diagrams and equations in this Guide assume axi-

symmetric flow so that all velocity vectors and pressure forces act parallel

to the engine axis, which is assumed parallel to flight direction. (This

conforms with the methods used in References 2-4, 2-5, 2-6 and 2-7.) In any

real case of non-axial vectors the forces would be resolved along this datum

axis, but the principles would be unchanged, (see for example Reference 2-8).

Furtherwre, one-dimensional steady flow is assumed for simplicity; integral

versions of the equations would be required in the more complex cases

representing real flows 2 4 .

In Figure 2-3, the force vectors # represent forces exerted by the

appropriate region of the fluid, e$ #nacelle is the force exerted by the

*s internal flow on the nacelle surfaces.
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*;i ~ FIG. 2-3 FORCE.S ACTING ON A SINGLE STREAM .NACELLE

Figure 2-3 represente the region from station (0) at upstream infinity

to (00) at downstream infinity. At these stations the static pressure is

taken as the ambient static pressure, P

Dashed lines represent streamtubes which would, in potential flow,

divide the internal and external flow regions. The force which sets on the

Sinside of the pre-entry streamtube is balanced by an equal'and opposite force,

#pre' on the outside of the streamtube. In order to visualise these forces

one could imagine the surface of the pre-entry streamtube to be an impervious

membrane incapable of sustaining a pressure difference.

It in easily shown from the basic concepts outlined in Section 2.3

that the Noet Propulsive Force, .IPF• is given by:

where, # ael ncle(a-Po A+L el o A .. (213)

is the force exerted by the fluid on the external surface of the nacelle,

positive in the downstream direction, and. (FG- ,, represents the change

G, -PG.

in gauge stream iorce between stations (9) and'(1),.ie the stumation of forces

exerted by the fluid on the internal surfaces of the-nacelle, assumed positive
in the upstrenm direction.

*ipressions thor 1Pe occur frequently s n this t uide. isolever it is unlikely t4,at the reader w fll encounter

it either in flicht test analsd s or f n design work.Y. in used here 'as an aid to understanding by
alloine g the relevant poerplant "thrust" and "drao " tere-e to asear un on t equation.

j.•



The drag of the powerplant is given by Equation (204):-

D nacelle M #nacelle - fourf ace (Ps'o - P s0) d a 0nacelle - Onacelle,pot

.... (214)

For the infinite 'body' comprising pre-entry, nacelle, and post exit stream-

tubes in potential flow it follows from the Prandtl/d'Alembert paradox that

fpre + nacellepot + #post 0 0 .... (215)

Hence in Equation (214):-

Dnacelle pre + nacelle + post

'Drag' is seen to be the sumation of the forces on the outside of the

nacelle and the infinite pre-entry and post-exi. potential flow stream-
2-4,2-5tubes As stated earlier it is only under very special circumstances,

when pend #post are zero, that nacelle drag and external force are

quantitatively identical.

The net propulsive force equation (212) can now be written as

NPF - (FG9 - PGI) + *pre + *post - Dnacelle .... (217)

The idealised pre-entry and post-exit forces are respectively equal

to the change of stream force between stations (0) - (1) and (9) - (O0),

Figure 203.

*pre o F - FGo .... (218)

#post " F - FG9 .... (219)

Hence Equation (217) becomes

I - (PFoo - Fo) - Dnacell. I .... (220)

I I
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Equations (212) and (220) symbolize two alternative approaches to

external force/drag accounting, in their simplest possible forms. In

Force Accounting the forces are derived directly, for example from wind tunnel

tests, and the measured force on any component will in general include poten-

tial flow buoyancy; in Drag Accounting the buoyancy term is excluded.

The direct evaluation of drag requires that the momentum defects in

the external flow be determined. An alternative approach involves evaluating

drag from force measurements which can be accomplished by correcting for

buoyancy . (Equation(214).)

Equations (212) and (220) demonstrate that a book-keeping system for

external force/drag componexts must be consistent with the definitions of

thrust that are to be adopted, eg, the bracketed terms of these equations.

This is discussed in the next Section.

2.6 THRUST DEFINITIONS AND THRUST/DRAG INTERFACES

The choice of propulsion system interfaces for thrust definition is

strongly influenced by practical considerations; it is of little use choosing

interfaces if it is impractical to define conditions that exist there.

Equallythere is not necessarily a unique definition applicable to any given

case. It is important that early agreement be obtained on preferred interfaces.

The thrust of an aircraft propulsion system may be defined as the

change of stream force between the entry and exit stations. The 'entry' and

'exit' stations must of course be defined. The possible choices may be

illustrated by reference to the example of a simple isolated nacelle (Fig 2-4).

(See also Ref 2-6).

At first sight it might seem appropriate to locate the interfaces at

the entry and exit of the propulsive duct (Stations 1 and 9) and to define

intrinsic net thrustFN,int,which is the actual thrust on the internal duct

surfaces. In practice, however, this is not a convenient definition because

* thrust is then strongly dependent on intake geometry. The engine manufacturer

would not, with this definition, be able to express performance in a compact

way applicable to all installations. Thus intrinsic net thrust does not

readily satisfy the basic requirements set out in Section 2.2.

An alternative entry interface is the 'engine face', station 2 (Fig 2-2).

Again thrust would be very dependent on intake conditions and in aircraft

-------------------------------------------------------------
*The reader should bewae of much loose teruinoloW in the literatue: the term "drag" is often used without
adequate definition or qualifi•tlon regarding the possible presence of potential flow buoyancy.
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Intake Power Plant Nozzle
Lip Exit

....................... ,,,,,d v e r a ll F 1N' ' I.
- I-

FGO Fr.Gg F'1~ FGOOo 4ý

O YSTATION Nos. '0

S~NOTE: The Stream Forces FG~, FGl, FG9, FGOO are local fluid properties exactly

at the given stations. The l~et Thrusts and "•'s" are forces acting

between the stations.

FORCE DEFINITIONS

FGOO Overall gross thrust
FG9 Standard gross thrust

FG r Intake stream force

GL

F0 Free stream momentum force ("ram drag")

atteg Pre-entry force

betwe Post-exit force

FIG 2-4 CHOICES OF ENTRY AND EXIT STATIONS

Sinstallations it may be difcult to estimate or measure the stream force at

this station since the flow is often non-uniform and unsteady. This interface

is however relevant in connected engine altitude test facilities (ATFs) where

stream force is usually determined at station 2 as part of the evaluation of

standard gross thrust from direct force measurements. In the ATF, flow

conditions at station 2 are very carefully controlled in order to facilitate

.. •..•.jthe accurate determination of FG2. Flov conditions at station 2 are also
,important for evaluating engne intake conditions, fr, intake pressure
thrust evaluation and installation effects.• !.,•"" rcondiion atd flwstat on2aevryin whch arefullycorntrle inqa orde tfai-lihtat

th acurt deemntofF2 lwcniin tsain2aeas



A far more convenient entry interface is the undisturbed free stream

located at 'upstream infinity', station (0). This interface satisfies all

the basic book-keeping requirements because it can be defined precisely in

terms of aircraft velocity and in the only possible upstream station free

from any disturbance by the body.

A possible exit interface, located at 'downstream infinity', station

(00) may be considered where the 'overall' or 'fully-expanded' gross thrust

at this station is

F~o-W, V 0  ....(221)

As a practical interface station (00) suffers because wake processes

make it difficult to evaluate FGO0 , although various approximations may be

made 2-4 2 -9 . The inherent uncertainty and arbitrary nature of such estimates

has discouraged the widespread use of station (00) as an interface, but it

is important to recognise it as a valuable station at which to define an

ideal stream thrust against which actual propulsion system performance may

be assessed. FGO0 provides a means for estimating potential flow post exit

force. The question is discussed more fully in Secti.on 2.7 and Chapter 3.

The gauge stream force at station 9, the standard gross thrust, FG9,
defined at the engine nozzle exit (Figs 2-3 and 2-4) has proved to be

both a convenient and an informative quantity. For 'classic' single-stream

nozzles at least the flow conditions at station 9 are often independent of

external flow effects and are under the engine manufacturer's control.

Standard gross thrust forms the basis of virtually all methods for evaluating

thrust in flight, and standard net thrust, FN, forms the basis of most

thrust/drag accounting systems and many engine brochures.

Expressions for net thrust and the corresponding Net Propulsive

Force are sumarised in the following table.
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TABLE 2-1. Net Thrust and Net Propulsive Force for Different Interface
Choices

Entry• • ntryAccount-

and Net Thrust Net Propulsive Force Line
Exit Definition ing NPF No

Station System

1,9 Intrinsic net thrust Force F -

F wF - F N,int nacelle
FN,int G9 G Drag F ops D -2FN,int + Opre post nacelle 2

0,9 Standard net thrust Force FN - e - ýnacelle 3

FN - F G - FGo Drag FN + ýpost D nacelle 4

0,00 Overall net thrust Force F5 - p - post -nacele

F' - F - F Drag F' - D 6N Goo Go N nacelle6

2.7 COWL FOREBODY AND AFTERBODY ACCOUNTING
Cowl forebody and afterbody forces have usually been accounted

separately. This situation is often unavoidable in practice because separate

wind tunnel tests have to be used to obtain correct flow conditions at the

intake and nozzle. Also, until recently,theoretical analysis has usually
treated the forebody and afterbody flows separately, due to limitations in the

available mathematical methods. Whilst separate treatment may be satisfactory

for nacelles having a reasonably long mid body of almost constant cross-

sectional area (high fineness ratio) the techniqvue can introduce serious errors

for short nacelles. Considerable interaction can exist between cowl forebody

and afterbody flow fields2-10

To simplify the explanation of fundamentals, this Guide will treat the

cowl forebody and afterbody flows separately, but the reader should be aware

of the limitations inherent in this approach.

Using suffices c and a to refer to cowl forebody and afterbody respec-

tively, Equation (214) may be expanded to give

Dc +Da " c +a{ C.pot+ a,potl

k Pc - C'potl I *a - ýa,pott .. 22
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and so, from the formal definition of drag

Dc c,pot

.... (223)
D - -a a apot

Equation (215) may be expanded to yield

'Opre +c,ppot + fa,pot + post " 0 .... (224)

and treating cowl forebody and afterbody separately implies that

pre c,pot
S..(225)

Oapot + 4post " 0 J
Hence for the cowl forebody

Dc c .... (226)
c pre

and for the afterbody

D a a + .... (227)Da a..os

2.7.1 Cowl Forebody

The streamtube area at station (0) for a given engine airflow is

determined by free stream conditions and in general is not equal to the

intake area. The area ratio Ao/A is known as the intake Mass Flow Ratio

(MFR) and in cruising flight is usually less than unity. With MMR less than

unity the intake is said to 'spill' flow. Since the stream forces and the

external cowl force and drag change with mass flow, it is necessary to book-

. keep such changes: the condition at MFR - 1.0 provides a suitable datum and
2-5is known as Datum Intake Flow

* Considering the forces on the pre-entry streamtube, (Fig 2-3), it has

already been shown (Equation (218)) that

Spre - FGi - OF

Hence at MFR - 1, the datum condition

pre

and from tquation (225)

ýCpot -

Tt :
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When MYR 0 1, in ideal flow, we have from Equations (223) and (225)

-c = c,pot -pre (228)

ie, the pre-entry force is balanced by the forebody buoyancy force, and

since there is no drag, this is the only external force on the cowl forebody.

In a real, viscous and compressible flow, the external pre-entry force

is not exactly balanced by the force acting on t'e cowl forebody ie *c p
c pc'Pt.

The resulting net force, which is the vector sum of the external pre-entry

force and cowl forebody force, depends on mass flow ratio, Reynolds number,

Mach number, incidence, etc.

For tiR <1.0, "intake spillage drag" may be defined such that

D spill W Dc - Dc,datum .... (229)

from Equation (226)

Dcdatum m fc,datum .... (230)

Hence Equation (229) becomes

Dspill Dc - c,datum .... (231)

or D spill - *pre - f•c,datum-*cfl .... (232)

Intake spillage drag may therefore be considered as comprising the

difference between two terms: the pre-entry force *pre (commonly called
'pre-entry drag' or 'additive drag') and a term representing the difference in

cowl forebody forces which arises when airflow is reduced from datum mass

flow. This force difference is often loosely called the 'cowl suction force'.

From Equations (229) and (223)

Dspill =(c _ c,pot) - Dcdatum .... (233)

The term in brackets represents the departure of the cowl suction force in

real flow from tbe potential flow suction force (at the same mass flow ratio)

due to viscous or wave effects.

Using a force accounting approach, we would define "cowl suction force"

directly as-

ýspill O c -c,datum .... (234)
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where c n cdatum would be measured as part of the corresponding nacelle

forces nacelle and fnacelledatum" From Equation (232) it may be seen that

for a sharp lipped cowl with no projected frontal area, neglecting changes in

cowl friction drag with MFR, D = *pe"For other cowls D is usuallyspill 0 pre' spill
less than p

pre.
Spillage drag data can be obtained either by direct force measurements

on complete ducted bodies or intake/forebody models, or by assessing the

momentum defect in the surrounding flow by means of total and static pressure

traverses. Experimental data can be expressed relative to pre-entry force to

yield a spillage drag factor Ks defined by

D Ks •pre .... (235)

t For this type of correlation it is usual to calculate p on the
preI assumption of one dimensional isentropic flow.

For MFR <1 and for incompressible flow

Spre - (1 - NF) 2  .... (236)

or for compressible flow

-pre + (1 ee. /Pao) - 2(FR) .... (237)

For a blunt-lipped intake, the stagnation line moves around the lip

contour as MN varies, so that~strictly speaking3the area A, is variable.
However, since K8 has to be determined experimentally, •pein only required
as a reference value and a fixed value of Aaeg the intake leading edge

(highlight) area, way be used.

Alternatively, spillage drag may be expressed as a force coefficient

using either inlet area or nacelle maximum cross-sectional area, plotted or

tabulated directly as a function of MI and other relevant operating conditions.

Both these types of data presentation are ccamonly found in the literature2- 1 1

2.7.2 Cowl Afterbody

For a simple single stream nacelle as shown in Fig (2-3) the afterbody

drag is given by

D( - - fdA .... (238)
a 5  s~pot a%

where fa is the afterbody friction drag.*' 4•. . , -"
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Equation (223) states

Da *a &a,pot

This shows the relationship between afterbody drag and force: a,pot

represents the aftkrbody buoyancy. It is important to recognise that after-

body drag can be determined from afterbody force measurements only if a correc-

tion is made for this buoyancy term, which, contrary to the analogous forebody

situation, can not be uniquely evaluated. Afterbody drag results from the

failure of the afterbody force to match the potential buoyancy force.

Another expression for drag was given in Equation (227)

Da = 4a + *post

where (Equation 219)

#post M FGoo - FGO

The evaluation of FGo and hence #post presents difficulties in real

flow involving mass, momentum and energy transfer between the jet and external

flow. This cannot be adequately modelled by a strematube representation of

the jet since there is no unique exit streamtube. Nevertheless, strong inter-

action forces between jet and body can exist. In consequence, afterbody/

nozzle book-keeping requires particular care to ensure a consistent accounting

procedure, quite apart from any experimental difficulties.

The drag accounting method adopts the convention that drag is related

to force by the potential flow buoyancy. Thus a change in afterbody force

resulting from real jet effects is seen as a change in afterbody drag. In

the special case whare the propulsion jet is fully expandedvie when the nozzle

environmental pressure and the jet exit static pressure are both ec¢ual to

ambient pressure, P , the afterbody potential flow buoyancy and post exit! ~so'
force are zero. This case may, as for the intake, be regarded as an important

datum condition.

Then from Equations (223) or (227) at this datum point afterbody force

and drag are identical:-

Da,datum " a,datum .... (239)

When nozzle operating pressure ratio differs from the datum point

pressure ratio we may define an "Incremental Afterbody Drag" or "Jet Inter-

• •. • ference Drag", Dj, in a manner analogous to intake spillage drag, such that

D j - Da - D ,datum .... (240)
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Hence from Equation ý223):-

Zj #U P otJa Ddatu ....(241)

or, alternatively, using Equation (225) D ..*..22
D - a post D a,datum]

Jet interference drag thus results from the failure of the afterbody

force to match the potential flow afterbody buoyancy, is to react the

potential flow post exit force.

An incremental afterbody force or jet-interference force, whichS zpresents the difference between afterbody and datum afterbody forces and

is related to Dj via mpost' ay be formulated from Equation (239) and (242):-

#a -#,datum m Dj - post a *J

In an actual test situation it is usually difficult to set up a true

simulation of the nozzle datum condition in the presence of external flow.

For this reason and because of the difficulties previously noted of defining

FGo01the drag accounting method has not often been ,ed for afterbodies. It

has the advantage, however, that Dj is always positive in the drag sense thus

making afterbody performance losses more visible.

2.7.3 Combined Forebody and Afterbody (Isolated Nacelle)

Using the equations developed in the previous Sectionsmore detailed

equations for overall propulsive force may now be written using an isolated

single-stream nacelle as the simplest example. The external nacelle force

and drag are taken as the sums of forebody and afterbody components,

#nacelle = c + a a
"I .... (243)

Dnacelle D€ +a a

Rafe-ring to Fig 2-4, the simplest possible expression for net propulsive

force in terms of Dra is (Equation 220):--
NPF - FGoo -Go - Dacelle

or from Lhe definition of overall net thrust F1 (Table 2-1, Line. 6)N

NP - FN - Dnacelle

li••. nil lim. , ,, I



Substituting for Dnacelle from Equation (229) and (240) we have

NP? - F' - (Dpil * Dj ellDod tm) .... (244)N #ilnacelati

The simplicity of these equations makes Overall Net Thrust a natural

* choice for y accounting systems: the only dravback is the difficulty of

relating it to Standard Net Thrust by evaluating *p ,'as already discussed
post,

in Sec~ions 2.6 and 2 7.2. In terms of Standard Net Thrust, (Equation (244)

becomes

NPF - FN 4 *post - (D$pill * Dj ÷ Dclledtum) .... (245)

The simplest possible expression for net propulsive force in terms of

nacelle forces, is

NPF - F. - a .... (246)
Nint nacelle

Using Standard Net Thrust and substituting for *nacelle from Equations (234)

and (243)

NPF - FM pre (#spill + #c,datum .... (247)

However, by definition,,pr# - F( - FGo (Equation (218))bthus *pr. cannot

be determined without knowing F : in effect we are still using FNint. The

unsatisfactory nature of station 1 as a thrust interface was discussed in

Section 2.6. To circumvent this problem we may eliminate #pre using

Equation (232) and (234) Co give

NPF - FN - (Depil 1 + # c,datum + #a) .... (248)

But *c,datum a Dc,datun (Equation (230)) so that we may write

NPF = FN - (Dspill + D c*datum + A) .... (249)

Equation (249) is a Hybrid using Drag accounting for the cowl forebody and

Force accounting for the afterbody, and is the natural result of using

stations 0 and 9 as the interfaces for Standard Net Thrust.

Equation (249) is the basis for the procedures normally used in wind

tunnel test accounting.

The more important equations are souarised in Table 2-2.

"I '

<.~.< F _
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TABLE 2-2. Extended Expression* for Net Propulsive Force

Account- Line

Net Thrust in& Net Propulsive Force NPF No
System

Standard Force F [#spill + c,datum + eA] I*
N pro Lepill cldatu ]a

S Net Thrust Drag F N ÷ *post - [D +1  ÷ ~ Dna elle datum] 2

FN ,, FG., -Fr Hybrid FN - [D,. .+ Dd +, 3

pre post spii *. c,datu, a

Not Thrust Drag F.1 - [Dspill +3 D 4.aeledtm

7; - FCoo - FGo

Of these poseibilitieslthat most often used is hybrid accounting

(line 3) with standard net thrust.

2.8 REFERENCE MODEL TESTING

* It has already been mentioned that it is not always possible to set up

the "datum" conditions during wind tunnel tests of intakes and nozzles, and

correct simulation of both simultaneously is scarcely ever possible. To

obtain the best possible data, each component is tested separately, and the

performance of the complete aircraft is synthesized by relating the various

tests to each other through carefully selected and reproducible wind tunnel
'reference' configurations. The performance of each separate component is

expressed as a change from the reference condition. In most installations

the basic airframe drag model would include some representation of the intake,

and the same configuration would be included as a reference in separate

tests of the intake. Similarly, both the airframe drag and nozzle models

would include the same reference afterbody configuration. The drag model

may include engine simulators, 'flow through' propulsive ducts, or may even

have the propulsion system omitted entirely.

2.8.1 Forebody Reference Conditions

In ideal circumstances the Datum Intake Flow (NFl - 1.0) would be used

as a reference condition. In practice, for example due to wind tunnel model

limitations, it may not be possible to arrange for (MR)rlf to equal unity.
re

3?.".



If reference conditions are chosen such that (MWR) ref <1.0, then

Dcref cref because # 0 0 and buoyancy is non-zero. Any increases in

cowl forebody drag accompanying further reductions in MFR below the reference

value then represent increments in spillage drag; in such cases the reference

drag includes an element of spillage drag. Thus we define "incremental

r 'spillage drag" (cf Equation (229)) as

AD5 Dl - D~ D .... (250)
il I D~~~pill " c " c'ref I.. ,o

For well designed subsonic cowls there is generally a range of MFR

below unity where the spillage drag is negligible. The lower limit of the

MFR range for which this is true is often tertifed the 'critical' or 'drag rise'

mass flow ratio and will vary vith free stream Mach number, incidenceetc.

It is important that reference MFR be chosen to be as close to unity as

possible so as to remain in the low drag range. If this condition is not

satiqfied, there may be a substantial region of separated flow adjacent to
the cowl, which could lead to inconsistent reference drag and poor test

repeatability.

Installations requiring special care are those in which the pre-entry

streautube is not isentropic. Examples of this are when the streautube

passes through airframe generated shock waves or passes over an airframe

surface.

For supersonic conditions the reference configuration must include a

good intake representation to ensure that the inlet external shock system is

representative. The reference MPR will include spillage due to airframe and

inlet shocks and the reference drag will include the drag due to this spillage

and due to the losses in the pre-entry streamtube.

When the inlet streantube passes over an airframe surface, as in the

case of fuselage-side intakes the force on the wetted surface (which we may

"call *.) imparts an equal and opposite forward force to the inlet airstream.

Hence Equation (218) is no longer valid, but must be replaced by

• p e - # = F x -F G o . . . . (2 5 1 )
pre W C Go

With the definitionk 3f Net Thrust in Table 2-1, ý is an "internal"

force and is implicitly included in the thrust account: it must therefore

S -be reoved from the drag account. However, the extent of the wetted forebody

.2i
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surface varies with HFR, producing a corresponding variation of fW: thus

r the remaining "external" airframe drag also varies, making this an incon-

vanient accounting method.

If 4W is included in the basic "airframe drag" account, it must be

removed from the thrust account. There are two accepted ways of doing this.

The more usual procedure is to define a "modified pre-entry force", known

as tmodified pre-entry drag" 2- or (in the USA) as "scoop incremental

drag"
2 - 1 2

mpre pre .... (252)

and a corresponding "modified spillage drag",

Dmspill SDpill W .... (253)

(Note that D spill is not strictly a drag)

This method is very suitable for accounting wind tunnel tests, since

the apparent spillage drag measured in a force-balance test of a combined

intake and forebody approximates very closely to Dm spill*

An alternative procedure is to replace the free stream momentum force

L or "ran drag" by a "modified ram drag".

F -c " -e " .... (254)
mGo - ~

This leads to a "modified net thrust"

- FN , - ,Go - ÷ + .... (255)

This method may be appropriate for preliminary project studies where
test data for D are not yet available.

m,spill
For many forebody shapes, the total net buoyancy force is small, and

changes in buoyancy due to spillage are largely confined to the cowl. The

buoyancy contribution to can then be neglected, and #i represents the

profile drag: * DW. It may be estimated with sufficient accuracy on the

basis of skin friction only.

With either method, the engine mass flow and thrust will be influenced

by the air intake total pressure recovery (P/Pto• ) which in turn is affected

by ingestion of forebody boundary layer. If a diverter or bleed system is

fitted, its drag must be accounted in a manner consistent with the treatment

of forebody drag. Further discussion of the methods applicable to particular
2-13

intake layouts may be found in the literature

'A
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2.8.2 Afterbody Reference Conditions

As in the intake/forebody case, reference conditions may be chosen

such that fpost is non-zero and # a,ref 0 Da~ref* In practice, for example

during wind tunnel afterbody model component tests, it is not usually possible

to achieve datum conditions where *post is zero. Horeover~on overall aircraft

drag models which incorporate nacelle simulations it is seldom possible to

arrange that intake/forebody and nozzle/afterbody datum conditions are

achieved simultaneously. As for the forebody case, the afterbody reference

drag then includes an element of jet interference drag.

In the general case of an arbitrary reference condition, we have an

interference force.

A*a Oaref .... (256)

The afterbody reference force, a,refPis measured with external flow

simulating the true flight condition as nearly as possible, but with aI simplified nozzle/internal flow configuration which can conveniently be

reproduced on the overall.aircraft drag model. The 'actual' afterbody

force fa is measured with the best possible simulation of both the external
and internal flows and nozzle geometry.

An essential requirement for a reference configuration is that the

flow should be consistent, so that drag measurements are repeatable. If

possible the flow pattern should not be sensitive to Reynolds number, since

the various tests will generally use models of different scales to suit the

available test facilities. It follows that, for example, a blunt based

afterbody providing a controlled separation at the base may well be more

appropriate than a well streamlined shape. The base pressure should be

adequately measured, and appropriate corrections made if it is found to vary

between test facilities. If the drag reference model has a throughflow

nacelle, a fairly low energy jet will be formed, and this condition must also

be tested on the afterbody reference model. Because of the relationship

between post exit force and afterbody buoyancy, the choice of reference jet

condition will influence the afterbody force measured. Hence the reference

jet must be reproduced on the drag reference model and the afterbody reference

model.

The above illustrates the close interplay between afterbody external

'drag' and internal 'thrust' accounting. Very careful book-keeping and tcst-

ing are required when the synthesis of overall propulsion system performance

involves cross referencing between various test assemblies.
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2.8.3 Engine Reference Conditions

The basis on which installed thrust is established is normally the

test of the engine itself in the engine test facility, with a uniform inlet

flow and with the exhaust flow expanded into quiescent conditions. In some

cases, for example in the early days of a project, an 'engine' may have to be

defined from rig tests of the various engine components.

In many installations the effects of external flow on nozsle flow

capacity and internal thrust are important. Examples include an unchoked

* nozzle, or a plug nozzle in which the plug force is to be regarded as internal

to the nozzle. In all these cases the nozzle gross thrust,F,•,could in

principle be evaluated at the actual flight conditions, in which case there

would be no internal interference term. Howevar, the practical problems of

measuring F under these conditions are considerable, even at model scale.
Determination of F for the full scale engine with external flow would be a
very costly undertaking; there are few test facilities capable of providing

adequate external flow simulation for a large turbofan or turbojet engine.

As a practical proposition, therefore, it is necessary to determine the

basic engine and nozzle performance by quiescent-air testing, and to account

j separately for the effects of external flow using small scale models.

With external flow, the internal performance of the nozzle must be

F related to the external conditions. Two methods are used; one is to specify

internal performance in terms of 'Applied Pressure Ratio',APR - P /P I
ti o

where Psb is the mean base pressure existing around the nozzle exit.

w The alternative is to use 'Exhaust Pressure Ratio', EPR - Pt /Pgot

where Pso is the free stream static pressure.
The 'best' metho0 will depend on the particular installation under

investigation. External flow effects on internal thrust at a given nozzle

pressure ratio may be treated as an interference item.

F F F....(257)

where F g,quies is thc gross thrust under quiescent-air conditions. The

magnitude of AF will depend on the nozzle operating conditions and the

method (EPR or APR) used to relate quiescent ("wind off") and external flow
("wind on") operating conditions. For model testing (Section 2.8.4) it is

usually necessary to ensure that quiescent gross thrust is evaluated at the

correct "wind on" non dimensional mass flow by means of nozzle flow and

force coefficients. Chapter 3 treats these topics in more detail.
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A further item which can conveniently be treated as an interference

2 !term is the force change on any exposed exterior surface of the nozzle itself.

This is strictly speaking part of the afterbody, but since the nozzle is

attached to the engine (at full scale) or to the blowing duct (at model scale)

it can be very difficult to separate this force from the internal thrust.

Thus it is often more convenient for this force to appear on the propulsion

account rather than as part of the reference airframe drag. This item also

includes changes to base force due to, for exmpli, unrepresentative boundary

liyers on the afterbody/nozzle model or cooling air exhausted through the

base.

' I
An n nref .... (258)

where n,ref is the nozzle external force under reference conditions. In

i practice it may be difficult to separate the AF, AOn and AOa terms.

2.8.4 Wind tunnel testing and synthesis of NPF

The particular tests required to synthesize net propulsive force will

depend on the aircraft type and configuration; Refs 2-14 and 2-15 give examples.

All the necessary equations can be derived as special cases of, for example,

the hybrid equation (Equation (249)). Taking the net measured balance force

as positive upstream, and denoted by *balýwe can rearrange Equation (249) as
'~bal -N -D -

Obal - FN - Dspill - Dc,datum- ýa .... (259)

where FN is the net internal stream thrust defined in the standard way and

derived from internal measurements.

Writing FN - bal - Omodel' we have

Omodel (Dspill + Dc,datum+ a) model .... (260)

This is applied to each component in turn.

For the Airframe Reference Model, the a term in Equations (249) to

(260) is expanded to include the airframe drag, DA,ref.

i=D + D + + D .. 21

AF,ref spillref cdatum a,ref AF,ref .... (261)

which is the sum of airframe drag, nacelle forebody dragand nacelle after-

body force, in the reference condition.

"k.A
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This expression is directly applicable for an aircraft with podded

powerplants. For an integrated powerplant design, Equation (261) is still

applicable if Dpref is understood not to include the drag of those parts

of the airframe in the "cowl" and "afterbody" regions. It will often not
,, • be possible to separate "airframe", "cowl", and "afterbody" reference force/

drag components in this case.

For an Intake Model with no afterbody

Ointake n Dspill + Dc datum .... (262)

Applying this successively to the Reference and actual intake

MFR, Dc,datum cancels out, leaving the Incremental Spillage Drag

Ointake - ýintake,ref i Dspill -Dspill ref .... (263)

"= ADspil 1

The Nozzle/Afterbody model typically has a non-metric forebody and the

internal airflow enters with zero axial stream force, or is corrected to that

condition. If the nozzle and afterbody are mounted on a co-mon force balance,

Equation (259) becomes:
Obal ' F -9 " Oa

or in the case of separate nozzle-force accounting,

hbal F YGO - fa - on .... (264)

Combining Equations (257) and (264)

*bal - FG,quies - AF - Oa -n

so we have in the same notation as before

na Gs,quies bal
a *.... (265)

The nozzle for the Airframe Reference Model is chosen to be a simple one

(such as a convergent flow-through duct) for which external-flow effects may
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be negligible, i0 AFref !O' This same nozzle configuration must be tested

on the Nozzle/Afterbody model: applying Equation (265) successively to this

test and to the test at the Real Inflight Nozzle Condition, and subtracting,

we get the Nozxle/Afterbody Interference ForceCna -na,ref F+÷ a n a,ref n,ref

a na = - AF + Aa + Aon .... (266)

This is assumed to be the same both for full scale and model scale.

The incremental force on the afterbody includes the term AF necessary

to account for any effects of external flow on nozzle internal performance.

Alternative nozzle/afterbody model test arrangements having, for

example, the afterbody and nozzle assemblies mounted on separate force

balances, may be employed. Such arrangements are necessary for distinguishing

between the individual terms comprising Aona.

2.9 SYNTHESIS OF OVERALL NPF

Taking airframe drag into account, the hybrid NPF equation (line 3

Table 2-2) for the aircraft becomes:

tNPF = FN - (DAF + Dspill + DCdatum "a) .... (267)

For preliminary project studies, the bracketed terms may be obtained

by theoretical estimation or from test data on similar designs: FN would

be obtained from an engine brochure. When model test data become available,

the methods of Section 2,8 may be applied to synthesize overall NPF. From

Equations (256), (261) (263) and (267).:

NPF = FN - (#AF,ref + IDspill a+ lg)

where F N is the inf light or installed engine standard net thrust. In the

absence of engine test facilities with external flow simulation (Section 2.8.3)

it is necessary to determine thrust from full scale quiescent-air tests using

appropriate calibrations.

"*Fr confiurationse whre e 1 0, thie term need not be evaluated providing that it can be taken that
ref

tbsamea value arises on both airframe reference and noszle/afterbody reference modele.

k V.,,
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MODEL TEST SYNTHESIS

Airframe Wind on• i reference

model Referenca intake and OAF,

reference nozzle configurations OFrf

~ Reference airf lows

Intake Wind on
forebody Reference configuration• ~model

SReference airflow AD spill

Wind on
True configuration
True airflow

Nozzle I Wind on
model Reference configuration NPF

Reference airflow

S Wind on 4n
-- True configuration no

True airflow

Wind off AF [
True configuration
True airf low

Intake Wind on FN,quies
internal
model

S~True airf low

Measures Pt21 PtO

Engine Wind off
test bed

Measures thrust
and airf low

FIG. 2-5 EXAMPLE OF NET PROPULSIVE FORCE SYNTHESIS
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Defining the engine "quiescent-air net thrust" as

F F . -AF

:FN,quies G,quies Go
S~it follows from Equation (257) that

{ F N - FNue - AF

so that

NPF F -( +ADspll +
N,quies (oAF,ref spl A"na) . (268)

Each item in Equation (268) must be corrected as far as practicable

to allow for differences between model and full scale, and between test bed

and flight. Several important engine-versus-model nozzle differences, such

as nozzle leakages and non-uniform gas flow and gas properties, are automati-

cally included by using the full scale value of F G,quies

Differences between test bed and flight include engine cycle changes

due to varying APR, Reynolds number, etc (which can be assessed in an ATF),

and also due to external-flow effects on nozzle discharge coefficients.

It is essential that F quies, FGo and na should all be evaluated at the
G9,ue'G na

mass flow appropriate to the "wind-on" condition.

In the "thrust in flight" case, if FN,quies is derived from pressure

measurements and nozzle calibrations, the effects of engine rematching are

correctly accounted.

For performance prediction, the test bed FNquies may have to be

corrected, using an engine cycle program, to the flight condition.

These matters are discussed more fully in Chapter 3.

Figure 2-5 sunnarises the reference test procedure as described in

the preceding Sections.

2.10 APPLICATION TO A TWO STREAM SHORT COWL NACELLE

The principles given in this Guide are not only applicable to the

simple single stream nacelle. The more complex case of a short cowl turbofan

installation having separate exhausts and an inlet centrebody, as illustrated

in Figure 2-6, is considered in this Section.

A fuller treatment of this type of nacelle is given in Reference 2-9.
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"4 I

pre,

Oplug -.
G o I F GFG FGlq• . . .

FiG. 2-6 FORCES ACTING ON A TWO STREAM MACHINE

2.10.1 Force Equations

By direct integration of forces acting on the nacelle, the net

opulsive force is:

NPF - (FGo + FGIG - F01) - nacelle .... (269)

where #nacelle # CB + cowl + AB + fplug .... (270)

ie NPF FN,int - Oplug - AB- - - Ocowl .... (271)

and F. mt is the intrinsic net thrust,

FN'int - (F9 + FG19) - F0J .... (272)

*1 F and F are primary and secondary standard gross thrusts.

Momentum conservation in the pre-entry streamtube yields

4Opre - (FG1 - Fo) + CB....(273)

Primary and secondary flow post exit streamtubes may be constructed

such that, by momentum conservation in potential flow:

F = F + .. (274)
- Goo G? post,o- plugpot4, "e ~
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FGzoo FGa. +posta- 4post,o" OAB,pot ".'"(275)

where FGoo and FGioo are the gross thrusts of the primary and secondary

flows expanded from Pso and P 81 to Pso

S'plug,pot and *Al,pot are plug and afterbody buoyancies.

Standard Net Thrust is:

F -F +F - F .... (276)
0N g Gig Go

From Equations (276), (272) and (273):

FN = FN,int + FGi - FGo FN,int + Opre - CB .... (277)

Hence Equation (271) may be written in terms of standard net thrust:

NPF - FN - ýplug - #AB - fpre - ýcowl .... (278)

If, as is sometimes the case, plug and afterbody forces are lumped with

primary and secondary standard gross thrusts to define corresponding

"Modified Gross Thrusts",

F*G -F pl .... (279)
G, G plug

F* -F - .... (280)
Gig m Ga9 *AB

then we may define a "Modified Standard net thrust":

F*N - F* + F* -F -F - .. (21
N 0 Gopl -Ag .... (281)

II

So that in Equation (278):3 I
NPF - F* -p - .... (282)

N - pre ýcowl

This expression is then comparable to that developed for the single

stream nacelle (cf Table2-1,Line 3). Clearly, other permutations are possible,

eg plug may be lumped with FGO, but *AB treated separately.

:• . ... mmplug



2.10.2 Drag Equations

From the fundamental definition of drag, Equation (214) gives

D Dcowl a *cowl - cowl~pot .... (283)

• DAB " g~AB " AB,pot .. 24

Dplug " 4 plug" *plug,pot(25

The effects of have been included in F (cf Equation (278)). By

the Prandtl/d'Alembert paradox, Equation (215) becomes

+* +-0 ....(286)Opre cowl,pot post, 0

Using Equation (283) and (286), Equation (278) can be rewritten as

IP " N-plug AB Dc .... (287)

or using Modified Standard Net Thrust,

lUF - F* N D co l + .... (288)

This expression is comparable to that derived for the single stream nacelle

(Table2-1,line 4). The plug and #AB terms are, of course, still present

even though concealed. They can be eliminated by using "Overall Net Thrust",

F' * 1 - .. (289)
N FCoo + FGaoo " FGo

Substituting from Equation (274) and (275) gives

(G, pluspot) a ( •posta -AB,pot) -F

"IFN- plugpot + #post - *AB,pot .... (290)

Hence Equation (287) becomes

NFP - - Dplug - DA - Dcol .... (291)L

which follows the standard form of Drag equation, Table 2-1, line 6.

!-'.
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2.10.3 Hybrid Equations

As in the single-stream nacelle, the simple force Equations (278) and

(282) are inconvenient for practical force accounting because they contain

pro : this can be eliminated by using drag accounting for the cowl forebody.

Dividing the cowl force into forebody and afterbody components, (Equation (243)),

cowl " c + *a

Equation (278) becomes, via Equations (226) and (229)

PF - F N - (Dspill + Dc,datum + a + AB + •plu) .... (292)

and Equation (282) becomes

NPF F* (D + D +)I .... (293)
N spill c,datim a

2.10.4 NPF Synthesis

The equations used for NPF synthesis utilising full-scale and wind

tunnel model measurements are analagous to those developed for the single

stream nacelle. The ATY supply conditions and engine settings may be arranged
to give the flight values of exhaust parimters, but the shape of the jet

boundaries will differ between flight and the ATF due to the constant static

pressure conditions around the powerplant in the absence of external flow.

Thus jet pressures and velocities, etc, are altered so that afterbody and

plug forces are changed and engine component rematching occurs. Some of these

changes are usually accounted using small scale models tested, as for the

single stream nacelle, in both "wind-on" and "wind-off" conditions.

It is frequently more convenient to include the plug force as part of

the core engine internal thrust and to account for it in a nozzle thrust

coefficient. This approach can also be used for the by-pass flow, using a

modified by-pass nozzle thrust coefficient to include DA, which is a con-

venient scheme for testing a fan engine in the ATF. Whichever book-keeping

syst=m is adopted for D" it must be noted that there is an intimate connection

in the presence of external flow between D , Dplugi Dcowl and internal flow.

In tests with external flow these are difficult to separate. A full discussion

of the interactions between these various terms is outside the scope of this

document. The subject is more fully covered in Reference 2-9.
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2.11 CONCLUSION

This Chapter has pointed to the need for a carefully thought out

Sthrust and drag book-keeping system. Such a system must be appropriate to

the powerplant under consideration and to the division of technical

responsibilities for the parts of the powerplant. It must also be applicable

both to the prediction of performance and to flight test analysis.

The SAE's standard powerplant station designation system is
recomended.

A careful distinction was made between the terms "force" and "drag".

Rigorous definition of the terms used in a book-keeping system is recommended.

The items which should appear in the book-keeping system were

discussed and their relationship to Net Propulsive Force indicated for Force,

Drag or Hybrid accounting.

Wind tunnel tests needed to define the thrust/drag components and'

mutual interference effects were described.

Iti
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CHAPTER 3

THRUST EXPRESSIONS, MEKTHODOLOGY, AND OPTIONS

3.1 'INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2 introduced some of the major propulsion system thrust, force,

and drag book-keeping items necessary for determining net propulsive force.

Alternative accounting methods or options for synthesising NP! were outlined.

These were shown to depend on the particular installation in question,

appropriate procedures being dictated by powerplant component model and full

scale test facilities available. In particular, the need emerged to define a

practical interface f or internal thrust assessment utilising quiescent air
engine thrust measurements, expressed usually as standard gross and net thrust.

In this Chapter attention is concentrated mainly on methods for deter-*1 mining engine standard gross and net thrust which, directly or indirectly,
form the basis of virtually all procedures for evaluating thrust in flight.
Several method options exist, involving varying degrees of effort, complexity,I and accuracy. These may involve the use of:-

- A performance brochure for the engine breed.

- Performance brochures for flight engines calibrated individually

in the Ground Leve*A Test Bed (GLTB) or Altitude Test Facility (AT!).I - Calibrated flight instrumentation located at measurement planes
within the gas generator.

-- A calibrated probe or rake of probes traversing the engine nozzle

exhaust flow.

-Engine trunnion load measurements.

The methods listed are not exclusive and may be complementary. The

choice of an appropriate method depends crucially on the accuracy to which

aircraft drag needs to be known. It is important at the outset to identify

the main aircraft mission points at which high thrust measurement accuracy

is required.

Brochure Methods

A "brochure"I consists of a set of dimensional or non-dimensional curves,

a set of tables, or a computer program. It describes either the average per-

formance of an engine type or the individual performance of a specific engine

of that type over a defined area of operation. The background information to

a brochure ranges from predictions prior to the first run of the engine
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through to comprehensive calibrations of one or more specific engines of thet type on the GLTB and/or ATF, and includes extensive performance development

experience.

Brochur~es may be produced f or individual flight test engines. These

require calibration on the GLTB and extrapolation of results to flight. In

general this involves correcting for changes in engine matching due to the

effect of ram pressure ratio, inlet P t2and T t2, and true specific heat varia-

tions from sea level to altitude; accounting for nozzle thrust coefficient

changes, flow leakage, and changes in mass flow and gross thrust resulting

from external flow. Corrections for some of these terms, eg, those associated

with altitude changes, may be established from experience on the breed of

engine. Flight performance engines calibrated in the ATF provide quiescent

air thrust performance at a number of specific flight mission points, and
altitude brochure input data.

Brochure performance is expressed in terms of the major engine control

parameters for defined inlet and exhaust nozzle operating conditions. In the

simplest case the brochure can be entered with one engine parameter measured

during flight tests at specific flight operational conditions, the net thrust

being obtained as output. The parameter can be a simple one such as shaft

speed, which is readily available to good accuracy. The brochure may be such

that it can be entered with a number of alternative measured parameters.

Several independent parameters may be necessary to define the engine operating

conditions.

It is desirable and usual but not essential f or thrust evaluation to

measure other major flow parameters within the engine, in order to provide

additional information on engine flight performance. Brochure methods involve

minimum measurements in flight.

Gas Generator Methods 3 ' 2  3

An engine consists of a set of components such as compressors, turbines

etc, which make up a gas generator. Their characteristics can be determined

during ground level tests given sufficient instrumentation. operating points

on the component characteristic can be determined by relatively few key

measurements in flight, Using the component data, together with mess flow,

energy and momentum conservation principles, the "gas generator" flow

properties at various stations within the engine can be determined either
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directly from calibrated flight instrumentation located at those stations

or indirectly by using instrumentation located at other stations. In

particular, flow conditions at engine and propulsion nozzle inlet planes can

be established so enabling $ross thrust and airflow to be derived at any

flight condition.

Techniques for calculating, rather than measuring the flow properties

at a station are important to several performance synthesis and thrust method

options. In reheated engines, for example, the jet pipe total temperature

may be too high to allow instrumentation to be located at nozzle entry. If

accurate measurements can be taken at the final nozzle then a direct descrip-

tion of exhaust flov and thrust, PG., is obtainable. Engine inlet flow and
ran drag$ FmO, may be derived from flow continuity, making allowance for fuel

and secondary f lows. This can be considered an elementary portion of a full

"gas generator" method, which, in those circumstances, is not required to

derive unmeasured quantities at nozzle entry. It is good practice to measure

other engine parameters and describe the gas properties throughout the engine,

checking for consistency throughout the engine cycle. Gas generator methods

usually involve using nozzle performance coefficients derived from model and

full scale experimental data.

The measurement of internal engine parameters in the aircraft using

calibrated instrumentation to yield standard net thrust increases onboard data

acquisition syst=m requirements but provides the means for extending GLTB and

ATF calibrations to a wider range of aircraft operating conditions. It may

be necessary for high accuracy to utilise during engine calibration the same

sensors and data system as are used on the aircraft, with correct simulation

of the equipment operating environment.

Swinging Probe Method
3-4

A calibrated swinging probe or rake of probes may be used to traverse

the noxzle exhaust in order to measure local total and static pressures, total

temperature and flow direction. Provided that the traverse data are r~epresents-

tive of the whole cross-section, an integrated exhaust mass flow and gross

thrust can be calculated. Ideally, special engine calibrations are not

required. Fuel and secondary air bleed flows are needed to determine engine

inlet flow and hence not thrust.

Trunnion Thrust Method

The method involves measuring the force transmitted to the airframe via

the engine mounting trunnions. This forces represents the difference between
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stream forces at engine inlet and exit stations taking account of engine

external carcass pressure forces, etc. To determine gross or net thrust,

measurements of the appropriate interface stream force.. are required. If the

exhaust system is mounted separately then a similar procedure is required to

measure the load on this component. The presence of fire bulkheads, slip

joints, and ventilation flows, may impose additional forces on the trunnions

which must be accounted. The method might be extended to measure the pylon

load of a pod installation.

Engine Calibration Conditions

The choice of GLTB and ATF test conditions should reflect a sensible

Z balance between requirements for establishing calibrations applicable directly

to aircraft mission points, data consistency, and the aircr'ift drug polar.

Timescales, engine life and costs may dictate that such testing be limited.

The test data apply in general to stabilised flight conditions. If transient

flight test techniques are employed to determine drag, dynamic response data

may be needed to account for time-dependent factors such as engine settling

time, instrumentation lags, etc.

Tests yield quiescent air or "wind-off" engine airflow and thrust which

may be read across to flight provided that aircraft installation effects such

as intake total pressure loss, flow distortion, and propulsion nozzle "wind-on"

or external flow effects that impact engine matching, are evaluated.

Most current procedures for evaluating thrust in flight employ either

brochure or gas generator methods. Given that appropriate calibrations have

been carried out both procedures should yield the same answers. The "brochure"

approach rests on the assumption that all relevant influences have been taken

into account. If, hoirever, the eaigine flight environment differs markedly

from that of the ground test, or ageing occurs, engine performance may depart

significantly from the brochure model and net thrust would differ from the

calibrated value. Gas generator methods attempt to take care of this situation

and will do so provided flow and thrust calibration coefficients remain

invariant.

The above methods are discusued in greater detail in the ensuing

Sections following a description of relevant thrust accounting methods.

Section 3.2 deals with the basic definitions of thrust, non-dimensional mass

flow, and thrust groups. Departures from ideal nozzle gross thrust relation-

ships, expressed in terms of flow and thrust coefficients, are presented in
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Section 3.3, leading to expressions for actual gross thrust. A discussion

of the various optioas for deriving thrust are presented in Section 3.4

together with recommended procedures for selecting proposed options. An
outline of the basic measurements required for the various options are dis-
cussed in Section 3.5. Finally, engine calibration techniques are discussed
briefly in Section 3.6.

3.2 13ASIC THRUST EXPRESSIONS

'.2.1 Standard Gross and Net Thrust

The Standard Net Thrust for a single-nozzle engine, FN is defined by:

FN - Fe - F ....(301)
N .C Go

where F~ Wg V9 + A. (P - P ).... (3o2)
57 9 so

ant', F Go W, V0  .... (30)

tThe standard gross thrust, F.,~ is defined at the nozzle exit plane
(Plane 9) and should be understood to represent the integral over the nozzle

geometric area of relevant flow properties with associated directional or

vector terms. Departures from uniform one-dimensional flow conditions at

Plane 9 stem'. from the geometry of the nozzle, upstream flow profiles, and

downstream or external flow effects. The measurement of flow conditions

directly at Plane 9 is not practicable so that it is usual to reftrence the

performance of the nozzle to conditions defined at nozzle entry (Plane 7),.1 and utilise empirically established coefficients to relate real nozzle
performance to that of an ideal nozzle operating at the same mean nozzle entry

conditions.

3.2.2 Ideal Gross Thrust

The flow downstr'%am of the nozzle entry, Plane 7, may be regarded as

I an ideal flow either fully expanded to free-stream static pressure, P50  at
nozzle exit for the complete range of nozzle operating pressure ratios,

P /P50; vr, for so-called supercritical, operation when nozzle pressure ratios
t7 s

exceed an ideal "critical" or "choked" value, to be limited in its expansion

to sonic conditions defined ideally at nozzle exit.

The ideal flow is usually assumed to be one-dimensional and isentropic

with the additional constraint that the specific heat ratio, y, may be held

constant during the expansion process.

The concept of full expansion to free stream static pressure at nozzle

exit such that the nozzle exit static pressure, Psgid' ideally equals P s
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for all nozzle operating conditions yields the so-called "ideal convergent-

) divergent nozzle" having a conceptual geometry which is infinitely variable

or flexible. Limiting the flow expansion to sonic or choked conditions for

supercritical operation yields the so-called "ideal convergent nozzle" in

which the nozzle exit pressure, P si'is greater than P8 , and is related

isentropically to the nozzle entry total pressure, P, via the one-dimensional

* ~sonic throat pressure ratio (Mtrt 1), which defines the critical nozzle

* pressure ratio. At subcritical and critical nozzle operating conditions the

* ideal convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles are conceptually identical

and so have the same ideal thrust performance. At supercritical conditions

the ideal convergent-divergent thrust exceeds the ideal convergent thrust by

* virtue of differences in the ideal nozzle exit velocity term and the absenceI of the gauge pressure term in Equation (302).

The ideal convergent nozzle concept provides an ideal standard gross

thrust, F Gid con, at a conceptual nozzle exit Plane 9 against which actual

nozzle thrust, or the thrust efficiency of the expansion process from Plane 7

to Plane 9, essentially within the actual nozzle, may be assessed. It may be

used to provide a thrust datum for convergent-divergent nozzles but is

* normally restricted to providing a datum for convergent nozzles.

The ideal flexible convergent-divergent nozzle concept also provides

an ideal standard gross thrust, F~ Gid~codi' at a conceptual nozzle exit

plane, which is used to provide a thrust datum for convergent and convergent-

divergent nozzles. In this case, however, as the ideal flow is conceived to

*be fully expanded to P and practical nozzles cannot achieve this state at

Plane 9 over their entire working range, it is important to recognise that

thrust efficiency statements using this datum represent flow expansion effici-

encies from Plane 7 to Plane 00 downstream of the actual nozzle exit. The

thrust efficiency therefore includes thrust losses both internal to the actual

nozzle, between Planes 7 and 9, and losses external to the nozzle. The concep-

tual ideal nozzle exit Plane 9 is effectively at Plane 00.

Ideal Convergent Nozzle Thrust

The ideal convergent nozzle gross thrust, FGidcn adopted for the

purpose of this Guide, is the conceptual nozzle exit stream force defined on a

one-dimensional isentropic, constant y basis. This concept, which is widely

used, then leads to:

F9,id con -W9 (V9)id 9A id (a id P50 .. (34
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The concept is illustrated in Figure 3-1 below.

Noz. Throat = Noz. Exit

Tt -- -- For Con Nozzle

I t

"Boxed Items are found from Vq, id Adqone dimensional isentropic QqiPSqsid •• i

flow relations given Pt7
Tt e and Pso i subcriotica I MQ id

FIG.3-1 THE IDEAL CONVERGENT NOZZLE

For subcritical or critical nozzle conditions, Ps ,id is equal to the

free-stream or ambient static pressure, Pso, so the gauge pressure term
vanishes. (V9)d is then an ideal velocity defined one-dimensionally at the

ideal nozzle exit. For supercritical conditions both (V9) id and P s9,id
become the one-dimensional critical values at the idaal nozzle exit plane.

Planes 8 and 9 coincide.

Ideal Convergent-Divergent Nozzle Thrust

The ideal thrust, FG ,id,con-di, adopted herein is the conceptual

nozzle exit stream force resulting from the one-dimensional, constant y,

isentropic expansion of the nozzle flow to Pso, so that (Vg) is then the
so id

fully expanded velocity of the internal flow.

Thus FGi " W (V)id .... (305)
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The concept is illustrated in Figure 3-2 below.
2

i• ~Nozz le
NozeFlexible Exi PIR - Pt7

I Walls€

Tt7t --- To
8-t Pt .1 -••LF _________

,7 Aqd Pso Aqid

FIG.3-2 THE IDEAL FLEXIBLE CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLE ,I-

It is important to have consistent terminology when defining ideal

datums so that departures from ideal nozzle performance which occur in actual

propulsion nozzles are clearly understood.

Other Ideal Thrust Definitions

The convergent-divergent ideal thrust datum adopted in this Guide

refers to the ideal flexible-geometry nozzle, as previously explained. It

should be noted that for some applications it may be convenient to adopt a

fixed-geometry convergent-divergent ideal thrust datum. This fixed-geometry

datum is based on a fixed design point pressure ratio. Thrust departures

from this fixed-geometry ideal thrust may then be expressed at other than

nozzle design pressure ratios (either greater or less than the design pressure

ratio) in terms of appropriate coefficients. On this basis:

For P /P < (P /P )DThe ideal nozzle over-expands the flow, ie
tV so t7 so Design.

isentropic expansion of the flow is limited

to an area less than the geometric exit

area. The flow may contain severe shock

waves.

r 1 i
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For P /P (P '/Pso)Desln The ideal nozzle under-expands the flow, ie
tV so t7 soDsgn:

the flow expands to an area greater than the

geometric exit area downstream of the exit

plane, the flow within the nozzle remaining

shock free.
In both cases the fixed nozzle thrust coefficients will differ from

values based on the ideal flexible-nozzle datum.

Further convergent or convergent-divergent ideal thrust datums, using

other ideal flow models based, for example, on isentropic, variable Y, one- or

two-dimensional expansions of the flow to free stream or sonic conditions, may

be constructed. For supercritical operation an absolute force datum, using

the ideal absolute stream force at the nozzle exit station may be used in

conjunction with a so-called "absolute thrust efficiency" to assess the

internal performance of the propulsion nozzle.

3.2.3 Non-Dimensional Ideal Thrust Groups

Ideal standard gross thrust may be expressed "non-dimensionally" by

the well known groups

Sand
[FG] ideal ideal

These groups form the basis of two methods for evaluating thrust: the

so-called "W P' and "AP" thrust options, respectively.

The development of the ideal thrust expressions of the above Section

leads to the following equations for the ideal one-dimensional thrust groups:

Convergent Nozzle

F _V_ 
s_.. + l so 1 .... (306)W9/t P t9 9 Pt9 [b

!9 v _ .... (307)
SOid,con (T)+ Pg] t9

--------------------------------------------------------------------

"The former group is conventionally termed "non-diensional" but does in fact have units. The strict non-
dimensional group would be (IeVjrTt). Treatments of non-dimensional groups based r, dimensional analysis
may be found in References 3-5 Pnd 3-6.
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where, [Q1 represents the non-dimensional flow function WJ

Lijd

Planes 8 and 9 are coincident in the case of a convergent nozzle so that

(VS) - (V-)id etc. For subcritical or critical flow P Pso
id (9id sqid s

Convergent-Divergent Nozzle

9 idcon-di 
()9did,Ps9 P so

Ag P s d , con-di PsoT ( 7 ) -id ,P s 9 _)P so 
-

or,

F_ -_.= -- .. .. (31ot
so id,con-di Pso )1. id,con-di

It should be noted that in Equation (310) the velocity term is defined

at Plane 9 where the static pressure is Ps whereas the Q group is defined

at the nozzle throat, Plane 8. Again, Pt " Pt M Pt for this ideal nozzle
ta t

case#

In ideal one-dimensional flow the square bracketed terms appearing in

the above equations are, in general, functions of nozzle pressure ratio and

the gas properties. For the ideal convergent nozzle operating critically or

supercritically, ie "choked", the bracketed terms appearing on the righthand

side of the equations become independent of nozzle pressure ratio and are

functions only of the gas properties - in particular, the specific heat

ratio y.

The further development of these expressions to yield equations explicit

in nozzle pressure ratio, P 7 /Pso, are sumarised in Table 3-1.
""t 

so

, - " ,- ' k. .-
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Note 1 The tabulated thrust groups are entities in their own right and

are generally evaluated as such.

Note 2 The term "critical" in Table 3-1 refers to conditions in ideal

t convergent or convergent-divergent nozzles where the Mach number

at the throat (Plane 8 in the con-di nozzle case, Plane 9 in the

con nozzle case) just obtains a value of unity.

At M - 1.0, (t +

For a convergent nozzle this pressure ratio represents P /P
t9 59

For a convergent-divergent nozzle the pressure ratio represents

P t/Ps•

For pressure ratios less than this critical value the nozzle is

unchoked or subcritical, ie, Ms <1, and the ideal con-di thrust

is identical to the ideal convergent thrust. For pressure ratios

greater than critical when the nozzle ia choked or supercritical,

the throat Mach No. Y4 - 1 at all times, supersonic flow occurs

in the diverging portion of the flexible con-di nozzle, and the $

ideal con-di thrust exceeds the ideal con nozzle thrust at the

same nozzle pressure ratio, P /P
t7 SO'

Note 3 Identical relationships occur within Table 3-1 because the

flexibility of the ideal convergent divergent nozzle requires

exact expansion of the flQw to P
so

Note 4 The non-dimensional flow is given at any station by the isentropic

expression

Y-1 Y+01Y 2- y +

HL -Jid (R L ).

Note 5 Alternative non-dimensional groups, not presented herein, may be

formulated to describe non-dimensional nozzle performance.

In order to derive the foregoing relationships, the specific heat

ratio, y, has been assumed constant ir. the isentropic expansion process.

A value of y - 1.4 may be taken as an approximate ideal value for cold air.
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In the past an approximate value of y -1.333 has been taken to represent

turbine exit exhaust gases. Modern practice uses true specific beat routines

in order to evaluate the gas properties for calculating ideal thrust, flow

expressions, etc, in preference to the constant y approximation.

The equations and the relationships given in Table 3-1 form the

bases for two alternative approaches to deriving in-flight thrust, the so-

called "N Pi' method and the "AP" method, depending on the in-flight

measurements to be made. The equations when used with the nozzle pressure

ratio, P t /P so, and the nozzle flow function, Qid' indicate that the two

methods are exactly equivalent in ideal conditions.

To illustrate the relationship between these groups and engine

operation, taking the choked convergent nozzle ideal thrust group for a

simple unreheated turbojet engine as an example, (Line 6 of Table 3-1), it

may be shown that:

k(Y + AY_ +j i P so l\Pt3) f~- 7  *.... (312)

where, nj W P t2/P tois intake total pressure recovery, P to/P s the flight

pressure ratio, and P /P the overall engine total pressure ratio.
The ideal thrust group is directly related to engine non-dimensional

speed. Similar relationships arise for the other thrust groups. These

*formthebasesof non-dimensional enginebrochure presentations.

The above derivations refer to ideal one-dimensional isentropic

j f lows through so-called ideal nozzles. These expressions may not be used

directly for the evaluation of gross thrust for a number of reasons some of

which are given in Table 3-2.

Such considerations lead to the use of various nozzle gross thrust

coefficients and a discharge coefficient which lump a number of these

effects into empirical factors intended to account for differences between

actual and ideal gross thrust and flow. The following Section deals with

these coefficients'
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TABLE 3-2 Actual Flow Effects

(a) Three-dimensional nature of flow in the nozzle.

(b) Corrections for real gas effects which may arise in applying some

model nozzle test data to full scale nozzles (in particular at

high pressure and low temperature conditions).

(c) Non-uniformity of pressure and temperature profiles across the

exhaust duct at the nozzle entry measurement plane.

(d) The coverage of the pressure and temperature probes, which will not

in general give representative mean values.
i4 (e) Local-flow direction, including swirl, in the plane of measurement

Mf Value of y used for isentropic groups (if Ideal Gas Thermodynamics

are not used).

(g) Dissociation of real gases at high temperature, and energy-mode-

fixation during rapid nozzle expansion.

Wn Pressure losses between plane of measurement and nozzle entry,

particularly with reheat.

i) Mass flow leakage from the tailpipe and nozzle.

3.3 NOZZLE COEFFICIENTS

It is essential that a consistent set of coefficients be used to

relate alternative thrust groups, pressure ratio, and nozzle flow. In

this Guide the following definitions, which are widely used and are consis-

tent with the ideal thrust expressions of Section 3.2.3 are advocated:

3.3.1 Definition of Nozzle Coefficients

wihapplies to both the convergent and the con-di nzl.Thecofien

is bsedon the throat area (Plane 8) in the case of the con-di nozzle.

Frteconvergent nozzle Plane 9 is coincident with Plane 8. Noting that

P tandT trepresent suitable mean values of nozzle entry total pressure and

temperature defined at a reference plane located upstream of the nozzle and

tha W ctdenotes the actual mass flow passing through the nozzle of actual

(gasmetric) area, Aact
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Flow (Diecharge) Coefficient, CD

The flow discharge coefficient is defined at the nozzle throat by:

CD Aa t)/[]id .... (313)

Actual and ideal non-dimensional flown are evaluated at the same

F nozzle pressure ratio, Pt/Pgoo

The denominator in this expression can be viewed in either of two

equivalent ways:

either, [Qid - Aact P t .... (314)

Hence, - actual .... (315)
CDV ideal

is, the flow coefficient is the ratio of actual to ideal flow for a given

nozzle geometry and pressure ratio,

or, .... (316)

Aida

hence, CD A ideal .... (317)' Aactual

ie, the flow coefficient is the ratio of the ideal or effective nozzle area
A required to pass the actual mass flow, W7 , to the geometric nozzle area.

(Figures 3-1, 3-2). Thus, given Pt, and Tt7 and the actual mass flow, Wa

entering the nozzle then, with no flow leakage, the ideal nozzle throat area

required to pass the flow, Aideal, can be calculated. The actual geometric

throat area required to pass the actual flow will be greater than this ideal

area (Equation (317)).

The numerical values of CD interpreted in these alternative ways,

are identical.

Velocity Coefficient, Cv

This is defined as:

_ _ F
4 Cv - ~G9 act G .(3)

act t 9idct-d
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It can be applied to both convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles

but in either case the denominator in the expression is that appropriate to

a flexible ideal con-di nozzle. The denominator is obtained from the flexible

con-di equations, lines 1, 2, 3 of Table 3-1.

F is defined as the ideal thrust corresponding to the

total pressure, total temperature, and actual mass flow at station 7; Pt1 D

Tt 7 , and Wact, respectively, for zero nozzle leakage:

F .GatFGr ,idcon-di

W ýT-W I-T S,,idcon-di act t'act

The ideal flow is fully expanded so that Pstid ' Pso

Hence,

T Vct Tt,act) FG,id~con-diSact I/ tort(39

Thus, Cv represents the ratio of actual to ideal specific thrusts,

the latter representing the ideal thrust per unit of actual air mass flow,

which is equivalent to the actual: ideal gross thrust ratio for the actual

mass flow of gas through the propulsion nozzle for a given pressure ratio,

P V/Pso*

This coefficient* can be expressed as the ratio of an effective

discharge velocity to the ideal velocity obtainable with an ideal flexible

con-di nozzle. Noting that:

FGo,id,con-di a Wact V,id,con-di

(P 89)id ' Pso

we may define an effective velocity, V9 eff.., at Plane 9 such that

G9,act act , effec ....(32o)

--------------------------------------------------------
"Mhin usage is followed in this (kide. It should be noted, however, that the term Cv Ma been used elsewhere

as a multiplier on the velocity term appearing in the gross thrust xpresUion for a convergent nozzle
(Reference 3-7) .

V.-'
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so that FV
F Go act Cv 9 effec

F ..co.. *~(321)

o,id'con-di V,id,con-di r
It should be noted that in general P ,act 0 Pso so that

F0 ,act W act V 9,act + A,act (Psiact - so)

.... (322)

Thus, V e V9,act unless Peract -Psog,effec at ,ct s

Thrust Coefficient, CX

This coefficient is similar to that of Cv except that the ideal

thrust group is appropriate to the ideal convergent nozzle, as discussed in

Section 3.2.2, thus:

Cx ( 9act F G .... (323)
Vat tat/ t-9,id, con

It is commonly used in conjunction with convergent nozzles. CX again

represents the ratio of actual to ideal specific thrusts and may be expanded

to yield the ratio of actual to ideal thrusts for the actual mass flow of gas

through the nozzle at a given pressure ratio.

In computing Cx values (associated with an- ideal convergent nozzle)

or Cv values (associatid with an ideal flexible con-di nozzle) the formulae

from the appropriate set in Table 3-1 of Section 3.2.3 must be used, as

indicated in Table 3-3.

Thrust Coefficient, CG

This is defined as:

Ck .J.ct G324)

rAct Ps 0 / so 
.d

To distinguish between convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles a

suffix is used yieldi.'g:

CG,con and C,G~con ",con-di
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For the convergent nozzle it is easily shown that

con CD Cx .... (325)

For a convergent-divergent nozzle, the relationships between CG, CV,

and CD vary according to the area used in the (A ) group and hence on

preferences regarding the corresponding expressions relating the groups to

nozzle pressure ratio (Table 3-1).

The coefficient C ,Ag,con-di is defined as:

C &

The denominator is evaluated from lines 4, 5, 6 of Table 3-1.

It may be shown that:

C GAg'con-di " C V C De s (--).d /5;•c ...)3

Alternatively, a coefficient CG,As ,con-di may be defined:

S.. ._.. (328)
CGAscon-di (A:act so/ Pso id,con-di

The denominator is evaluated from lines 7, 8, 9 of Table 3-1 according as

P /P is subcritical, critical, or supercritical. It 'an be shown thnt:
t7 so

C- CV for all Pl /Po .... (329)

GAgan ceoay-die C' eV7s
Again, we may define , ,con-di introducing a superscript to

distinguish the resoulting coefficient from that of Equation (329), 3uch that:

F lG99act /FFG1 .. 30
C''

Ct 5on-di ..idc(n-di
CGAs ,con-diact Pa ,idcon-d

S't)
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where the denominator is evaluated from lines 4, 5, 6 of Table 3-1 as before.

It may be shown that:

C1' C for all P /P .... (331)
id t s

Note (1) For subcritical operation(-) - 1 and Equation (331) reduces

to Equation (329), ie id

SC',s ,o -di CG . ... (332)-
GAscon-di GAs,con-di

4; Note (2) From Equations (327) and (329):

CGAco-i(A9 A, .. (333)c . ....~
CG,A. ,con-dt A act bG,A ,con-di

for all P /P
t7 30

Note (3) From Equations (32M) and (331):

C,.co-i(s = C 34

C G,A con-di % Asact CG,As,con-di ....

for all Pt7/Pso

Note (4) The methodology accompanying the use of Equation (328) is comnonly

used. it is important to note that in this case the algebraic

expressions for the ideal isentropic thrust group change between

sub- and supercritical operation.

Summary of Nozzle Coefficient Definitions

'table 3-3 presents expressions for evaluating actual gross thrust

utilising the various coefficients and appropriate ideal thrust datums as

discussed above.

In general, theLe are viarious options, the choice of a preferred one

being dictated, for example, by tbe physical characteristics of the nozzle under

consideration. Whichever method is used it ih important that a completely

consistent approach between calibration and application is maintained.

I " _:.j
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TABLE 3-3 Actual Gross Thrust Expressions

"Actual Nozzle Gross Thrust Nozzle Table I
(Fact condition line for

,act ideal

Convergent nozzle Con-di nozzle Pt. thrust

(Station 8 = Throat Station) P group
(Station 8 -Station (Station 9 - Exit Station) [ ]id

F GFG Subcritical 1

c T ___ G _ _ _ _ _X act e]T-t v Wa c t W týI id Critical 2
- i- id

Supercritical 3

1 Subcritical 4
FG i G

CG,conA9,actPso AP C G'cn-diA9 'actPso ASP Critical 5f~s Gsoo acsL9 Gcnd_ oid - -id

Supercritical 6

FC o As FG Subcritical 4

G condiaA so Critical 5

Supercritical 6

F Subcritical 7

Gcon-di ,actPso As ]so Critical 8
-i-- i

Supercritical 9

In supersonic flight the nozzle pressure ratio will normally be higher

than in subsonic flight and thrust gains can be obtained by use of a

convergent-divergent nozzle. The coefficient C will show how nearly real
V

nozzle gross thrust approaches the ideal thrust.

3.3.2 Determination of Nozzle Coefficients

Flow, Velocity and Thrust Coefficients are normally determined by con-

ducting tests on nozzles in which mass flow, nozzle entry total pressure and

temperature, nozzle exit static pressure or ambient pressure, and gross thrust

are measured over the requisite range. In some instances theoretical estimates

Of nozzle flow fields are made.

Empirically derived coefficients are normally obtained from representa-

tive model and full scale isolated nozzle or installed nozzle/afterbody

I.. mi l m~ m
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assemblies tested in quiescent air ("wind-off") conditions. Model coeffi-

cients may be derived from installed nozzle "wind-on" tests in which the
nozzle is metric and external flow is simulated so that external flow effects

on internal performance are included. Full scale coefficients derived from

quiescent air engine tests in the GLTB or ATF include the effects of nozzle

entry flow profiles and can be referenced to the instrumentation to be used

in flight.

Typical results for simple conical convergent nozzle models tested

in quiescent air are shown in Figure 3-3, the coefficients being presented

1-02- II ro
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£as functions of exhaust pressure ratio and nozzle geometry. Even in models

of this nature, where entry conditions are substantially uniform in respect

of pressure and temperature, the geometry of the nozzle causes the flow to

:IF depart markedly from the one-dimensional isentropic ideal. At the ideal

critical pressure ratio, the Mach number at the throat of a real nozzle will

not be unity. When "choked", a real convergent nozzle might, for example,

have a flow at the throat with the Mach number less than unity at the centre

and greater than unity near the outer wall, which can result in a value of

CXgreater than unity. A real nozzle will not "choke"., that is to say reach

a unique limiting value of W / t /Pt, until the pressure ratio is greater1, than the ideal critical value.

When deriving nozzle coefficients it is important to define clearly

an entry plane (Plane 7 in our Notation) which may also be the instrumenta-

tion plane. For models, a plane approximately one pipe diameter upstream of

the start of nozzle contraction is conventional. If measurements are taken

further upstream, eg at Plane 6 ahead of a reheat system, then a clearly

defined procedure must be laid down to derive P t and T t7from the measured

P and Tt6 . It is important to ensure that nozzle entry measurement
planes are defined when nozzle coefficients obtained from small scale nozzle
tests are used at full scale.

Dual flow, mixed or partially mixed stream,-and ejector exhaust

systems need extra parameters to define system performance characteristics

* ~and appropriate coefficients3 .

Engine and nozzle configurations differ widely. In the simpler

* ~arrangements, such as single stream engines with long jet pipes, it is

possible to derive coefficients which agree closely with quiescent air model
test data. At the other end of the spectrum the engine may be a dual-flow

mixed-cycle design with a short jet pipe and possibly an ejector nozzle.

* Instrumentation can be very limited and the resulting coefficients may differ

* significantly from those derived from simple model tests - for reasons such

as those listed in Table 3-2. Foremost amongst these reasons is the difficulty

of measuring "mean"~ pressure and temperature. In the case of "mixed-flow"

engines there is an inherent non-uniformity of pressure and temperature.

* Attempts should always be made to recognise patterns of pressure and tempera-

ture so that measured quantities can be related properly to "mean" values.

Mean total temperature, for instance, can be computed from overall heat

I balance and related to measured values. Similarly, a derived mean total
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pressure can be computed by assuming values of coefficients (derived from the

geometry and simple model tests), the measured value of nozzle pressure then

being correlated with this derived pressure. Such correlations (shape factorsfor pattern factors) may be functions of nozzle pressure ratio, non-dimensional
speed, etc. All possible checks should be used to identify reasons for non-

uniform pressure and/or temperature and quantify them in a manner related to

the physics of the situation. In this way the nozzle coefficients will be

ftnearer true values related to the nozzle itself and will not be a depository

fora seciicinstallation is dictated by the propulsion bookkeeping system

adotedandthemodel and full scale experimental facilities available.

333Application of Nozzle Coefficients

Thutcoefficients provide a measure of the shortfalls in thrust

to 9, for defined flow conditions at Station 7, and losses arising from the

fact that the nozzle exit flow may be under-expanded and non-axial. Nozzle

performance depends on the nozzle base environmental pressure, P sb' which

may differ significantly from ambient pressure, P80 , and may vary from

"wind-off" to "wind on-' conditions, ie, when external flow is p?'esent. Great

care is necessary to bookkeep exhaust system and afterbody performanceIcorrectly taking account of these pressure differences. A distinction must

be made between:

Nozzle Exhaust Pressure Ratio (EPR) - P IF ....(335)
t7 so

Nozzle Applied Pressure Ratio (APR) - P t7/F b.. 36

and a number of options for bookkeeping nozzle thrust arise.

APR (P*~b /P coficet maOepeareiaountonsfP

Case I

withthenumerator and denominator of the thrust coefficients being

referred to P Measurements of average base pressure,P ~would be

required - by no means an easy task. In this case the nozzle may be said

to "be aware" only of Psb

In order to determine standard gross thrust from empirical correlations
acorrection to the gross thrust gauge pressure terms utilising the data
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relating P and P is required. Thusreltin Pb an so

(FG) - (FG, (P~ - P)A *e .. (37

For consistency within this option the ideal datum thrust should be

considered as referrred to P sb also (eg, in order to relate CX1 CG, and

CD consistently). An advantage of the method is that data scatter due

to external flow effects may be minimised. Disadvantages stem from the

problem of measuring Psb'

Case 2

The numerator and denominator of the thrust coefficients may be

referred to P directly, the coefficients themselves being regarded as

functions of APR. Measurements of average P are again required. The
sb

nozzle operational environment needs to be specified together with changes

resulting from external flow. The numerator of the thrust coefficient
C provides standard gross thrust directly. For complex installations, eg,

those incorporating ejectors, great care is required in bookkeeping nozzle

performance bearing in mind forces acting on the remaining part of the

exhaust assembly and on the external surface of the nozzle. The method is

more direct than Case 1. Disadvantages are that P measurements aresb
still required, quiescent air data may not be used directly.

EPR (P /P ) Option

The flow or discharge coefficient, CD, and the thrust coefficients

may be expressed as functions of EPR and a second parameter such as free-

stream Mach number, Mo (eg for afterbody installations) or P /P

The numerators and denominators of the thrust coefficients ab t7

are referred to P . Measurement of P may be dispensed with providedso sb
that the nozzle is tested in its correct environment (which usually

entails wind on and off tests). In practice local or sample measurements

of Psb may be considered desirable for monitoring and information

purposes. The method is easy to apply, largely circumvents the problem
of Psb measurement, but in general requires a multi-variate correlation

based on careful testing of the nozzle assembly in a correctly simulated

environment with and without external flow.

Nozzle discharge and thrust coefficient data derived from "wind-off"

and "wind-on" tests of representative nozzle/afterbody models may be used in
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conjunction with engine quiescent air calibrations and performance deck

calculations to estimate in-flight thrust prior to flight testing. An

important option entails correlating nozzle discharge coefficients for

external flow effects, for example in the functional form CD (Mo, APR), or

CD (Mo, EPR), and assuming that thrust coefficients, Cx or CV, are functions

only of APR or EPR. This approach is widely used where the only source of

nozzle thrust coefficient data is quiescent air tests.

Gas generator methods for evaluating thrust in flight account directly

for any engine rematching due to external flow effects. Wind-off to wind-on

changes in CD may not be needed for thrust evaluation unless engine flow is

derived from final nozzle area (Section 3.5.5).

* The cases described above do not exploit all possible options but are

representative of current practice. Whichever approach to correlating nozzle

performance is adopted a consistent bookkeeping system, proper identification

of engine/airframe interfaces, and adequate calibration facilities must be

provided through all phases of development from small-scale model tests to

flight. Flow field coupling between external and internal streams must be

borne in mind continually. The distinction between APR and EPR approaches

to correlating internal nozzle performance by means of performance coeffi-

cients derived from quiescent air tests has an important bearing on thrust

in flight evaluation and on nozzle/afterbody thrust and drag accounting in

the presence of external flow.
3.3.4 Afterbody Performance Assessment
Afterbody force contributions to propulsion system NPF are synthesised

largely from tests on sub-scale models of aircraft and propulsion system

components carried out in quiescent air and in external flow (Chapter 2).

This procedure stems from the great practical difficulty, cost, etc, in

arranging for comparable full scale tests and the fact that it is seldom

possible to confirm afterbody performance directly by measurement in flight.

For the single stream nacelle a most convenient form of the propulsion

system equation is given in Section 2.9 by:

NPF - FN,quies - AF,ref +Dspill + Ana' .... (338)

Model and full-Lcale nozzle calibrations, generally expressed at a

given flight condition in terms of flow and thrust coefficients at specified

or measured EPR or APR, provide standard gross thrust, FC•, corrected from
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quiescent air conditions to the appropriate "wind on" engine air mass flow,

enabling net thrust in flight to be determined. In Equation (338) the effects

of external flow on internal gross thrust, AF, are included in the nozzle/

afterbody interference force, A '. If significant errors are made in reading
na

across quiescent air calibrations to external flow conditions then errors in

accounting for the nozzle/afterbody interference force and hence in aircraft

drag will arise. Particular care is required in accounting cases where the

nozzle forms part of the afterbody boattail. An explicit bookkeeping system

which consistently accounts for measured model forces and full scale engine

thrust calibrations must be adopted.

In order to evaluate afterbody drag and afterbody incremental- or jet-

interference drag of a single stream nacelle, afterbody force terms have to

Sbe corrected for afterbody buoyancy, which is related to the conceptual

potential flow post exit stream force, *post, and nozzle exit gross thrust,

FG,, via the overall gross thrust, FGoo, (Chapter 2):

(Ia)pot W -#post " F Goo .... (339)

To set up a potential flow model of the afterbody for computing

buoyancy, a jet plume geonetry which describes the nozzle flow expansion from

conditions at station 9 to station 00 needs to be specified. In practice,

difficulties arise in defining internal flow conditions at, and downstream

of, the nozzle exit, and in accounting for flow extrainnent effects, steming

from mixing in the jet wake, which modify the external flow over the boattail

and base regions of the afterbody. An adequate flow model cannot be specified

uniquely. Consequently, values ascribed to buoyancy, post-exit thrust, and

overall gross thrust, F are equivocal.

It is important to note in this context that conventional one-

dimensional isentropic flow expansion models used to provide ideal convergent-

divergent nozzle thrust datums for evaluating standard gross thrust, FG,

(Section 3.2.2) are inadequate for determining post exit thrust, as are other

methods, e.g., the Pearson Thrust Method (Reference 2-4), which have been

proposed.

The inherent difficulties associated with accounting drag have

encouraged the widespread use of force accounting procedures for afterbody

performance assessment. Unfortunately, it is not at all clear in much of the

extant literature whether quoted afterbody drags are drags and not forces; and,V,
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if so, what method was used to account afterbody buoyancy. Assumptions made

for a particular installation must be specified very clearly as part of the

bookkeeping system.

3.4 THRUST OPTIONS

The methods currently available for evaluating net thrust in flight,

outlined in Section 3.1, provide different options which may be examined

rationally in order to choose the best overall method for prescribed circum-

stances, viz, type of powerplant, availability of calibration facilities,

cost, time-scale, etc. This Section discusses the various options in greater

depth.I 3.4.1 Brochure Methods

Brochure information is often presented in non-dimensional form based

on the (FG/AP) and (FG/W ) non-dimensional groups (Section 3.2.3). Thus

for the relatively simple case of a single spool turbojet engine operating with

a choked fixed-geometry convergent nozzle a standard gross thrust group can

be deduced from Line 6 of Tables 3-1 and 3-3 which may be related directly to

engine non-dimensional speed by Equation (312) with the addition of CGmcon
I

F1 P P
iY + 1 PG, so t7 (340)

Gcon act Pso)] ...."I t0)

where Tnl P/P
t2 to

Hence, for the choked nozzle case the LHS of Equation (340) is

substantially dependent only on non-dimensional engine speed. Therefore, for

a given matched engine - nozzle combination:

G ac ,,.o ....(31
Engine maso flow may be expressed non-dimensionally* in the form:

Wact "t2 f _N
St2 I (t ; N) ... (342)

*TMh term " N isn" :use ~d :in thet owwootionml senseO. UsaO footnote, sectiOn 3.2-3, S 69
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so that, after correction for fuel maus flow and bleeds:

F
PP ( P)

KsOA to

PsiFM o ; - V or f N - .

so So0 it 2  to) ATt 2  .... (344)

Similar functional relationships hold for the unchoked nozzle (Tables

3-1 and 3-3, Line 4).

Alternative relationships based on matching engine and nozzle perform-

ance characteristics via the (FG/W,/T) group may be formulated.

As has been stated earlier, expressions involving the use of the

adiabatic index y are limited in scope and additional corrections are generally

required to acount for variations in engine inlet total pressure and tempera-

ture via computerised "true Cp" routines.

In a two-spool turbojet engine the non-dimensional speed of either

the high or low pressure spool may be used, the other becoming a dependent

variable. It should be noted that for such a fixed nozzle engine the indepen-

dent engine input parameter need not necessarily be engine speed but could

be another flow parameter, eg, non-dimensional fuel flow, which is functionally

related to the engine control parameter.

An engine with a single variable final nozzle but no reheat requires a

further independent variable to specify engine "flange to flange" performance

and hence nozzle entry conditions. The nozzle area itself or any other more

convenient param3ter - for a two-spool engine perhaps another non-dimensional

spool speed, may be used. The addition of reheat requires a third independent

variable such as non-dimensional reheat fuel flow or reheat temperature to

specity nozzle entry conditions. For a turbojet engine having a variable

nozzle in reheat it is the 'blockage' presented by the reheat system and nozzle

together that determines spool matching at a given non-dimensional spool speed.

Non-dimensional engine parameters may be expressed in this case in terms of

non-dimensional shaft speed and a parameter such as non-dimensional LP turbine

exit flow. It follows that engine performance up to th* turbine exit plane

may be expressed tn terms of two independent non-dimensional variables, a

reheat system parameter then giving nozzle entry conditions.
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It may be shown that the same considerations apply to the more complex

reheated mixed-stream turbofan engine provided that the total engine flow
passes through the reheat system and proper accounting for conditions at by-
pas. duct and turbine exit planes is made.

The process of deriving standard gross and net thrust for non-dmesoa
unmixed turbofan engines is conventional: overall gross thrust (both streams)
and flow, representing measured engine quantities, may be lumped and expressed

* by the functional relationships presented above. Additional accounting for
* fan cowl, gas generator cowl and plug drag and changes from quiescent air

conditions are req4-ired (Chapter 2). Losses and leakages due, for example, to
thrust reversers become significant and matching of high by-pass ratio engines
may be considerably influenced by t~he aircraft flow field.

3.4.2 Gas Generator Methods
For some purposes the use of brochure thrust characteristics explicitly

in terms of overall "matched" powerplant parameters may be inadequate and
recourse is made to evaluating thrust from measured or calculated nozzle entry
conditions and the (F G/AP) and (F G/W rT) thrust groups, together with engine
flow. A knowledge of nozzle operating pressure ratio, entry flow, and
temperature, or area, and gas properties, is fundamental to these so-called
"gas generator AP and W /T methods".

Various options arid sub-options may be adopted for evaluating the
quantities involved. Sonte of the more important of these are outlined below:
Mass Flow Measurement

- From final nozzle area measurements and entry conditions.
- From flow correlations with engine corrected shaft speeds and/or compressor

characteristics (bearing in mind intake flow distortion effects).I- From choked HP turbine stators.
-From internal engine pitot and total temperature rakes and wall staticpressure measurements, eg, at compressor exit, within the by-pass duct,
at LP turbine exit. Measurements at engine entry may be possible for
simple podded inlets but, in general, are too inaccurate due to inlet flow
distortion.

- From heat balance relationn using measured total temperatures.
Nozzle Inlet Total Temperature

- Direct measurement using temperature rakes. Such measurements downstreamj
of reheat systems are not, in general, feasible in flight.

- From enthalpy relationships using compressor/turbine work balance and
heat balance across the reheat system. For by-pass engines this method
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is not sufficient as the LP comressor work is split bet-e-$ core ee

by-pass streams. Additional knowledge of core or by-pas flow properties

is necessary in this case. r
Nozzle Inlet Total Pressure

- Direct measurement from calibrated pitot probes or rades at mosle entry.

(In the case of reheat water-cooled probes may be meccesary.)

- Direct measurement from calibrated pitot probes or rabe at LIP turbime

exit (with corrections for reheat cold lose, Li, presesre l"M or dreg;

and fundamental heating loss).

A potent method of calibrating jet pipe preaowc stilias the -called

"ýmean thrust-derived total pressure" which may be obtaimad, for sumple, fm

GLTB and ATF measured gross thrust, ass flow, oslie entry teopwrat d

jet pipe pressure via the appropriate thrust equation ad the beat thrust

coefficient data available. Its us effectively implies that differences

in thrust coefficients, which tend to be kmoma more accurately them absolute

levels, are used in correcting from CLTB or AT? eagine calibration test

conditions, and that engine profile effects are more accurately accounted

for in the thrust/pressure calibration procedure.

Clearly, the number of combinations of these options is large. It is

not possible in this Guide to evaluate them in depth for the multi-various
engine configurations currently in service or under development. It is

important to recognise that options do exist and they should be assessed for

any individual case.

3.4.3 Trunnion Thrust Method

This method is based on evaluating net thrust from the measurement of

reaction forces of the engine and jetpipe nozzle assembly on the engine/

airframe mountings or trunnions, together with appropriate stream thrust and

integrated pressure force terms. For the simple arrangement illustrated in

Figure 3-4, trunnion thrust is given by

FT .F +(P, Po.o)(A As) .... (345)

where F W2 V2 +•A• (P 2  p .... (346)

Hence standard net thrust is given by

F N = FT +W(V2 -V)÷A(P-Po)-(P - Ps) (A .... (347)

4 +
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where FT represents the trunnion thrust, and other flow terms represent

appropriate integrals or mean values. A knowledge of engine internal flow

variables and external engine carcass pressure forces is necessary. r
Free Joint

_f / .

FIG.3-4 SIMPLIFIEU TRUNNION THRUST METHOO

For a simple installation at subsonic speeds the trunnion thrust method

may be attractive as FT approximates the standard net thrust, F. Thus for

the simple case illustrated at matched inlet conditions when V2  Vo, P5 2 a Pso0

so that F a F if P w P o" The method obviates the need to measure flow
T so 5

quantities in the hot stream. Figure 3-5 illustrates relationships between

trunnion, gross, and net thrusts for an example installation operating over a

range of flight Mach numbers at sea level.

In practicedifficulties may be encountered in arranging for accurate

measurements of the trunnion loads, for measuring engine stream thrust in

flight at representative inlet mass flow ratios, accounting for seal friction

forces, etc. For more complex installations - for example for podded by-pass

engines, standard net thrust is not obtained directly. Where the jetpipe

nozzle assembly is mounted separately from the "flange to flange" engine the

evaluation of net thrust requires that loads on the nozzle mounting points

also be measured. Calibration difficulties also arise.

An extension of this direct force measurement to podded installations

to yield "thrust minus drag" of the pod directly may be employed using pylon-

mounted load cells.

N '!
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2.2
High power seo levet
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FIG.3-5 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF COMPARISON OF GROSS &
TRUNNION THRUSTS RELATIVE TO STANDARD NET THRUST

3.4.4 Swinging Probe Method 3-4

Standard gross thrust is fundamentally defined in terms of a summation
of the axial momentum and gauge pressure contributions integrated over the
nozzle exit area:

F G f V f 0v 2 coa e+(P -.. )Id ....(348)
A9

In the swinging probe method, measurements of the exit flow distribution are
made directly, using a rake of probes that is traversed across the jet efflux
at a sufficiently fast rate to prevent the rake structure overheating. The
minimum requirement for determining gross th-.ust groups in this way is a know-
ledge of the otatic and total pressure distribution, together with the

7'
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appropriatte integration area. However, measurements of the local flow

direction, e, may also be necessary (particularly for high pressure ratio
conditions) to enable local force vectors to be resolved axially and to account

for incidence effects on the pitot and static probes. If the exit mass flow

(and hence net thrust) is also to be measured directly by the swinging probe,
without recourse to brochure or "gas generator" techniques, then measurements

of the total temperature distribution are also required.

Designs of traversing rake systems have demonstrated the feasibility

of obtaining the required pressure and temperature profiles during the short

period that the swinging arm can be immersed in the hot stream.

The maximum immersion time is governed by the thermal inertia of the

arm~and the jet temperature, and is typically of the order of 5 seconds with

afterburner operation and 20 seconds for the dry engine. However, before the

technique can be applied with confidence it will be necessary to develop a

system embodying the following features:

-A sufficient number of probes to avoid significant sampling errors

and to define accurately the periphery of the jet.

-A support arm that does not bend or warp significantly when

immersed in the hot jet, so that the instantaneous probe locations
can be determined from measurements of the arm location.

-Suitable fast response probes to measure static pressure, pitotI
pressure and flow direction, all in the same plane, preferably

with all three measurements combined in one probe (eg, a five-hole

yawmeter). I
- A suitable temperature probe of rapid response.

- Instrumentation systems of sufficient response and sampling rate

to faithfully record gradients in the flow variables (particularly

the steep radial gradients associated with high pressure ratios).
If a traversing rake system, capable of giving sufficiently accurate

and detailed information on the exit flow conditions were available, then this

method would offer a number of potential advantages over alternative procedures:

- It would be independent of test cell engine calibrations.

- The thrust so obtained might automatically take into account any

non-uniformities due to intake or fuselage induced flow distortions.

- The method can be applied to tests at non-zero incidence, which

cannot be fully simulated in either the connected-jet type of

altitude test facility or ground level test beds.
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- The total thrust and exit mass flow are measured. Allowing for any

secondary or tertiary internal flows, engine intake airflow may in

principle be established.

- Apart from giving gross and net thrust, it offers valuable additional

information on the exit flow distributions, which may be useful in

assessing nozzle performance.

One potential problem is that under some conditions the rake of probes

may induce a change in the flow field, altering the thrust to be measured.

3.4.5 Option Selection

It is important that preferred thrust options be evaluated for any

particular powerplant early in its development. To facilitate this, a simpli-

fied 'sensitivity survey' of the possible errors should be used to discard the

less desirable options. During the course of engine development circumstances

may change so that various preferred options should be kept open. The number

of options should be related to the thrust (drag) accuracy requirements which,

ultimately, dictate the technological effort required to calibrate components

and specify on-board data acquisition systems.

Sensitivity Survey

When standard engine net thrust in flight is evaluated from engine

gross thrust, airflow, and aircraft forward speed the first step in establish-

ing how accurately FC9 and FPo, (and hence detailed engine parameters) need

to be known for a given FN or aircraft drag accuracy requirement, is to carry

out a simple sensitivity survey. The relationehip:

F(;9 V
S1+ W.*...(349)

F (F MWNN

is an important basic ingredient in assessing net thrust and hence aircraft

drag accuracy, as shown below. FN/W is the engine specific thrust, which is

an important engine thermodynamic parameter.

The fractional error in net thrust may be related to the errors in

gross thrust and rem drag by differentiation of:

F - F -P - WVN Go G C -W 0

IV,-
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(F) 6FGo Go ( G G .... (350)
F ý FF°N ,
N GoI. For example for a gross to net thrust ratio of FG /FN - 2.0

Go

6FN 6Fee 6FGo
- (2) x F (i) X .... (351)

F~FN Go G

ie, a 1 per cent error in F with no error in F implies 2 per centG9 Go
positive error in FN

a 1 per cent error in FGo with no error in FG9 implies 1 per cent

negative error in FN

When there is error in both FG9 and F it is necessary to consider
the question of "independence" of errors, which is dealt with in detail in

Chapter 4. There are two distinct cases:

(a) Unlinked Methodology

In this case the errors in FG and FGo are independent. For example,

using an "AP' method 1 per cent error in FC9 could come from error in nozzle

area. One per cent error in F could come from error in N/ J-T which
Go t

causes error in mass flow.

The likely error limits can combine by root-sum-of-square (rss):

EL(FN) . IFN - _)2 _ (1)2 + (1)2 X (17)2

(b) Linked Methodology

In this case the errors in Fp and FGo are linked, for example by a

common mass flow. Also an error in FGe has a positive effect on FN, whereas

an error in F has a negative effect on FN, hence partial cancellation occurs.

For example, using a "W JT" method:

1 per cent error in FG, could come from 1 per cent error in mass flow

1 1 per cent error in F would come from the same error in mass flow.

GO-
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"Such errors must be combined algebraically (not by roe):

EL (FN) * (2) x (1%) - (1) x (12) - 12 .... (353)

FN
4

The above relationships demonstrate the benefits of linked methodology

and that very high accuracy in basic measurements would be required for net

thrust to be known accurately, if unlinked methodology is used. This is3-9
particularly so at high values of gross:net thrust ratio 3 .

In practice, consideration should be given to the transmission of

errors in "input" measurements of pressure, temperature, fuel flow etc,

along the complete chain of calculations right through to the "output" of

FN (or even further to the output of drag coefficient). If this is done

Si then any effect of methodology linking is automatically incorporated in the

influence coefficient or sensitivity factor (see below) and we may then

combine the errors by rss:

I- r, 2 2ipus

EL (output) = IC. EL. (inputs) .... (354)

SIC. is the Influence Coefficient or Sensitivity Factor

EL (output) denotes the Z error limit of the output

EL (input) denotes the % error limit of the respective inputs.

A "Sensitivity Survey" is a simple form of "Error Prediction Synthesis".

It provides an aid to thrust option selection and to the assessment of

candidate sensors, transducers and equipment accuracy requirements. Error

prediction and analysis is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.5 MEASUREHENT GUIDELINES

3.5.1 Introduction

The various methods of determining thrust in flight require the

measurement of a number of engine internal parmueters ranging from a small

set for a brochure method to a large set for a full gas generator method.

The large number of parameters which can be measured fall into the following

two classes:

i. Parameters sampled at discrete points eg Pressures,

which may require "integration" over an area. Air or Gas-

Mass Flows.

ii. Naturally-integrated parameters obtained eg Areas,,
b i m s eRotational speeds,by direct measurement. Fuel flow rates.



The more important principles involved in formulating measurement
requirements for these are discussed in Sections 3.5.3 to 3.5.5 (parameters

k requiring integration), and Sections 3.5.6 to 3.5.8 (naturally-integrated

parameters). Instrumentation and measurement systems are discussed in

Cbapter 5.

General points are:

1. All methods for determining thrust require measurements of ambient

pressure, free stream and inlet total pressure, and inlet total temperature.

These parameters are normally obtained from aircraft

rather than engine instrumentation and are essential for determining in-

flight engine performance. They should be included in error analyses.

Some engine pressures say be measured relative either to aircraft static or

freestrem total pressure.

2. Engine performance and hence thrust say be significantly affected by

the presence of instrumentation.

3. Thrust calibrations should be carried out using flight-standard

instrumentation and, as far as possible, flight data acquisition systems.

4. A unique equivalent one-dimensional flow which represents a complex

non-uniform flow identically in respect of mass flow, enthalpy, momentum,

area and static pressure cannot be defined. Compromise definitions of mean
quantities have to be selected, as appropriate, taking into account the

probes used to measure the flow quantities. These definitions and the

associated probe arrays must be used consistently, first in deriving calibra-
tions and, subsequently, in using the calibrations in flight.

, 5. Time-dependent non-uniformities, such as time-variant inlet flow

distortion, pressure variations downstream of engine rotors, may be expected

to occur. Engine performance and thrust evaluation is predicated on the

assumption that the flow field is steady. It should be recognised that probes

will not provide true time-averaged quantities if the flow is significantly

unsteady.

3.5.2 The Problem of Flow Distortion
One of the major problems encountered in assessing engine performance

is that of accounting for flow profiles at the various measurement planes.

These arise from basic engine design conditions, and installation effects

stemming from the intake and nozsle operational environment. Chapter 2

and Section 3.3.3 discussed the impact of nosale external flow on engine
L t
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matching and thrust at subcritical or unchokad nozzle conditions. Engine

design and intake flow distortion features are discussed briefly below. It

is necessary to recognise that the flow is non-uniforr- so that instrumenta-

tion can be adequately provisioned and disposed to determine appropriate

mean or consistent reference values of relevant flow parameters at each

measurement plane.*

(a) Engine Design Features

Compressors and turbines may be designed to have radial total prespure,

static pressure, velocity and total temperature profiles at their outlet

planes. The engine annulus is divided into a number of segments by structural

spokes or support vanes which generate wakes. There will be a dircrete

number of combustion chamber burners. Circumferential flow profiles will

therefore arise so that several flow segments having similar radial and

circumferential patterns of pressure and temperature will exist. These

patterns may vary over the engine operating range, eg, depend on shaft speed.

Flow distortion at nozzle entry is a particularly important issue in

mixed- or partially-mixed-flow turbofan engines where severe radial profiles

may occur at the entrance to the mixing region. Conditions at nozzle entry

can be very non-uniform, depending on the degree of mixing which, in turu,

depends on mixer design and the length of jet pipe, at defined entry

conditions. Nozzle entry flow profiles and mean values of 6he entry flow

tariables may vary significantly with engine speed and by-paas ratio.

Sufficient pitot pressure tubes, total temperaturs probes and local

static pressure instrumentation should be located at turbine and by-pass duct

exits to ensure adequate sampling of the flows into the mixing region.

Calibrated probes and wall static pressures may be required at nozzle entry.

In reheated installations, which employ variable geometry nozzles,

total pressure and temperature probes or rakes downstream of the burners are

precluded, unless cooled, by the high teuperatures involved so that the

assessment of flow conditions at nozzle entry has to be established by

indirect means.

A further source of flow distortion in the entrance region of bottom-

or side-sounted nozzles, such as those employed in lift or vectored lift/

thrust engines, stems from flow field curvature. Measurenmt and calibration

problems may be severe, particularly in close-coupled turbine/nozzle

configurations.



S (b) Engine Air Intake

The flow delivered to the engine by the aircraft intake may be spatially

7Wen-uniform and unsteady in the major flew variables: total pressure, mass

flow, velocity component,, etc. Simple pitot intakes operating over a modest

incidence range provide substantially uniform flow at freestream total

pressure, pressure losses being confined to the boundary layer. More complex

intake designs may produce unsteady flow having extensive regions of low

total pressure at the engine inlet plane. Severe velocity distortion can

occur at the outlets of short highly curved inlet ducts in which total pres-

sure losses are insignificant.

Situations where the flow distortion at engine entry may be described

solely in terms of steady or time-averaged spatial variations of total

pressure must be distinguished from those where it may uot. Most current

performance accounting procedures for conventional installations are based

on assessing the effects of time-averaged total pressure profiles.

Engine component rematching and significant performance penalties may

occur if the engine inlet airflow is severely distorted. Perturbations in

baseline or design engine component flow profiles, in particular at internal

and nozzle entry measuremout stations, may be promoted. Additional instrumen- j
tation may be required at these measurement stations.

Flight engine thrust calibrations in the GLTB and ATF are usually

conducted in uniform or "clean" inlet flow. The inlets of these facilities

provide air either at ambient pressure (venturi intake, GLTB) or at total

pressure levels defined by appropriate face-averaged total pressures represen-

tative of those delivered by the aircraft intake at specific fligit conditions

(direct connect ATP). Duct boundary layers are thin. Clean flow calibrations
may be invalidated if the actual inlet total pressure distortion is sufficiently
high. In order to derive standard aross thrust from ATF thrust capsule

measurements it is necessary to correct for the engine inlet stresm thrust,

F , which is a large term ef comparable order to the gross thrust. High
Ga'

quality uniform flow is essential to achieve the required accuracy.

Flight engines may be calibrated in the ground test facilities with

simulated total pressure distortion. Accurate measurements of FPG required

either directly for the AT? tests or for determining thrust losses due to the

distortion simulator in cases where the simulator is part of the metric system,

are however extremely difficult to achieve in practice. Comprehensive instru-

mentation is necessary dowastrem o.& the simulator.

Pressure measurements are discussed in Section 3.5.3(a).



3.5.3 Pressure Measurement

Mean or characteristic local values of total pressure are required

at a number of stations through the engine: at engine inlet, nosale entry

and stations designated for measuring mass flow. Additional measurements

may be made at other stations in order to confirm engine component per-

formance. Wall static pressure measurements may be required in preference

to local total pressure measurements in order to circumvent the profile

sampling problem, and for the evaluation of mass flow.

(a) Intake Total Pressure

Engine gross thrust and airflow at a given engine operating point
depend on the engine inlet total pressure and temperature, both of which

vary with ambient conditions and flight speed. Engine inlet mean total pros-

sure needs to be measured in order to compare measured and predicted instal-
led engine performance, to set up GLTB and ATF calibration tests, and to

expedite some in-flight thrust measurement options. Other options, ag,

those which employ calibrated instrumentation internal to the engine to

determine gross thrust and airflow, do not require that the inlet pressure

be known or measured directly.

The proportion of free atream total pressure recovered in the intake

is a primary and commonly used measure of intake internal performance. The

intake mean total pressure recovery factox (n I) is usually derived from model

or full scale measurements of local total pressure obtaiued from multi-probe

pitot rakes at engine inlet by weighting the individual pitot measurements.

Alternative mean recovery factors may be defined by adopting different

weighting procedures: Area weighting; Mass Flow weighting; or more complex

weightings involving momentum flux, entropy, etc. A one-dimensional "continuity

mean" may be defined from measured wall static pressures, non-dimensional

flow, and area. These alternatives arise from the fact that an equivalent

one-dimensional flow cannot be define- uniquely (Note 4 Section 3.5.1).

Whichever definition is adopted it is important that it is used

consiatently through all phases of propulsion 3ystem and system component

design and development.

Performance effects attributable to intake total pressure distortion

are defined relative to the measured quasi-one-dimensional GLTB or ATF

performance corresponding to the designated mean total pressure at engine

inlet. At low distortion levels, differences between alternative values

IMMUN



of mean total pressure and performance changes specifically due to distortion

A may be of the order of experimental accuracy and difficult to distinguish.

Where total pressure losses are limited to the boundary layer, conventional

accounting for inlet pressure lose using face-averaged values may not be

meaningful as engine performance will be dictated by turbomachinery response

to radial distortion, which is of comparable magnitude to that generated in

the GLTb and ATF. For complex total pressure patterns, full face measurements

using pitot rakes at engine inlet are necessary. Full scale measurements

should be preceded by representative inlet model tests with appropriate

accounting for scale effects.

.(b) Nozzle Inlet Pressure

The measurement of nozzle inlet pressure is central to the determinatiot

of gross thrust both for the "AP" and "WNT" group methods.

Direct Measurement of Nozzle Total Pressure

For an engine without reheat, mean total pressure at nozzle inlet may

be measured directly by means of calibrated pitot rakes. Rakes can be

located at a plane some distance ahead of the nozzle - the turbine exit

annulus being a possible station for engine core flow. Any station in the

by-pass annulus of a two-stream engine may be used, preferably near the exit.

Nozzle coefficients determined by model tests, engine GLTB or ATF tests,

will be correctly expressed in terms of these measured mean total pressures

in flight, provided that identical rake geometry is used and that no change

in the profile occurs between AT! and flight. Sufficient instrumentation

should be provided to monitor that this is so.

Direct Measurement of Nozzle Static Pressure

An array of static tappings distributed around the circumference of

the jet pipe ahead of the nozzle may be used to measure nozzle inlet static

pressure. The corresponding total pressure may be calculated, knowing the

pipe area, mass flow and temperature. Providing the nozzle coefficients are

determined by appropriate model and engine calibrations, these coefficients

will correspond to this derived total pressure in flight. Identical static

tappings should be used and, again, possible changes in the profiles between

ground facilities and flight test should be borne in mind.

An alternative to the calculation of a total pressure from the measured

static is to express 'practical' coefficients directly in terms of jet pipe

static pressure ratio, P V/Pea.
575



Reheat Systems Pressure Lose

In reheated installations the total pressure, Pts. may be measured by

pitot rakes upstream of the reheat assembly, and the total pressure, Pt,, at

nozale inlet may be calculated from a knowledge of reheat baffle pressure

losses.

The baffle loss characteristic may be established on the engine test

bed either by direct measurements using temporary pitot rakes downstream of

the reheat section, from continuity calculations across the system using nozzle

coefficients or downstream static pressure measurements, or from 'difference'

tests - pressure losses being inferred from engine thrust measurements with

and without the baffle fitted. "Cold losses" are found first for "dry"

(reheat off) operation, and may be expressed for a single stream engine as:

A ~(P U P t?)1  M f(....(35)
~cold 0 

....()cold

where, q6 is a turbine exit reference dynamic head,

or,

t t= f (W6P't BPR .. (356)

'cold ....t6cold t

for a by-pass engine with a single nozzle.

The reheat-on or "hot" loss characteristic may be established using

water-cooled rakes on the test bed or iterative inferences from measured

downstream parameters, eg, jet pipe static pressure and final nozzle area.

An alternative procedure is to separate the cold loss from the fundamental

heating or combustion pressure loss. Thus, defining Station 6.1 as being

downstream of baffle cold loss but upstream of combustion, we have:

( th - UI)hl P " Ptco .... (357)

Pcold * hO

( - Pt7)comb - fundamental combustion pressure lies



so that:

Pt4 - Ptl)hot P t6- .) hot ( - t7)comb

The fundamental heating loss is established from routine combustion calcula-

tions utilising best available information on reheat combustion efficiency.

Hence, in-flight P V may be calculated from measured P U by means of the

baffle cold loss factor, X, and the routine combustion calculation. Care is

reqwired to account for interference terms which may arise between reheat on

and off cases, and accounting is complex. Various options exist.

Thrust-Derived Pti

As with other methods in this Guide, practical considerations such as

(a) through (i) of Table 3-2 are incorporated into "practical" thrust and

discharge coefficients which are associated with measured or derived (actual)

values of nozsle entry flow parameters, given a particular set of instru-

mentation. Thus for a convergent nozale with thrust derived by the "N j'

method we have:

, t ,act /ftI P t• sact W idt- Pt t7act
!_______ P P

The values of CX,practical' which incorporate profile effects, etc, need to

be found by full-scale engine tests in ground facilities, but because these

are expensive and the range of nouzle operating conditions is restrictedtthe

number of points on the Cx curves tends to be small so that the curves may

be limited.

A way round the difficulty is to utilise a "thrust derived P "" The

method is based on recognising that changes in nozzle thrust losses (expressed

in this instance in terms of C x) between the GLTB, for example, and flight

occur principally because nozzle man pressure ratio varies, and that nozzle

entry conditions, ag, profiles, swirl, are essentially engine flow properties.

As all gas generator methods involve a search for a suitable mean total

pressure at nozsle entry it is appropriate for siugle-stream exhaust noassles

to define a value which derives from high quality measurements of gross thrust,

exhaust flowand temperature in the ground facilities. By utilising appro-

priate and well defined nozzle C1 data (eS from models) to correct the

X,

I i i i I il'N



measured F /W 4T group to an ideal valueand relationships such as Equations
1, 2, 3 of Table 3-1, a derived mean total pressure Pt7,throder. may be

defined, as follows:

P- wW ,Y1
Gcat [VX modep p thr.,der t id, t7,thr.der

P P
so so ....(361)

By suitable iterations (which in practice involve true C calculations) ap
calibration curve, as illustrated for example in Figure 3-6, can be produced.

ATF tests extend the calibration range to cover operational flight conditions.

Advantages of the method are that engine testing required to establish

the curve is minimal, the method is always consistent with thrusts measured

in the ground facilities, and, as it effectively uses differences in nouzzle Cx

rather than absolute values for varying flight conditions, it is insensitive

to errors in nozzle loss accounting.

Calibrations may be based on other options, eg, the "AP" method

instead of the "W4/T" method.

Pt 7 thrust 
00

derived

Pt 7 measured

Turbine Exit Flow Function W6jTt6,
Pt6

FIG.3-6 CORRELATION OF THRUST-DERIVED Pt7* FOR. TURBOJET ENGINE

4-



I The correlation of thrust-derived pressure, exemplified in the above

2figure may, depending on the exhaust system layout, be expressed differently.
Thus, thrust derived P Vmay be related to any appropriate jet pipe pressure,
total or static, meaaured at any relevant and convenient station. Similarly,

engine parameters other than turbfne exit flow function may be adopted.

j 3.5.4 Temperature Measurement

to flow distortion considerations, particularly towards the rear of the engine.

At stations internal to the engine, circumferential and radial profiles occur

which must be taken into account when choosing probe locations.

(a) Engine Inlet Temperature

The inlet stagnation temperature is for most practical purposes the same

as free stream stagnation temperature (in the absence of any secondary flows,

eg aircraft cabin bleeds recirculated back to inlet) and is uniform across

the inlet.

Free stream stagnation temperature is normally an "aircraft measurement",

In supersonic aircraft the measurement is often taken inside the engine inlet

duct (ie, located in a subsonic stream). A check upon the temperature

recovery of the probe should be made, noting that anti-icing features when in

use, can seriously modify the recovery characteristics. The aircraft probe

is sub.,-ect to errors under static and very low foruwrd speed conditions (early

take-off) and may be subject to solar radiation errors.

(b Nozzle Inlet-Temperature

Direct Measurement

Provided the temperature is not too high, it can be measured satisfac-

torily with thermocouyle probes or resistance bulbs. Such would be the case

for the by-pass flow of a turbofan engine, for example, T t.7 For accurate

results an allowance would be made for the temperature recovery factor of the

probe.

Again, direct measurement in the turbine exit annulus would give Tt.,*1'which, in the absence of reheat, could be equated to the temperature, Tt,
at the nozzle.

Calculated Temperature

If reheat were in use.,the temperature T V would be too high for direct

measurement with conventional thermocouple probes. In this case the tempera-

ture rise could be calculated from fuel/air ratio and enthalpy relationships,

thus:
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nRH FAR7

r A,Tt7 A,t6 " 1 + rl j AR4 ECV Tt7 .... (362)

where, n aRH and ncc are the combustion efficiencies for the reheat system and

the enginn combustion chamber, and HA,Tt6 and HATt are the enthalpies per

kg of the air component of the gas before and after reheat. The effective

calorific value, ECVTt7, of the fuel is a function not only of the lower

calorific value, LCV, but also of the outlet temperature, Tt, thus:

ECVTt7  -LCV + SF (T F -288) + k (HA,Tt, HA,,,,)
iI

- (k + 1) (HstoicTt7 - Hstoic 2 6s .... (363)

where, SF(TF - 288) is an allowance for the sensible heat of liquid fuel,

while HA and Hstoic are enthalpies per kg of pure air and of stoichiometric

combustion products, and k = 14.656 is the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio.

The enthalpiesHA,Tt6 and H ATt, are known in the form of polynominals

of T and Tt, hence these temperatures can be found by an iterative

, calculation.
c Even if reheat is not in use, calculated T• may be derived as an

alternative to direct measurement. To illustrate the procedure for a simple

turbojet, drawing an 'energy box' round the system between Station 2 and

Station 5 we need not account for shaft work of the compressors and turbines.

, IThen:

H -H- ' FAR XEV~t.... (364)
"A,Tts HA,Tt2 "cc PA4 x ECVTts

where, n is a function of the combustion chamber air-loading parameter

(involving W3 , Tt 3 and Pt). A constant value near to unity may be justified.

H, is calculated from polynomials in the measured temperature, Tt. Then,
"A,Tt2 t
working backwards from the above equation, T is found from the polynomials

which describe H,Tts
The procedure is more complicated for the by-pass engine because the

LP compressor (or fan) puts energy into both the by-pass flow and the core

flow, whereas the LP turbine, which drives the fan, extracts energy only from

the core flow.
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In general, allowances for bleeds, power off-take, mechanical

efficiencyetc, must be made when applying enthalpy methods.

3.5.5 Mass Flow Measurement

"General Considerations

The accurate measurement of main engine mass flow is a major concern.

All secondary airflows (ejectors, cooling systems, aircraft services bleeds)

must also receive careful attention and due allowances must be made for them.

All methods, with the exception of that utilising the flow character-

istics of the compressor, involve the expression for mass flow in a duct:

"W = JC t Di .... (365)

JT L lyPitid

where:

Y1

R~ r 1 11

LA~t~id L ()ll .... (311)bi's

CD is a local discharge coefficient, which may be a function of

pressure ratio. Total and static pressures and total temperatures may

represent mean values or calibrated local values at the station.

Thus, from local measurements of PtP Ps, Tt, a knowledge of geometric

area, A, and a value of CD, the mass flow, W, may be calculated. It is

recommended that Pt and P should not be measured separately in absolute

pressure terms, but via the differential pressure, (Pt - Ps), so that the

consequences of measurement error are minimised.

If the measurement station is a choked throat (ie, M - 1) then the

ciitical value of the isentropic non-dimensional flow group, Equation (311);

which is independent of pressure ratio, is used in Equation (365).

The value of y used in Equation 311 is derived from the conditions

pertaining to the station in question. It should again be noted that current

methods may employ true specific heat computer routines in preference to

explicit relationships involving the adiabatic index, y.
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The discharge coefficientsCD must be determined by engine calibration

and may remain a function of pressure ratio, the mass flow being measured by

means o.' the test facility airmeter. Most of the practical effects noted in

Table3-2 (Section 3.2.3) for thrust coefficients will also apply, to a

different extent, to discharge coefficients. Again, it is essential that

thesam intruenttio beuse inflihtas is used for the calibration in
, , engivi ground test facilities.

Typical engine stations at which flow can be measured, with comments

on potential problems, are described below.

The Final Nozzle

For the non-reheated engine, when the nozzle may be a simple fixed-

geometry conical convergent or convergent-divergent design, the nozzle itself

can be used as the flow-measuring degice. The static pressure is taken to be

equal to measurer nozzle base pressure, P sb' in the unchoked convergent nozzle

case. When the pressure ratio P t/Psb is equal to or greater than the

critical (M - 1) value, the static pressure is not needed for the isentropic

group but is needed in this case to enter CD curves such as in Figure 3-3b.

Nozzle flow becomes "frozen", ie independent of base pressure, at sufficiently

large pressure ratios (depending on nozzle geometry).

A knowledge of convergent or convergent-divergent nozzle geometric

throat area is required. Due to nozzle expansion problems great care is

required when using this method if high accuracy is required.

For variable nozzle reheated engines the problem of determining flow

via nczzle measurements is particularly acute and should be avoided.

Compressor or Turbine Exits

The main requirement here is to specify sufficient instrumentation

"(Ps' Pt, Tt) to monitor that no changes in radial and circumferential profiler

and hence calibration curves have taken place between calibration tests and

flight tests.

Choked Turbine Inlet Guide Vanes

In all engines the inlet guide vanes (IGVs) are choked over a wide

operating range and the throat areas are known. Problems are to determine the

temperature and pressure, which cannot usually be measured directly, and to

account for thermal expansion effects by suitable calibration testing.

It is usual practice to measure pressure and temperature at combustion

*chamber inlet together with fuel flow. An iterative calculation is made by

61;~



assuming an air mass flow and computing the temperature rise, compressor exit

diffuser, and combustion chamber losses taking into account combustion effici-

ency, effective calorific value, etc, to derive (W IT-/A P a at the IGVs.t t 4, Calc
The iteration continues until the critical value (!4 - 1) is found. This process

yields the two 'calculated' values W and T In a single stream
4,calc t4,calc*

engine the 'calculatedr flow is checked against the test bed airmeter to

give the IGV discharge coefficient, CI•, making allowances for fuel addition

and bleeds.

In a multi-stream engine the 'calculated' turbine flow cannot be

checked directly against an airmeter - a detailed engine analysis must be made

to obtain the best flow synthesis.
By-pass Duct

In two-stream engines, the fan by-pass flow may be measured by instru-

mentation (Ps, Pt, Tt) in the by-pass duct. Dynamic head may be low so that I.

particular care is needed to evaluate (P - P )"pt 8
If the flow discharges via a separate nozzle (unmixed turbofan) then

the by-pass nozzle can be used to check the flow calculation. Direct calibra-

tion against the test bed airmeter is not possible. Enough rakes and tappings
have to be provided to define profiles adequately and yield the correct

synthesis of engine performance (eg the sum of by-pass and core mass flows

must equal the airmeter flow).

Compressor Characteristics

The inlet non-dimensional flow function of any compressor can be

expressed generally as a function of non-dimensional shaft speed and pressure

ratio and, for turbofan engines, by-pass ratio:

(! ,/ =2 f (Po , .... (366)

t2T P t,in "

where, W$ represents the total airflow at compressor entry.

Inlet flow distortion, Reynolds number, and inlet temperature affect

the compressor characteristics and engine matching. Allowance must also be
I,

made for variable IGVs and bleed flows. These factors can be assessed by

compressor rig tests and engine calibration tests on the GLTB and in the ATF.

The method may also be used for "downstream" compressors, eg, the core

compressor(s) of a turbofan engine.

NF
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In ligtthe measurement of mean inlet pressure and, for downstream

required am direct comparison with the facility airmater may not be possible.

Enthalpy Balance

Enthalpy relatiouships can be used to determine flow. For this

purpose appropriate temperature measurements are required plus a knowledge of

fuel flow, combustion efficiency, bleeds, power off-take, etc.

3.5.6 Rotational Speed

Shaft speed signals are provided either by tachometer generators or by

'phonic' wheels on the shafts with appropriate pick ups. In both cases the

speed is derived either by measuring the time for one complete revolution, or

the revolutions per unit time. The timing circu.its (which may also be used

for fuel flow rate measurement) need to be of high quality.

If a given speed signal is to be used for many purposes, for example

for one or more cockpit instruments, engine control system, and one or more

flight test recorder circuits, care must be taken to ensure that the generator

can supply all these circuits. It may be necessary to boost the signal to

avoid degrading it.

3.5.7 Fuel Flow Rate

ýThis important parameter is measured either by volume or mass flow

meters.

Volume flow rate can be measured by a piston or vane type displacement

meter, or by a turbine type meter. A displacement meter is bulky but is not
sensitive to non-uniformity of entry flow. Turbine type volume flowmeters

are compact but can be sensitive to entry flow conditions, therefore, if

possible, they should be installed in a long length of straight pipe. Because

of their small sizes such meters are frequently inserted into complex pipe

runs on the engine. In such cases they should be calibrated with the appro-

priate upstream and downstream piping.

Mass flowmsters are similar to turbine volume meters. A known angular

rotation is imparted to the flow and the resulting mass momentum is measured

by virtue of its reaction on vanes. They are compact and can be located in

engine pipe runs. Similar precautions in respect of pipe runs and calibrations

should be observed.

Fuel density needs to be measured to enable mass flow rate to be

obtained from volume meter readings. This is usually achieved by t~iking a

i '
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fuel sample from the tanks before (and possibly after) flight. Fuel tempera-

ture must be measured at entry to the flowmeter to enable the sample density

to be converted to the actual test conditions.

Flowmeters should be located in the fuel system to measure the fuel

consumed by the engine. In come cases, particularly with reheated engines,

difficulties arise because "spill fuel" may be returned to the tanks rather

than to the fuel feed lines downstream of the meter. When returned to the

t tanks some metered fuel is not used by the engine. In such cases it may be

necessary to measure two or even three flow rates to arrive at the engine

combustion chamber and reheat fuel flow rates.

Every effort should be made to avoid these situation@ by giving con-

sideration to the need to measure fuel flow rate at an early stage of the fuel

system layout design. As fuel meters are sensitive to the engine environment,

eg, vibration, consideration should be given to arranging calibrations during

engine tests whenever possible.

Calorific Value

Careful fuel stock management at the airfield is desirable to monitor

and control the calorific value. Ground tanks should not be."topped up"

indiscriminately. Inmediately after a complete refill, a storage tank

should be fully stirred and samples taken for determination of the calorific
value. For the highest accuracy, this determination should be done by

bomb calorimeter, with occasional samples sent to the National Physical

Laboratory (NPL) for ultimate checking. In the abseuce of such strict ground

fuel tank control, continual flight-to-flight checks on the fuel in the

aircraft tanks may be done by the simpler aniline/gravity methods. This would

give good relative data but would not yield the really accurate measurements

in the absolute sense that a good bomb calorimeter determination could produce.

3.5.8 Area Measurement

Wherever air or gas mass flow is to be measured there is need to know

the duct area. All locations other than the final nozsle will involve fixed

areas in the engine, whose magnitude can be measured at the time of engine

build. As stated earlier, some locations, such as turbine nossle guide vane

throats, are subject to large temperature variations of which account should

be taken.

Final nozzles are usually circular or annular and the cold area of

fixed geometry configurations can readily be measured. Nozzle triming needs

7ii
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to be taken into account. Thermal expansion mist be considered. A variable

nozzle, usually associated with reheat, presents great problems with respect

to area nmasurement. Area is usually derived from the linear movement of

the actuating sear and this linear movement is measured during engine operation

in flight. Problems of backlash, thermal expansion~etc, are liable to upset

cold calibrations. This is a basic meaeurenen• problem to which the complete

solution is not yet available.

3.6 ENGINE CALIBRATION FACILITIES

3.6.1 Introduction

Engine calibration facilities exist to test engines under closely con-

trolled conditions and are well provided with high quality data acquisition

systems. Iu the context of in-flight thrust evaluation an important feature

is the ability of the facilities to measure airflow and thrust forces, thus

enabling calibrations of airflow and thrust to be obtained as functions of

other paramters, which, in turn, can be measured in flight.

Test facilities fall into two main classes. Iv far the more •omon are

S~Ground Level or Sea Level Test Beds (GLT~s), These are test beds in which the

• engine operates under the prevailing sea level static conditions. Intake and

exhaust pressures are the same. The second type, Altitude Test Facilities

(ATFa), are provided with extensive air c~mressor equilzment in order to

enable engine inlet and nozsle exhaust pressures to be independently controlled

and inlet air to be conditioned in respect of pressure and temperaiture. Thus

the £acility can simulate the inlet and exhaust conditions of an 'engine over

a range of altitude and a~ircraft f1ight Mach numbers.

3.6.2 Ground Level Test Beds
In the GLTB the engine is mounted from a framework which, itself, is

suspended from a fixed structure by means of flexure strips, diaphragms or by

other means to enable the engine in its framework or cradle to move freely in
the axial direction. The axial movement is restrained and the resulting force

measured, usually by a strain gauge "loacd ceWl".

The air intake to the engine is usually a flare or venturi designed as

an airueter. This intake or airmeter is also mounted on the cradle so that
under static conditions the forc. on the cradle, measured by the load cell,

is very close to the gross thrust of the engine, (Figures 3-7(a),(b),(c)).

The GLTB is capable of accomodating aircraft intake distortion simula-
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Figure 3-7(a) represents schematically an open air test bed. If

testing is conducted in conditions of sero wind then the measured force is the

grose thrust. Such ideal conditions are rare and testing may need to be done

with a wind blowing. It is good practice to restrict calibrations to conai-

tions where the wind speed is not greater than 10 knots, and is a head wind.

The resulting free stream momientum correction to measured thrust will then be

of the order of 1 per cont.

GLTBs are enclosed test cells. Enclosure may lead to the need to make

further tbrust corrections. The simplest type of indoor cell is sketched in

Figure 3-7(b). Because of the enclosure, engine air is constrained to

approach the inlet venturi from the front with a small but consistent velocity,

which again leads to an L. proach momentum force defect on the venturi. More

usually, the GLTB will take the form of Figure 3-7(c). For silencing and

cell scavenging reasons the exhaust from the engine is discharged into an

ejector tube or detuner. Entrained secondary air is drawn over the engine

from the test bed intake. This has the effect of increasing the approach

mamentum of the air entering the engine. Drag forces are exerted ou the

engine external carcass and cradle structure, and the static pressure around

the engine is modified to a samll degree. Further corrections thus have to

be made to the measured load in order to obtain the gross thrust.

The lead cell system assuring the cradle load can be calibrated by

applying axial loads to the complete engine/airmeter/cradle assembly by means

of weights or via a master load cell system.

The corrections to the measured lead to obtain gross thrust are derived

by one of two ways (*) by a careful cross calibration with an open air test

faclity, (b) by computation using air velocities and pressures measured in

the test cell. It should be, noted that these corrections are particular to

the engine type and t%. t cell I rrasment. The nagnitude of the corrections

can vary from zero to tome 5 per cevt.

3.6.3 Altitude Test Facilities3 10

The easential feature of the AJY in the context of thrust measurement

is the physics: &paeration of the inlet frnin the engine. )ne arrangement is

illustrated in Figure 3-7(d). The plant facilities supply air at the required,

temperature and pressure via a flow masuring system. There has to be

separation between the "liv4w (or freu to move) engine and the fixed supply

ducting. This is achieved by a low friction slip joint. Loakag of air

through the joint seal must be minimal and quantifiable.

~. -'A,-7.- r



The engine exhausts into the free space of the chamber, the chamber

itself being exhausted to the required mbient pressure level. The cradle

ioaO represents approximately the difference between the standard gross thrust

of the engine and the gauge stream force at the sliding joints

Fload cell " FGo " FG,slip joint .... (367)

Allowances have to be made for engine carcass external pressure forces,

any carcass drag resulting from chamber ventilation flows, pipe friction,

drags, etc.

Adequate instrumentation has to be provided to enable the stream force,

Fc'slip join. to be quantified accurately as the load cell measures the

difference between two large quantities.

The standard net thrust of the engine is derived from the measurements

of gross thruit, FGG and calculated ram drag, FGo, corresponding to the

simulated flight condition utilising the airmeter mass flow measurements. It

is usual in calibrating flight performance engines to set inlet total pressure

equal to the mean total pressure delivered by the aircraft inlet to the

engine face at the simulated flight condition.

Altitude facilities vary greatly in their physical layouts and have

different capabilities in respect of the range of altitudes and flight speeds

they can simulate. Generally, these ATFs are "connected" facilities, is, the

test cell inlet ducting is "connected" to the engine. "Free-jet" plants

which provide for testing of the aircraft intake and engine together are not

suitable for determining engine standard gross and net thrust.

The sketches presented in Figure 3-7 apply to engines having single

exhaust nozzles. Arrangements for by-pass engines with separate exhaust

nozzles are similar. The test facilities do not enable any effects of externalI

flow on engine performance, ag, on the gas generator cowl drag of a short-cowl

by-pass engine or flow rematching during unchoked nozzle operation (which

affects calibrated standard gross thrust) to be evaluated directly.

3.6.4 Engine Calibrations

A detailed explanation of the procedures involved in calibrating the

multivarious engine types that are tested on the GLTB and in the AT? is beyond

the scope of this Guide. The calibrations required for turbofan engines with

separate exhausts, for example, are strongly dependent on propulsion system
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bookkeeping. For engines having single exhaust nozsles the determination cf

standard thrust is relatively straightforward.

Thrust and flow calibrations will be done on both types of facility,

GLTB and ATF, recording and calibrating all the parmeters which are to be

measured in flight according to the thrust option or options adopted. Nosule

corffici.•;ts and other correlating parameters are obtained. Tests need to be

conducted utilising best "test code practice" including complete error

synthesis models for the important aircraft operating conditions so that

critical measurements can be identified and steps taken to ensure adequate

consistency and accuracy.

Any test bed, and an W'C in particular, is a complex facility and

continued calibration of instrumentr, plus checks of redundant measuremenc

for consistency should be made to ensure the highest quality data.

In planning calibrations ot engines, advantage should be taken of the

flexibility of the AT? to run curves at different levels of rt., Tt, Pt 2 /pso

etc, to find the separate effect, if any, ot these important parameters on

engine matching, nozsle coefficientseand correlation parameters. Where

possible, calibration curves should bb based on eight or more test points

per flight condition and be repeated so that statistical checks for smoothness,

consistency, and errors can be made.

It may happen that the life of initial flight performance engines is

limited. In this circumstance great care should be exercised when conducting

GLTB and ATF calibration tests to ensure that'high quality data are obtained

efficiently.

•.9



CHAPTER 4

ERROR ASS3SSM0I AND CONTROL

4.1 INTRODUCTION
The process of experimentation may be viewed as an attempt to order

* reality by first creating an appropriate mathematical model which simplifies

the real world. For in-flight thrust purposes this first mathematical model

(the "thrust model") is a set of expirussions for calculating results such as

CLO CDP etc from various measurements. The measuring instruments are themr-

selves modelled mathematically through calibrations (the "instrumentation

model"). The combination of these two mathematical models could be called
the "thrust measurement system model". Mathematical models of another type

(the "error model") are also used in this chapter to describe the properties

of error distributions to enable the uncertainty of various results to be

calculated. The super-position of all these models onto physical reality

leads to the need to interpret most carefully the data derived from a given

experiment.

The outcome of an advanced experiment is the correlation of one set
of outputs (y) against another set (a). Each of these outputs (y,z) is

derived from a set of measured input variables (zi which are subject to

error. For example, (y~z) may be (CD, CL) or (CDOM). The purpose of this

chapter is to estimate and deal with the uncertainties of the outputs (Y~z)

* due to propagation of errors from the inputs (xi or due to any invalidity

of the mathematical modelling.

The word 'errors' in this Guide is understood to exclude 'mistakes'.

A gross mistake, for exn~le the supply of pressures in millibars to a

calculation which expects pressures in kilo-pascals, should be obvious, but

many more subtle mistakes may go undetected unless care is taken continually

to check the data. Thus 'errors' are deviations from the truth which remain

after all 'mistakes' have been eliminated. They are assumed to be distri-
buted about a central value within some limit at some level of probability.

The class of error most easily treated is associated with so-called

recording 'noise' and may loosely be termed "random". A more insidious type

of error arises from the form of the mathematical models used for the "thrust

measurement system"' and is, therefore, termed "systematic". The latter is

more serious because, being constant, its presence is not obvious and may be



overlooked if only one test series is carried out. If though, this error

changed between test series, it may be possible to observe and eliminate
its effect over the course of several series or flights. Such an error may

arise from failure to include a relevant term in the model of reality, from
an inadequately calibrated instrunent or from a post-calibration datum change.

In addition, it must be ensured that the "thrust model" is valid f or

both a calibration and a flight experiment. For example, an engine calibra-

tion established in an AT! way not correlate for genuine yet obscure

aerodynauic reasons and, in flight$ the calibration may be affected by

further such variables as intake distortion or nozzle enviror~mnt which may

not have been simulated in the AT!. Any such invalidity is a systematic

error and allowance should be made for it.

There are two distinct modes in which uncertainties may be estimated
(Reference 4-1. pp 67-8)

Mode A: estimation by prediction synthesis

and Mode B: estimation by post-test analysis of experimental

observed data.

Mode A is usually applied before the tests take place and is useful

for the early rejection of unsuitable methods. It can also be used after-

wards to examino a new hypothesis suggested by the teat results. It deals,

in the main, with the consequences of various assumptions for "Error Limits",

following the laws of probability. There is no single standard text book but

the References (4-1, 4-2, 4-3) provide useful ideas to support the present

guide.

To be pendantic, the operations of "Statistics' apply only to the

analysis of real data, which the standard text books (eg Refs, 4-4 to 4-9)

cover very well. Thus the statistical tests of Sections 4.2.3 to 4.2.5 are
fully applicable to Mode 3, but they will only be applicable to the preli-

minary stages of Mode A. and then only if real data is sampled (see Section
4.2.7).

Both Modes A and B have their place. The former, in dealing with the
details of error contribution is useful for trouble shooting and is the only

process availablc, at the planning stage. The latter, by treating the
experimental data, gives an essential check with reality and may lead to a
revision of the Mode A synthesis. It is important that the studies of Modes
A and B be compared since such a comparison may well lead to a more thorough

understanding of the particular experimental process.i



>1 When attempting to explain unexpected results from different flight

01 tests, it may be necessary to analyse the data using special hypotheses

tailored to fit the evidence (Section 4.5.4). In such cases the emphasis

Vi~j should be put on finding explanations for the deviant flight data and
correcting for these. Often it will be possible to find "mistakes" and
other identifiable error sources. The variations remaining after all such

corrections have been made must then be designated as unknown errors

contributing to the uncertainty of the results. For discussion of these

errors, a 3-class model, described in Section 4.3.2, may be helpful.

Readers already familiar with standard statistical theory may not

need to read Section 4.2 (Basic Principles). However, Section 4.3 (Develop-

ment of Ideas) contains several concepts which may not be well-known. The

practical application oil Mode A is given in Section 4.4, and Mode B in

Section 4.5.

The aim of a successful thrust-in-flight exercise should be to

identify methods of high validity, to eliminate mistakes and to assess and

control errors. Although this Chapter deals mainly with error estimates,

nevertheless, the problems of validity and mistakes must not be forgotten.

4.2 BASIC PRINCIPLES

4.2.1 Probability Distributions

A probability distribution can be represented '3y such a diagram as

Figure 4-1 in which the abscissa x, say is a variable whose exact value is

uncertain, while the ordinate is the relative frequency of occurrence, f(x)

-sometimes called the "probability density", dP/dx. The probability that

x will fall between any two limits, A and B, is:

P (that A <x <B)- j . dx .. (41

A

This is the area under the curve between A and B as shown in Figure 4-1.

The standard deviation of any distribution such as shown in Figure 4-1 is:

ai(x) ~(x i)2 . . dx .(42

.4X
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FIG. 4-1 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF A MEASURED PARAMETER

Retative 950h Probability
frequency

-2(r4~Str 2 tio ) .1

Relative 00.Pobltyh
ftreq-dency 100 Prbablit

FIG. 4-2 COMPARISON BETWEEN GAUSSIAN AND
RECTANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
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If the distribution is "Gaussian" or "Normal", then the interval from

- 2a(x) to + 2a(x) contains about 95 per cent of all values of x, as

shown in Figure 4-2(a). If the distribution is rectangular, the x t2o(x)

interval contains 100 per cent of the values of x as shown in Figure 4-2(b).

To prevent misunderstanding in the following Sections, it is important

to draw attention to the similarity of the distribution of a "measurement", x

and the "error" of that measurement, E(x), (as distinct from the "error limit"

of the measurement, EL(x) which is explained later, in Section 4.2.6). The

Error E(x) is the difference between the "measured" value, x and "true" value,

Xtrue as indicated in Figure 4-3.

eProbability Possible value

distribution ofC
of X

0 Itrue i Meos. value
Zero

Probability E (m)
distr ibution-I

o Corresponding

"I00 0 
E rro r o f =

S0 E (m) E (m)
Zero

FIG. 4-3 DISTRIBUTION OF ERROR OF MEASURED VALUE

The probability distribution of x is identical to that of E(x), except

for a shift in origin. Consequently, the Standard Deviation of x and of E(x)
are identical.
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4.2.2 Gaussian (Normal) Law of Error&

The most convincing argument for the use of the Gaussian (or Norma!)

Distribution is its well established applicability to most experimental

situations, and the fact that it has a fairly simple analytic form. In

cases of doubt, the form of distribution can be tested by empirical trial

(Section 4.2.3).

The Gaussian "Law of Errors" may be derived a priori by the following

simple historical approach as used originally by Gauss. The rigour of the
derivation may well be questioned, but it demonstrates the assumnptions

implicit in the method.

Suppose that an observation is affected by n independent elemeutary

errors, Ei each of wViich may take, with equal likelihood the two poasible

values either -e or +c. This is an example of the Binrmial Distribution

which is desarrbed in any statistics text book, eg Reference 4-4, page 111.

The total error has a range of possible values between: -ne and +ne, with

the general value:

E - (n- 2m) .... (403•tot

where m - number of "minuses", -e, in one result. The concept is illustrated

in Figure 4-4 for the case of n -4.

The chance of a "-c" is p = j, while the chance of a "+c" is

q = (1 - p) - | also. It is shown in the text books that the probability

of the general result for Etot as in Equation (403) is:

P(Et) = P(exactly a "minuses")tot

=nCm pm qn-
m

to , n .... (404)
, M.s (n - M).:

Also the mean and standard deviation are given by:

u(m) np • .... (405)

,/.p
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As the number of errors EI tends to infinity the Binomial Distribution

41 Equation (404) tends to the Normal Distribution:

0 12 .... (407)

t~'. I

j or, in unit form:

dP exp (-u2 /2) .... (408)

where u - .... (409)

The above derivation was simplified, but more rigorous treatments

still contain the following assumptions:

(a) The elemental errors Ei must be independent

(b) The elemental errors e are small

(c) The number n is large

(d) All the Ei are of the same order.

If the data under examination contains an error term that does not

conform to the assumptions, then tendencies inconsistent with a Normal

distribution will occur. This inconsistency could be realised in my forms,

the most obvious of which will be the manifestation of more outlying points

than expected, or of "between test" variations in mean value and/or standard

deviation.

Using the symbol x for the variable whose exact value is uncertain due

to the presence of error, the most useful characteristics of such fornal

distributions as Gaussian are the mean u(x) and the standard deviation o(x).

It can be shown that the best estimate of the mean U(x) of a "parent

distribution" from a random sample of size n is the mean x of that saple.

Similarly the best estimate of the standard deviation a(x) can be

shown to be S (x) where

S (X -- ;)2 .... (410)

1 "A
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and I m ...- ,,,,(411) j

It cm be showa that if a sasple of sien is dram from • distribu-

tion (eg Gaussian, Rectangular$ atc) the standard deviation of the man z is,

a (X) a .... (412) I
An extremly valuable property of the distribution of the man is that

it tends rapidly towards Nomul, no uattsr what are the shapes of the source

distributions, providing they are fairly syIntrica. and independent. This

is illustrated in Figure 4-5 with the man of as little as 2 or 3 item drawn

from a Rectangular Distribution (see Reference 4-5, pp. 166-167).

-10 1 E (x, -1 0 +1 E A:c)
(O'(z x2) car,2z)

-- 0 . E E(C 2  -- 0 .1 E(= 2)

- Ii "01
*110 *1 E (x5)

Man ofmean of
2 items 3 it

FIG. 4-5 TENDENCY OF MEAN VALUE DISTRIBUTION TOWARDS NORMAL



The above examle in Figure 4-5 was of the men value of several items

drawn from one parent rectangular distribution. Similar tendencies towards

Normal occur when several different distributions are combined. Many
14-3detailed examples are given by Dietrich from whom the following table is

extracted. It shows the probabilities corresponding to Ila, 12a, i3a for

combinations of rectangular distributions. It can be seen that the 2a

limits rapidly converge on the Gaussian value of 95 per cent probability.

TABLE 4-1

COMBINATION O0 RECTANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONSs

Probability of occurrence of an error
between multiples of the standard deviation

Type of distribution given below for the stated frequency
distributions

-0 to a -2o to 2a -3a to 3a

Rectangular 0.5770 1.0000 1.0000

Combination of 0.6448 0.9663 1.0000
two similar rectangles
(Triangular)

Combination of three 0.6666 0.9583 1.0000
similar rectangles

Combination of four 0.6669 0.9580 0.9993
similar rectangles

Gaussian 0.6826 0.9545 0.9973

4.2.3 "Chi-squared" Test for Normal Distributions

In many cases it is necessary to test that the distribution of

measurements about the calculated man is not significantly different from

the Gaussian (or Normal). The X? test my be used for this purpose. The

data xi are sorted into local cells with central values xj and the umber

in each cell nj is counted, The total number of data points is n -).

Then the "Observed" proportion in the jth' cell is:-

oj ni/n .... (413)

The "Expected" proportion Ij in each cell may easily be calculated from

tables of the Gaussian distribution. Thece:-



S- _.... (414)xi

If the numerical value of x2 is less than the 5 per cent probable value

(is higher probability) given in the x? tables, then the test is said to be
"not significant"* and it is reasonable to accept that the observed measure-

ments do cown from a Gaussian distribution.

4.2.4 F-Test for Probable Equality of Variance

This test may be used to test the hypothesis that the variances derived

from two sets of data are both snaples of the variance of cze parent distribu-

tion.

Given two smples of data nine n1 and nu respectively, then estimates

S3 and S, of the population variance may be obtained.

The ratio F - 's/ IS! !s formed (where t.j' 0 S), If this value of F is

less than the 5 per cent probable value (is higher probability) given in the

F-tables, then the variances of the two sets of data are "not significantly

different"* and the following t-test may then proceed. Strictly, a standard

t-test is not valid umless the preceding F-test is "not significant".

4.2.5 t-Test for Differences in Mean Values

Given two independent samples with n, and n% mmbers respectively, the

t- distribution may be used to test whether or not the mans of the samples

differ significantly. In effect, we test the hypothesis that they are saples

from the same (normal) population.

Students "t" is defined as the ratio of any statistic to the standard

deviation estimate, S of that statistic.

In the present case the statistic of interest is a difference in mean

values 6,- ;, hence

t .... (415)

S(; -;,

Spooln, . 1

Vhere Sois the pooled standard deviation from the two samples.

"It ebaUl be nated that those tots an biamed a tmr, of U the ital .•amvaSt , 1 Oat the idstzib•m-
ties is ftMIm, that the &4*Le. bWe the vuie sM, Wd the son see8. It hoveWv two distrIbutio• s
were onmsideeed a paor WIWI eqMlW pWA. a Week mowr 1wvl of slpflomes (as 50 per eat) "ijit be
appropriate, otherise the diatwibwe 4 t mue rist esehm woad be ftvwed.

S/•.



The degrees of freedom are:

v = n, + N - 2 .... (417)

If the numerical value of t from Equation (416) is less than the 5 per cent

valm in the t-tables, (Is higher probability) then the t-test in said to be
"not significant"* and it is reasonable to accept that there is no real

difference between the means ; and ;.

The t-test may be generalised to test the significance of any

statistic such as a correlation coefficient or a curve-fitted value.

4.2.6 Error Limits, or Uncertainty

Since the measurement or result of an experiment is never capable of

exact description it is important to estimate the Error Limits or Uncertainty

of the exact value. The result and its Uncertainty should be stated together

as an inseparable pair.

It is necessary to define a standard measure of the Uncertainty, and

in this Guide, following comon practice, the 95 per cent Probability Error

Limits are chosen. With a Gaussian (Normal) distribution these Error Limits

boued an area under the curve given by:

IL(W) - 11.96 o(z), say t2a(x) .... (418)

as indicated in Figure 4-2(a). With a Rectangular distribution, 95 per cent

probability would be soemhat lees than 2o(z) as indicated in Figure 4-2(b),

but in practice thiet is not usually important because a mean value (and other

combinations) of Rectangular distributions tend rapidly towards Gaussian, as

explained in Section 4.2.2 with the help of Figure 4-5.

When dealing with error asessment by "Prediction Synthesis" (mode A)

it may be convenient to deal with estimates of Error Limits, eg EL (zi) for

the input variables, xi, or EL (y) for the output result, y, from the

combined effect of all the inputs. (See Section C.2.7).

When actual results y are available for "Post Test Analysis" (mode B)

it is natural to deal directly with y, rather than xi. There is no need to

use synthesis which is the only possibility in the prediction odeo. Also,

"Olt ewout be noted that thet.teu we biaed is tww at th latial ummt*tan, ue tMt th distru
t~ee Is rosIm, tUt th wmege be the v N fetwe, md the *W se. It bWeyo te. fttd*Uýhat
umns oomldered a priWo epully pedle, usea leseow lewd of epifetveo (qa 30 peW east) "amt 0
ePPOpedato, othenvIes the dlstutbuetm tha t" fet obeMe. ueAU be fleered.

A.'.



standard statistical procedures can be applied to real data. Thus the

statistical estimate of standard deviation s (y) from samples of n date

points is:

s (y) - .... (419)n-I

For small samples, the 95 per cent Error Limit is a function of sample size,

n, thus:-

EL (y) - t, 5 • s (y) .... (420)

where tos is the two-tailed value for v = n - 1 degrees of freedom.

The probability of falling outside any given limit may be important

when safety is being considered 4 1 2 . For these cases the Gaussian distri-

bution may not be the most appropriate if the "tails" do not correctly

represent the measure. probability.

4.2.7 Random Error Limits of a Result with Several
Variables

In the simplest case suppose y is the sun of several different

variables:-

y - x; + +... + X + ... .... 9(421)

For each variable xi the Standard Deviation is estimated from a sample of

size ni by:-

7(xi -i)

S(xi) = ni " *.... (410)bis

The Degrees of Freedom of each sample are given by:-

V (Xi a ni - .... (422)

Then the Standard Deviation of y is:-

S(y) " IS'(3 + S2(;) + .. S(xI) + ....... (423)

The Degrees of Freedom of S(y) are given by the Welch-Satterthwaite formula

as explained in Reference 4-2.
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v(y) Is,(x*)+ S( (x,) S,(xi) + .... (424)

+~x + N2x 1

The nearest integral value of v(y) goes to the t-table to extract the 95 per

cent value t, ows. Thence the 95 per cent Random Error Limits of y are:-

WSREL(y) - s S " (y) .... (425)

In the general case when y is a more complicated function of several items,

xi then the Standard Deviation of y is given by
2.2

S(y) [- S(xi] .... (426)

instead of Equation 423.

In Equation 426 there is no "covariance" term because the present Section

4.2.7 is restricted to the random errors of variables xi which are completely

independent of each other. The more complicated case involving non-

independent errors is described in Section 4.3.3.

In the present case, the Welch-Satterthwaite formula for the Degrees

of Freedom becomes:-

-2
V (Y) S S(zi .... (427)

ray 4

instead of Equation 424.

This Welch-Satterthvait* treatment is used for "Precision" calculations

in Reference 4-2. It should be used when it is possible to take proper statis-

tical amples of all the independent sources of error of a complicated measured

result. The estimate of the 95 per cent RIL by Equation 425 with this method

is the most refined application of "Prediction Synthesis" (Mode A). However,

V~.



it is often not possible to achieve this level of refinement and the estimates

of standard deviation of the individual sources may only be inspired guess-s.

In this cue the "Suesses" would be expressed directly as error limits:-

REL (xi) - 2a(xi) .... (428)

and the prediction synthesis becomes:-

REL (y) - >1 [ REL (xi .... (429)

The Welch-Satterthwaite rules cannot be applied to this latter less exact

calculation.

4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF IDEAS

4.3.1 Combination of Random and Systematic Errors

Only Random Errors have been treated so far. However, when an experi-

mental system contains suspected Systematic Errors, the total Uncertainty

associated with the outputs from that system must take account of those

suspicions.

An effective treatment due to Dietrich4-3 is based on the assumption

that a maximum range can be assigned to a Systematic Error and further, the

error itself may be expected to be equi-probable throughout that range, ie

a Rectangular Distribution an in Figure 4-2(b).

The Standard Deviation of such an error is given by

aSE(x) - h//F .... (430)

where h is the maximum likely semi-range of x.

The Standard Deviation of a combination of Random Error and Systematic

Error is then given by root-sumn-squares, rss:-

ao(Z) -() + ae.(x) .... (431)

Dietrich publishes tables of the probability distribution of a tot(X), but it

is usually adequate to asune Gauasian probabilities. If a mean value z of n

points of x are taken then:-



aot 0 11- W +x a, o(X) ....(432)

Wen the Uncertainty of a result y with several variables xi is required, the

treatment of the Random and Systematic Errors should be kept separate until

the Error Limits of y are established. Then by Predictlon Synthesis (Mode A)

using the refined Welch-Satterthwe.te rules-

2

S (y) - S .... (426)bis

WSREL (y) - it,,gOS . S (y) .... (4235"bis

or by the approximate method in Mode A:-

REL (y) -a iEEL (xi .... (433)

With Post Test Analysis (Mode B) of actual results y:-

EEL (y) - t9 8  . (y)

- n .. (434)

In either mode the Random Error Limit of the mean value y is:-

EEL RE) . L (y) .... (435)

The systematic Error Limit cannot be found by Post Test Analysis. but may be

estimated by Prediction Synthesis:-

SEL (y) SEL (xi (436)
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assuming that the systematic errors of the separate sources xi are independent

(see Sections 4.3.7 and 4.3.4). There is no reduction in SEL of the mean value y

ie SEL (y) - SEL (y) .... (437)

The total Error Limit from the combined Random and Systematic Error Limits
:: is: -

SEL tot(y) = REL(y + [SEL(y) 2*....(438)

and ELtot - / ýy)J2 + SEL(y) 2  .... (439)

Other methods of combining Random and Systematic error could be adopted
4-2

such as the arithmetic combination of Abernethy4, viz:-

UNBS - t" ,WS x S (y).+ B (y) .... (440)

k. Here, t9s ,Ws x S (y) is the "Precision" of y which is evaluated by Welch-

Satterthwaite rules. It is the refined evaluation of WSREL (y) as described

in Section 4.2.7 by Equations (426), (427) and (425). Also B(y) is the

"Bias" of y which corresponds to SEL(y) of Equation (436). To quote from

Abernethy 4-2, UNBs (y) is the "Uncertainty" of y such'that .... "errors larger

than the Uncertainty should rarely occur."
The Urrcertainty U (y) by arithmetic combination is greater than the

ELtot(y) by ros by an amount depending on the relative sizes of REL and SEL,

as shown in Figure 4-6.

The extra size of the Uncertainty Ns(Y) might be regarded as a use-

ful 'safety factor', but this Guide recommends the ras treatment of ELtot(y).
In the next Section the res treatment is developed to include an intermediate

class of error (Class II) which is both random and systematic.

'V
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UNBS (y)
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FIG. 4-6 ALTERNATIVE COMBINATIONS OF RANDOM AND
SYSTEMATIC ERROR LIMITS

4.3.2 A Three Class Error Model

In general, great efforts should always be made to eliminate or correct

for Systematic Errors, and to reduce variability between tests. However, in a

disturbing minority of cases, post-test analysis will reveal that there ate

indubitably three (at least) types of error associated with a particular

experiment.

These may be classified as follows:

Class I : within test variability, exemplified by scatter or

dispersion about a mean or correlation of the data

from one test.

Class II : between test variability, which might be shown by

finding significant values of the t-statistic

(Section 4.2.5) in Post Test Analysis.

Class III : a long term systematic error that may be postulated

to explain such phenomena as small uncertainties in

instrumentation calibrations or mathematical model.IA
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The initial basis of this classification was the time scale of the

error, but recent development of the theory has included error mechanisms

which are not time dependent (see 4.3.6). Those errors which change betweenL one scan and the next are assigned to Class I. This has been associated

with the word "Precision". Class I errors are completely Ind pendent and

"hence Error Limits of successive readings may be combined by i.SS to get the

EL of the mean value. At the other extreme, those errors which remain fixed

over a long time scale, covering a complete test series, are assigned to

Class III. This has been associated with Systematic Error or Bias. Now,

there is often reason to suspect the existence of an intermediate type of

error which remains constant during the course of one test period, but which

shifts to some other level for the next test period. An example might be

room temperature affecting an experiment on one day, changing to another

level on the next day. This is assigned to Class II.

The main reason for using these error classes is to prevent a false

impression of 'accuracy' in the mean value of n test points taken during a
single test period - each of these test points would have a fixed Class II
error, and a fixed Class III error, which are not reduced by taking the mean

value (ie the RSS process is invalid between non-independent items). To

formulate a rule, suppose there are n test points in each of m different

tests and an overall mean value is found of a result y:

Overall mean value, Z Y .... (441)
m.n

and the Error Limit of • is defined as:-

""ELIiiy) I [ ] [EII.y + ["LIII(y)]

.... (442)
where ELI(Y) is the Class I "2W" Error Limit

EL11 (Y) is the Class II "2a" Error Limit

ELIII(Y) is the Class III "2W' Error Limit

4.3.3 Combination of Errors with Influence Coefficients

In general the results of an experiment is a complicated function of

many input variables, y - f (xi). If f (xi) is expanded by Taylor's theorem

excluding all terms above the first order, provided that the errors E(xi) are

small, the change in the result E(y)* is given by

*,(xi) is Ft "spot int error" of zi. This should not be oonfused vith ±'L(xi) which in the "Lrror Limit"

vitbin 'which Z(Xbjvill probs.bl3y lie.
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Ey) 2y. E(xi)

This Equation (443) applies to any kind of small errors.

For Random Errors which are independent of each other, the Standard

Deviation (x.) can be used as the root mean square value of E(x.). Then:-

ray 1 2 (x.) .... (444)

Equation (444) may be re-arranged in percentage terms

%aXy__,) C(y X L CT (i) .... 5)

where the Influerce Coefficients are
X.

IC(y : xi) . - .... (446)
I x. Y

Expressing Equation (446) in words : "the Influence Coefficient is the

percentage change in the result, y, caused by a 1 per cent change in x".

For Equations (444), (445) and (446) to hold, it is important that all

the x. are independent. That is, a change in the value of xa (say) will not

produce a corresponding change in xb, perhaps caused by a common linking

variable c. However in the error synthesis mode the relationships between

all the measurements and the outputs are defined by the assumed mathematical

model of the aircraft and of the instrumentation, which does involve some

common linking variables. Their effect is given by a preliminary application

of Equation (443) which is valid for any kind of small errors. Thus with two

variables having a common lirk c, for example:-

If y X + xb where xa - fa(C) and xb - fb(c)

a

F --then~~~~i--Z E• x)ad y)E(b
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ax 3
a a EI E(c) and E(xb) E - E(c)a as a() c " c

Then from Equation (430):-

E (y) E(xa) + a E(x. )
[ax axb

•Waxa + ayaý
ac a. .... (447)

Hence the errors of xa and xb may be additive or even may cancel depending on

the signs of the partial derivations in Equation (447).

The exact value of E(c) will not be known, but its Standard Deviation

can be specified and used instead. Thus:-

2

a(y) ? + 1 (c) .... (448)

UVJ x c* axh2 ac]
ax!= .x - ~c .... (449)

-[ "•Y] a(c) .... (450)

A more general statement of this result may be obtained as follows:- t

Let y - f (x, c) .... (451)

where the xi are independent variables and c is a linking variable.

Then combining Equation (444) for the independent errors, with Equation.

(450) for the linking variable:-

+r (o'C2(Xia (c) .. .(452)

(eind +linked

i '-
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An important principle illustrated above is that the Influence Coeffi-
i cients or partial derivatives, should relate the elementary sources of error

2 L(x,c) all the way through to the ultimate result of interest such as drag

coefficient of a multi-engined aircraft. Unfortunately this principle is

. not always easy to apply, in which case it is necessary, to avoid completely

misleading results, to give very careful thought to the implications of

V . Ipractical procedures which may not apply this principle.

Equation (452) shows how, in principle, the error of a common linking

variable, c, affects the result, y. Indeed, if it is possible to identify

t and account the linking variables in this way, they revert to fully indepen-

dent variables as x. in the simple Equation (444). However it is often

impracticable, if not impossible, to manage the error assessments in this

ideal fashion. An important practical instance of this situation is in the

propagation of engine calibration uncertainty from test bed to flight, which

is described in Sections 4.3.7 and 4.4.2 to 4.4.4.

As an aid to calculations, the above points can be expressed as a rule.
"Combine all non-independent errors or error limits arithmetically before

commencing the root-sum-squares combination".

Thus, expressing the results in terms of "2i" Error Limits, EL ( ) we proceed

by the following three stages:-

1. Corbine non-independent errors

,, , .jj : xi,,< [>i .... 4 ,3( i4
"N 1 FZE 1 l

This term-is equivalent to the covariance term that occurs when

experimental data is correlated with a set of variables, eg CD = f(M,RN,•,0).

where CL and a are non-independent and it is required to separate the error

contributions from each source.

2. Combine independent errors

- I I : xj ..... (454)

IND. x"•2 X
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3. Final combination

After allowing for all non-independent errors the intermediate results

are themselves independent and may be combined by root-sum-squares.

,' + .... (455)
S[A~i~TOTA N [!frl'IND. [IND-

4.3.4 Beneficial and Detrimental Effects of
Non-Independent Errors

The theory of the previous Section for combination@ of non-independent

errors is illustrated in the following ezamples.

The first eaxale can be so beneficial that it merits the special title

of "Linked methodology". It has been described by Burcham4-10 as the "TTW

method". Briefly, if both Gross Thrust (xi - F0 ) and Mass Flow as needed for

freestrem momentum (x2 - W Vo) use comon measuremnts (perhaps they both

use nozzle area), then the Net Thrust (y - FN) is given by:

y "X - X2.e..(456)

The magnitude of the error E(x1 ) will not be the same as that of the

error 1(x,), but E(x5 ) will have the saw sense as E(N ), either both positive

or both negative. Either way, partial self-cancellation of error occurs so

that;

E~y) - R( 1 ) - E(.) .... (457)

and IE(y) Ia t be lses than the greater of IE(x,)1 and It(Y).2

It would be quite vrong to use root-sum-squares combination, (vhich

should apply only to independent errors) ia:.

KL(y) 0 ZL, 4 .EL (x2 .... (458)

which would give too high an error limit for y - 7N.

Fortunately, it is possible to avoid the pitfalls by not assessing

errors at the intermediate stages of 7 mad W. Instead, all the input errors

•;
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E(x.) such as prissures, temperatures, areas, etc, should be related to the

ultimate output of y - FN, or better still y - Cdrq. If this is done, then

the benefits of "Linked Msthodology" will be correctly appraised by a root-

sum-squares combinatitn such as shown by the example of Option 5 in Table 4-2

of Section 4.4.2.

The second • of non-independent (ie common) errors could occur

with a multi-engine aircraft. For example, fuel calorific value has an error

common to all the engines. Nozsle thrust and discharge coefficients have

errors which may be partly comion to all engines if they are calibrated in the

am test facility. In fact the different engines have a mixture of errors

some of which are common while sme are independent.

The pessimistic view would be to assume that all the errors were common

between engines. This can be shown to give:

EL(total FN) EL(single engine FN)

total FN single FN

The iptimistic view would be to assume that all the errors were indepen-

dent between "." different engines, then a root-sum-squares combination gives:-

EL(total FR) 1 EL(single engine F•'S. . ... .=.... (460)

total F single FN

When both independent and cmmon errors exist they can be combined an follows:-

EL(total FN) 1EL(single N + EL(single FN)

total Fs ~ ingle F. single FR
IND NON-IND

.... (461)

The -, concerns non-independence of errors in Thrust Coef-

_entC and Discharge Coefficient C,, in a single engine. Both these

coefficients are established at the same time by tests on the engine in a test

facility. Part of their error limit comes from common sources, eg nozzle area

A., nozzle pr, re Pt, as measured in the test facility, although other

sources of evt are independent between CG and CDs. Unlike the second
4 i
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example, the optimistic view is now given by a common error asst-ption because

errors in C0 and CD will tend to cancel out in Net Thrust (is "Linked Metho-

dology"). The pessimistic view is given by asuming independence of errors

between C0 and CD leading to root-su-squares combination.
Gi

From the above discussion it is seen that an incorrect assumption of
independence between errors which are really non-independent, sometimes leads

to optimistic result', sometimes pessimistic.

4.3.5 Curve Fittins

Test results usually require presentation in the form of a correlation

of a main outout y versus m2'ther output a, where both y and z are affected

by errors in the measurements xi. For such correlations, best curves of y

versus a may be calculated using saom such method as "least squares" or the
"method of moments".

More successful curve fits can often be effected by avoiding high

order polynomials. A useful rule of thtab for general use is to restrict the

number of unknowns in any one way correlation to Fn (where n is the nutber of

test points considered). The text books 4 - 4 to 4-8 described tests of signi-

ficance that help to determine the appropriate order of curve that may be

applicable. ,

If a theoretical form for the correlation is applicable, it is good

practice to transform the variables in such a way as to reduce the order of

the fitting function, if possible to a straight line.

In the "Prediction Synthesis" mode, consideration can be given to the

mechanism by which error will be propagated to a graphical display of results

y plotted against a, say. The most comon curve-fitting routines operate by

minimising the deviations ir. the y-direction, with the x-direction being

assumed free from error. Consider an input measurement xi with a "spot point"

error R (xi). This will produce the simultaneous "spot point" output errorw:

S(yi) -•.•E(i,.. 42

and I. (a d I (xi) .... (463)

which would correspond to an 'observed' point (aob' Yob) as in the following

diagram:

k., ••.
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observed pointi/(t°blyob)

"Ytrue + E (y) _Yob "

Spapparent
E (y) 6 deviationfrom the

curve

true point"tue E

Ytrue

only the slope
is required for L_
the present discussion •true •ob

FIG,4-7 EFFECT OF GRAPH SLOPE ON SPOT POINT ERROR

From Figure 4-7 we see that the deviation, 6 from 'the curve' is:

6- E (y) -E (Z) .... (464)
i""

hence 6. - E (x.) .Is .- ..... (465)
2 2. L3 xi 3. -X UZJ

An alternative form of Equation (465) in term of influence coefficients is:

2- - • nc (y : x ) - IC (z :x.) .x- . (466)

An error synthesis consists of setting up a table with all the different
u e0input errors Xj. These are then codbined by root-sum-squares as followm:



TOTAL EL X . [I (y: xj) - IC (d :xj) .... (467)

Of course, if the gradient is small, Equation (467) reduces to:

TTLEL (6).TTL L . EL (y i)TOTAL EL (OA /xi . IC (y : xi) .... (468)

and there is no extra problem. When the gradient is steep, for example at the
bottom end of a Cx, CD or CG graph (see Figure 3-3), or at the top end of a

drag polar, then the effect is important.

Steep gradients can often be avoided by expressing results in the form
of a suitable ratio or increment. For an example from the Engine Test Bed,

if y' - CG/CG'nodel instead of y - CG is plotted versus a - NPR, then the

gradient will be shallow. For flight test results, the use of y' - (CD-KCe )
instead of y - Cm night be plotted versus x- e.

In the "Post Test Analysis" node, curves are often fitted quite well

by eye, but the use of computer curve-fitting will facilitate the analysis of
observed scatter for Class I and, possibly, Class II error assessment.

Having chosen a suitable theoretical form and fitted the curve

to the data, we now consider the interpretation of the residual scatter and

the extent to which the fitted curve represents the 'true' curve.

A 'best' curve is fitted as in Figure 4-8 such that 1is a minimm.

This 'best' curve is only an estimate of the 'true' curve, just as the mean

value z of a saimple of n values of x is only an estimate of the true popula-

tion mean.

k.•
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Main of Curve Fit
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y

Error Limit ot
spot point scatter EL (6)

fitted curve.•I • /

typical spot point

Y ,, EL( )

Sdistribution of

A0 curve fit error E(')

distribution of
residual scatter 8

' Independent' Variable

FIG. 4-B CURVE-FITTING ERROR LIMITS

A typical point on the fitted curve is denoted yj and its Standard Deviation

(assuming a quadratic curve fit), is:

n (" %,esid (Y) + -(z,, , a2-) , ()

+ (Z - 4) ( -" coy (b,, ,)] .... (469)

-- _MR



where the residual standard deviation is:

resid (y) s e (5) . .... (470)
[ed n -(degree of curve fit)

The standard deviation of the fitted curve a(9) increases as the square of the

distance away from the centroid - thus for a fitted straight line

y + a UbZ .... (471)

- y+b (z-z) .... (472)

The standard deviation of this fitted line at the position of a general point

(z. y) is:

o (a) - /cr ( +)+ (Z - ;)2 X o' (b) .... (473)

Near the centroid, (z - z) + 0, and we have:

6) a- si Y .... (474)

As we move along the line away from the centroid, the factor (z - ;)2, which

multiplies oa (b), increases so that a (y) increases.

Note that the standard deviation of the slope

a (b) 0resid .... (475)

* is reduced by provision of data points far from the centroid, ie by large

a- z). Similar principles apply to curve fits other than straight

lines.

When the results of n points in a single flight test are analysed by

curve fitting, the residual standard deviation, a (6) should be compared with

a (y) for Class I error predicted by synthesis as described in Section 4.4.6.

The standard deviation of the fitted curve a (3) represents an uncertainty in

curve position due to Class I error which can be reduced by increasing the

* number of test points, n

t.



4.3.6 Fossilisation and Propagation of

Calibration Uncertainty7

Even though instruments are calibrated to a high standard, these

calibrations still contain small errors which eventually affect the output.

In an in-flight thrust exercise the engines may be considered to be thrust

measurement 'instruments' and their calibrations on an engine test bed or

ATF will contain errors. The engine test data will be curve fitted and the

uncertainty of the position of the fitted curve is dete-mined from the

residual standard deviation and the number of data points, as indicated in

Figure 4-9.

y a CC, (CO)
Best fitted curve C6

Error limit of 0 EL (CO)-
/ curve f it• 0 *'"• '

EL-E (CC)

If Error fimit of I qEL (Coi
were f O te curve fit

Unknown position
/of true curve

=NPR

FIG 4.-9 UNCERTAINTY OF ENGINE CALIBRATION CURVE

If, for example, the quadratic:

a 0 + b, z + b. z• .... (476)

were fitted to the data of y C GO1 z - NPR then the Standard Deviation of the

curve fit would be given rigorously by Equation (469).
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A rough approximation to Equation (469), near the centre of the datap is:

a() - 1...c(resid) 0...(474)bis

Thus the Class I Error Limit of the calibration curve is:

EL I(C G) 20ary

-2a(resid)(47

In addition to the uncertainty due to the Class I random error during

calibration there may also be Class II and III errors. The total uncertainty

in the position of the curve is a combination of all three error classes. It

should be remembered that the true position of the curve is expected to lie

within these limits at a certain level of probability. But within these

limits the true curve may deviate from the fitted curve by different degrees

(Section 4.3.5) and in different directions as the range of the independent

variables is traversed. The fitted calibration curve is now used for all

future computations and, therefore, any uncertainty in the curve position

will appear as errors in the analysis.

The important thing to note is that this uncertainty is fossilised by

* the act of using the fitted curve. Random scatter is not transferred as

such but is transferred as a contribution to the fixed "long term" uncertainty

of the curve position. The way that this uncertainty is propagated depends

on the way in which the curve is used and on the type of flight data analysed.

In the sim~plest case the calibration will be read at the same values

of the independent variables for a set of flight points. In this case the

uncertainty in the curve position is always the same and it therefore contri-

* butes an in-flight Class III systematic error. In 4 complex flight experiment

this simple case never occurs. Even for nominally identical points, some

variation in the variables is inevitable. Since the uncertainty in curve

position changes throughout the range of the variables the error in using the

calibration curve will also change. Thus the calibration error may appear in

flight to be a random (Class I) error or even a between flight test (Claus II)

error, if different regions of the calibration are used on different flights.

For example, the use of steady levels for measurement of 'store drag

will result in the engines operating at a different rating when the aircraft

is carrying the stores than for clean aircraft tests. This change in rating
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will place the points on different parts of the calibration curve with

different values for the error in curve position. These changes could
produce a Class II (between flight) error, or a Class III error on store

drag increment.

It can be seen that any calibration which exhibits a large uncertainty

should be used with great care. It may be necessary to use special measure-

ment technique to reduce these errors. For example, in the case quoted

above, the full range of engine power settings could be used for the

derivation of store drag. If this were done, the apparent Class II error

could probably be accounted for and a more satisfactory, yet scattered, result

obtained. The Class I scatter in flight can be safely dealt with by the

expedient of curve-fitting. The remaining Class III uncertainty, propagated

from engine calibration to flight is quite difficult to account, but may be

estimated by the methods exemplified in Sections 4.4.4 to 4.4.6. Fortuna-

tely, the error-cancelling properties of "linked methodology" can also apply

to the engine calibration coefficients CG and CDs.

4.3.7 The Weighted Mean Value

If a result could be obtained by several different methods (options)

then a Weighted mean of all the methods would, in general, have less uncer-

tainty than any single method.

Suppose yr is the result of the rth option which has the Error Limit,

EL (y )r then the statistical weight of that result is:

1

.... (478)
wr EL ýy

The Weighted Mean Value of n different results is

n /n
-w wr Yr I W- % ..

r-l r--1

where the Weight of the Weighted Mean is

n
- 1 w• IV• .... (480)

wM w rl
r-l



and the Error Limit of the Weighted Mean is:

EL(yijK) 1..(8)

From the fuller discussion in Reference 4-11 the lesson is that if any

one option clearly has a much smaller Uncertainty than the rival options,

then this one good option can be accepted straight away as the definitive

result (although it would do no harm to calculate the weighted mean). But

the situation may be that no single option is clearly the best. In this

general case the Weighted Mean should in theory produce a valuable reduction

in the Uncertainty of the Drag Coefficient from the flight tests. This im-

provement will not be fully realised in practice if the results in each set

are not fully independent. Hence the recommended working procedure is to

identify a preferred option, after considering all the evidence, for the

definitive result. (See Section 4.5.5 for a further discussion.)

4.4 APPLICATION TO ERROR PREDICTION SYNTHESIS

4.4.1 Scope of Prediction Synthesis

In the prediction synthesis mode A, flight test data are not available

* and so it is impossible to make statistical calculations. Instead, the '20'

error limits, EL must be estimated from the best available evidence. The

error limit of a future result is then predicted by synthesis, using the same

underlying laws of probability as are used in strict statistical calculations.

Numerical results of prediction syntheses are rough approximations in

an absolute sense, but are valid in a relative sense for selecting the most

suitable instrtimentation, calibrations, procedures and options.

4.4.2 Rensitivity Survey of Alternative Thrust C'ptions

A number of distinctly different methods should always be provided

for in-flight thrust measurement. It is general practice to plan a Mýertain

amount of redundancy so that if-a meanurement vital to one method were to

fail then another option could take its place. The tendency in the past has

been for some organisations to favour a particular procedure to the exclusion

of others.

During the earlier stages of a new project a large number (20 gay) of

different combinations of possible methods should be considered. This number

would be reduced to manageable size (about 10) as exemplified in Table 4-11 by

eliminating the least attractive methods with the aid of a Sensitivity Survey.
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TABLE 4-2 TYPICAL THRUST OPTIONS HIbRARCHY FOR MED-STREA ENGINEk

r

0t ion Al Option A2
FG COAP [q~G CW/ 4

F0 + C0AP t ideal C -W idel [ ]deal

Pi B2 D3 34 Bl B2 B3 34
Dy-puas y-pas. By-pass By-pus

ran calib calib Nozzle Fan calib calib Nozzle
W chic and and calib chicand and calib

heat turbine CD heat turbine CDS
balance capacity balance capacity

Cl C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2 C1

T a Heat Heat Mix- Heat Mix- Heat Mia. Heat
b bal ba lag bal ing bal ing bal

Option 1 2 3 4* 5 6 7* 8" 9 10 11*
No+-

NOTE: Options 4 and 11 may be equivalent if C1, CG, 0D8 are mutually conmistent

NOTE: Options 7 and 8 are also equivalent, although calculations may be done in different
sequence

Table 4-3 illustrates the principles of selection by comparing

Option 1 against Option 5, but in practice all the possible options (20 say)

should be shown or. the same table. There is no attempt at this stage to

introduce Error Classes, but "Instrumentation" is separated from "Calibration

Coefficients". Option 1 uses nozzle "AP" for FG, but obtains mass flow as

required for F N from fan maps (unlinked methodology). Option 5 also obtains

mass flow, W from fan maps, but uses this W for both FG and FN (linked

methodology). If one of these options had to be thrown out, the axe would

fall on Option 1 with its EL(FN) of 4.2 per cent, compared with 2.3 per
i cent for Option 5.
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TALK 4-3 ZUW.L3 Of SDLs SUSURvEv s N ERy lIGHTE, MCAt)

Flight conditions supersonic cruise with reheat on

Type of outputs y a P a
t - ratio - 1.6 Option I Option 5Py "AP" method 41W JP' methodError Limit EL x IC IL x IC

Input paramter Ki L(i) IC(ytzi) I C(Y:Ki)

Calibrations etc
Full scale noaule C1 carpet 1.5 1.6 2.4
full scale nossle Cc carpet 1.5Z 1.6 2.4 - -
pull scale noasle CDs carpet 1.52 - - -
Pan chic 1.52 -0.6 -0.9 -0.6 -0.9
TurbiLa stator C1 6 2.02 ....
UP duct Cl, 2.0Z ....- ,

k. Fuel cal. val. LCV 1 1.02 0 0 0.5 0.5
SZEL (Y) - I EIELxIc * - 2.62 - 2.62

inet,,,tumentation
Ets. face 1.02 -0.6 -0.6 0.3 0.3
2116. face Tt, 1.0 0.4 0.4 -0.2 -0.2
Free stream Pos 0.5Z 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1

y-ipass duct A&PS 1.0x - - - -

by-wass duct pss, 1.02 0.9 0.9 -0.5 0.5
Nousle inlet Po 2.02 1.8 3.6 0.4 0.8
CC fuel flow WIC 2.02 - - 0.1 0.2
RH fuel flow WP 4.02 - - 0.5 2.0
LP spool NL 0.52 -1.1 -0.55 0.5 0.25
Moasle area As 2.02 0.9 1.8 0.1 0.1
Power off take Q 0.52 - - 0 0
Services bleed U 1.02 - - -0.4 -0.4

Z ,L (Y) - /I( ZhL X ICl'2 + 4.2 2.32

Note: EL(x.) is the "2W' or 95% Error Limit of an input xi

EL(y) is the "2W' or 95% Error Limit of the output y

IC(y:x.) is the Influence Coefficient x. relative to the output y

Another use of the Sensitivity Survey table is to direct early

attention to the critical items of measurement. In the case of Option 1

the most critical item is nozzle inlet pressure Psr- a modest 2% EL in P7,.

produces 3.62 EL in FN due to the large influence coefficient of 1.8. In

the case of Option 5 the most critical item is reheat fuel flow - the

influence coefficient is only 0.5, but the large EL in WFR of 4% produces

2% EL in FN. Thus effort can be directed to improve these critical items

of instrumentation at an early stage of a new project.

However, there is more to selection of method than the features

examined in a sensitivity survey. The validity of the various methods has

also to be considered. For example does the calibration which has been

derived in the closely controlled conditions of an engine test bed actually

apply to the flight situation?

S�When flight testing begins, a modest number of options should remain

available for use, as was indicated in Table 4-2.
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4.4.3 Engine Calibration Uncertainty

The object of an engine calibration in a test facility is to establish

correlation curves between instrumentation readings (which readings can also

be taken in flight) and the thrust and mass flow (which can not be measured

directly in flight). The most convenient correlations are in the form of

the coefficients CG* CD and Cx plotted against NPR. Thus:

C F G VG

CG - bed measurements A so .... (482)
4 Test bed measurement /Ideal

M M We .... (483)
AsPTe t bAd Pt d

Test bed measurement -Ideal

All the various measurements x. of a typical exercise are shown1

column-wise in Table 4-4 with the influence coefficients IC(CG:Xi) in the

next column. Estimates of Error Limits of each xi for the three Classes I,

II, III are multiplied by the respective ICs and inserted separately for each

"Class. Note that EL(CDA) for the airmeter appears only as the fossilised

Class III (Section 4.3.6). The calorific value of the fuel also occurs only

"as Class III.
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TABLX 4-4 ENGINE TEST CALISPATIONM UNIfTAINT
Airsisear calibration
Class I
SClase It ZL(mwan CDA curve) - 0.32 Tf Lo l ICs -- Ta+

Sinmlo-tngine calibration uncertainty
Iliaht condition a 0.9 WU at low altitude. "Uish-Power". Dry .

Input parmete C Class I Class 1I Class III
1 zi ____i _ L(i C ISx il EL(xi) IC XEL IL(RDi) X CEIL

C, 0.2 -. 0.5 0.10 .4
INA 0.1 0.02 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.05 0.01
AiA O.1 0.10 0.01 0.37 ..04 0.21 0.02
TtA -0.1 0.09 -0.01 0.37 -0.04 0.40 -0.04
PCILL -0.5 0.04 -0.02 0.17 -0.08 0.06 -0.04ftl 1.4 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.14 0.05 0.07
"•Tt, O. 1 0.09 0.01 0. 37 0.04 0.40 0.04

SP07 -1.2 0.02 -0.02 0.07 -0.08 0.03 -0.04
As -1.0 0.40 -0.40 0.97 -0.97 1.13 -1.13

F 0.3 0.23 0.07 0.30 0.09 0.61 0.18
WFCC -0.0 0.70 -0.00 0 0 0.05 -0.00
WFR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CALVAL 0.0 . .L. . . . . O. 0S 0.00

[EL (Spot Point CG) IC x 3Q2 0.41 0.99 1.15

[EL (CG curve) 0., -o.21 j"- 0.49 1.15

Results of similar calculation for Cr T
%ZL (Spot Point C~s) -- 0.44 1.01 1.14

0.44. .1.01
ZEL (CD, curve) 7r - 0.22 =0.50 1.14

"" ~~~Results of simil1ar calculat Lon for Cm;"

[ZEL (Spot Point Cx) 1 0.16 0.25 0.26" 0.16 -0.25 0.2

ZEL (Cx curve) -0.08 - 013 0.26

J44

The uncertainty of spot point measurement of the coefficients CG.

Cs and CX, calculated by RSS within each Class, are, from Table 4-4:-

TABLE 4-5 SINGLE ENGINE CALIBRATION SPOT POIT7T UNCERTAINTIES

Class I Class 1I Class III

ZEL (spot point CG) 0.41 0.99 1.15

UEL (spot point CD6) 0.44 1.01 1.14

ZEL (spot point CX) 0.16 0.25 0.26

However, the uncertainty of a spot point is not transferred to flight.

Rather, it is the uncertainties of the coefficient curves which are transferred

*as explained in Section 4.3.6.

A
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Assuming that the curves are drawn through n - 4 test points on each of st - 4

different test runs, then the uncertainties are reduced by the factors 1/ in-

and 1/ 1.m to become the values shown in the following table:

* TABLE 4-6 SINGLE ENGINE CALIBRATION CURVE POSITION UNCERTAINTIES

RSSClass I Class II Class III alcase

ZEL~~~~l (Ccclv) 0.1s.4s.1es2

ZEL (C G curve) 0.22 0.50 1.14 1.26

%EL (C X curve) 0.08 0.13 0.26 0.3

Note that Class III uncertainties are not reduced by the curve-fitting

process.

The way in which the different Classes are combined depends upon

whether "linked methodology" is to be used in flight as discussed in Section

4.3.4 and also upon whether both engines, or only one engine, are calibrated

in same test bed, (as also discussed in Section 4.3.4).

4.4.4 Propagation of Calibration Uncertainty to Flight
(Linked Methodology, Single Engine Aircraft)

Assuming that mass flow in flight, as well as gross thrust, are both

to be found by nozzle coefficients then this is an example of "linked

methodology", such that common errors in CG and C (such as nozzle area

measurement in the test bed) will be partially cancelled in flight. This

benefit would be lost if mass flow were to be derived from some other4

correlation, say from compressor maps with gross thrust coming from nozzle

coefficients.

Treating C Gand Cjseparately to begin with, their uncertainty is

transferred to flight according to the following equations:

Mi From C G

EL (FN) EL (C)EL (C)

F N '(N CG C G A x C G....(585)

J(ii) From CDs

E .L (F N) C'")x EL (C~s) ExEL (CDs) .. (46

NND D CDs
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However some of the test bed errors causing EL (CG) are the same ones

that cause EL (CDI) so some partial cancellation or reinforcement is to be

expected. CG and C%• are not independent and so a root-saw-squares combina-

Stion is not valid.

Let us examine the problem numerically. Typically A - 2, and B - -1.3.

Now suppose ALL the error in CG and CI is due to an error in nozzle area

which affects C0 and C% equally. If CG and C% are both misplaced by this

error of up to 1 per cent then the error in calculated net thrust will be

up to: (2 x 1) + (-1.3 x 1) - 0.7% .... (487)

on the other hand, if CG is misplaced by up to 1 per cent due entirely to

load cell error which does not influence C.s, and Cs is similarly misplaced

by up to 1 per cent due entirely to fuel flow error which does not influence

CG, the likely error in calculated net thrust is given by

(2 x 1)2 + (-1.3 x 1)2 - 2.42 .... (488)

Considering all the test bed errors, some of them affect both C0 and

C.s, some affect CG but not CIs, while others affect C% but not C.. Thus

CG and Cs are partly independent, partly non-independent, and so the root-
sum-squares combination is invalid with separate CG and Cs terms. To get

round this problem it is necessary to go right back to the test bed errors

and note how they are propagated through the CG and Cs curves all the way

to the flight result FN. Thus for a single test bed parameter, xi:

[EFN)] flight M 11 (A CG + B C1~) : xi) x EL X te] bed

.... (489)

The explicit non-independent or comon relationship between C0 and % is

thus taken fully into account in Equation (489) and so the remaining

Independent elements of the n different xi parameters may now be combined by

RSS, thus:

EL7Nfh 1  t /C 1 [ C +test bed

I..""("90)

S": "' 7"•
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A more convenient form of Equation (490) can be shown to be:

ELF (FN) - ,A A)[EL (C 2 + 1 E CO2 - l[L ) 2

.... (491)

In this equation the common errors in CG and CDs are cancelled by the "C "

term, rather like a covariance in a formal statistical treatment.

Referring back to the calibration curves uncertainties in Table 4-6
EL (CG curve) - 1.27Z 1
EL (CIs curve) - 1.26% all Classes combined

EL (Cx curve) - 0.3%
and using the typical values of A - 2 and B - -1.3 to insert in Equation (491)

FN 1.4 x -1.27]2 - 0.91 x [1.26]2 + 2.6 x [0.3]2 - 1.0%

S.... (492)

If it had been assumed that all the errors in CG and CIs were common

then we would have:

EL (FN)
- (2 x 1.27) + (-1.3 x 1.26) - 0.9% .... (493)

FN

On the other hand, if it had been assumed that errors in CG and CDu

were completely Independent then we would have:

EL(F14N) 2 J 2 x [1.27]2 + (-1.3 )2 x [12] - 3.0%

N .... (494)

This latter figure corresponds to the "simple rss theory" which is

still in common use. If error in CG and CD, were the only ones to consider,

then the "simple rss theory" would be extremely misleading. In practice,

however, the wrongness is alleviated by the impact of other effects.

4.4.5 Propagation of Calibration Uncertainty to Fli ht('Linked Methodology, Twiu1n Eginued. Aircraft

Some of the errors of FN in flight are Co mon to both engines - ambient

pressure Poo for example is a Common airframe reading. Other errors are

Independent - eg the individual engine fuel flowmeters.



In this Section however we are concerned with a more subtle distinction

between Common and, Independent errors which occurs with respect to the calibra-

tion curves of two engines calibrated consecutively in the usme facility. It

can reasonably be expected that the Class III errors of the test bed remain

constant during both engine calibrations, so that Class III calibration

uncertainty must be considered as Common. By definition Class I and II

calibration error must be considered as Independent of the other engine.

Splitting the engine calibration errors thus we put:

(al) "Independent of other engine" (ie those due to Classes I and II in

the ATF)

(a2) "Common to both engines" (ie Class III in the ATF).

Another category (b) applies if only that one engine is calibrated in

the ATF while the other engine calibrated in the SLSTB is assigned to

category (c). Categories (dl) and (d2) correspond to (al) and (a2) but withI both engines calibrated in the same SLSTB. Category (e) relates to the

"simple rss theory" which assumes Independence between CG and .

TABLE 4-7 UNCERTAINTY TRANSFER OF LINKED CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS FRON AT? TO FLIGHT
(ONE ENGINE OF TWIN-ENGINED AIRCRAFT)

Flitht condition: 0.9 M0 at low altitude. #H .ah-Powr'v . Dr"

FrTb- 
Equation (37)

Cast _F4-4 WA + AS) I ZEL()

5EL (separate coefficients) + (sI + AE)[ZEL Cs)]' ZKL(FN)- AD[ ZEL (C.)]12

(al) Independent EEL (CG) - 0.54 (4.75 - 3.34)O.54' - 0.41
a • of other engine EEL (CIs) /Q.22l ÷ A.50" - 0.55 + (2.34 - 3.34)0.552 _ -0.30

• (Classes I and II) %EL (Cx) - J0.08'. O.13' - 0.15 + 3.34 x O.152 a 0.08
a..a0.19 10.19

a (a2) Common to EEL (CG) - 1.15 (4.75 - 3.34)1.151 - 1.87 - 0.44

W0 both engines EEL (CLt) - 1.14 + (2.34 - 3.34)1.142 - -1.31
AA (Class III) EEL (CX) - 0.26 + 3.34 i 0.26e a 0.23

-- O.U
(b) Only one engine cal- -JL(C1)÷ 0.493* -1.27 (4.75 - 3.301.273
ibrated in ATF EEL (C) 1 - 2.27
.*. Classes I. I and EEL (CDs) - /0.2?+ 0. 50; 0.0 141 - 1.26 * (2.34 - 3.34)1.2e = -1.61
III independent of �EL (C,) - 16.083+ 3.133+ o.26'• 0.30 * 3.34 x 0.30' a 0.30
other engine 0

- 0.985

(W) Both engines "Old Theory"
calibrated in AT! EL (CC) - 1.27 4.75 x 1.27' 7.66
"Old Theory" EL (CDs) a 1.26 2.34 x 1.26 a 3.71

E-2

These linked calibration coefficient uncertainties become
"foasilised" into Class III upon transfer from AT! to flight

p."
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The calculations, making use of Equation (491) are shown in Table 4-7

with values of influence coefficients for the flight condition of 0.9 MN at

low altitude, "high power", dry

A - IC (FN : CG) - 2.18

B - IC (F, : . -1.53

Values for ZEL (CG curve), ZEL (CD. curve) and ZEL (CX curve) for the three

classes are taken from the bottom of Table 4-4 for use in Table 4-7.

A summary of the results from Table 4-7 is shown in the following

Table:

TABLE 4-8 UNCERTAINTIES OF LINKED CALIBRATION CURVES OF CG, CDs AND CX

(ONE ENGINE OF TWIN-ENGINED AIRCRAFT)

Case EL (1 engine
spot point FN)

(al) "Independent of other engine" 0.44%

(a2) "Common to both engines" 0.88%

(b) "Independent of other engine" 0.98Z

(e) "Simple rss theory", Independent 3.37%

The category (c) applies if only that one engine is calibrated on the SLSTB

(other engine in ATF). For this the uncertainty of F N due to CG and CDs is

arbitrarily put three times that of category (b), because of the extra

uncertainty of extrapolation to flight conoitions, and the practice of

taking fewer test points, all during one run on the SLSTB.

Further categories (dl) and (d2) apply if both engines are calibrated

on the SLSTB. The uncertainties are put three times those of (al) and (a2).

If the error in flight was due entirely to the uncertainty of CG, CI

and CX curves, transferred from the calibration in the engine test facilities,

then the total FN of the twin-engined aircraft would be as in Table 4-9,

calculated with Equation(461) of Section 4.3.4.

Results from a similar calculation for a "low power" flight condition

are entered in a column alongside the "high power" ones for comparison.



TOSLE 4-2 Uncertainty prediction of in-fliAht thrust of twin-engined aircraft (due only to anline

calibration)

Calibrations 2 EL (Spot point twin engine total PH)

Engine I engine 2 "High Power" "Low Power"

same (AT 0.4) [ + 0.88 a 0.92 1.62

[AT( (b) SLST5 (c) ] fo.95]1 + [3-x0.".]1 + 0 - 1.52 2.72

as* SLSTB ,-2 -- 4i' [r 0•8 -. 2.81 4.9
(dl), (d2) (dl), (d 2)J

1 1) (d2)o ,

f -dif fd*rent AT?% 
[9 ogal a 0.71 1.22

(b) I 
Lwj

[e-different SLITa [.r 9 '-- 0 a 2.12 3.62
(c) I (c) I

[Samse ATP "old theory" 3.38 a 2.42 2.32

From inspection of the above results, due entirely to engine calibra-

tion uncertainties it is possible to formulate provisionally the conclusions

listed at the end of Section 4.4.6, which also takes account of uncertainties

of instrumentation readings in flight.

4.4.6 Full Prediction Synthesis for Twin Engine Aircraft

It is necessary to calculate the uncertainties of each single engine

(Part 1 of Table 4-10) before dealing with the total thrust of the twin-

engined aircraft (Part 2 of Table 4-10).

The uncertainties of the linked calibration curves of C, Cs and C
transferred from the engine test bed are entered near the top of Table 4-10.

Just as the airmeter calibration errors were fossilý.sed into a Class III

uncertainty upon transfer for engine testing (see Table 4-4), in a similar

way the engine calibration errors are fossilised into a Class III uncertainty

upon transfer for flight testing in Table 4-10. The extra complication is

that they are separated into the two columns: "Independent of the other

engine" or "Coon to both engines".

Five possibilities, (a) through (a), are considered for the calibration

of one engine vis-a-vis the other.

The uncertainty estimates due to instrumentation readings are also

entered in Part 1 of Table 4-10. In the case of "Aircraft Instrumentation",

the uncertainties are entirely "Comwonh" to both engines. In the case of

Caution: The numericsl values in Table 4-9 ane o*4 examples to show possible relative uncertainties of
various procedures.

EM El"
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"Engine Instrumentation", the Class I uncertainties are entered as entirely

"Independent", the Class II are split between "Independent" and "Common"

while the Class III are put as entirely "Comon".

With the particular thrust method employed, the nozzle inlet pressure

was found from the wall static readings, P 87 The pressures Pts and Ptis

were not used and so their influence coefficients are zero with this

particular thrust method.

The RSS combinations of the separate classes are shown at the bottom

of Part 1, keeping "Independent" apart from "Common".

Part 2 of Table 4-10 shows various possible engine calibration

arrangements. Where the "Independent" ELs are the same for each engine, the

1/ 47 factor can be applied as shown in Section 4.3.4, Equation (461), but

with combination "b + c" the "Independent" ELs are numerically different for

the two engines.

Finally, the "Independent." ELs are combined with the "Comon" by RSS

to give the uncertainties of the twin engine spot point CT - (FNi + FN2)/qS.

The re.sults are copied into Table 4-11 below together with similar

V calculations for a "low power" flight condition at low Mach number, low

altitude.

TABLE 4-11 SUMMARY OF COMPLETE PREDICTION OF TWIN
ENGINE IN-FLIGHT THRUST UNCERTAINTY

C %EL (Twin engine
spot point CT)

Engine 1 Engine 2 "high "Low

"._Power" Power"

<--same ATF -- 1.%22(al) (a2) (al) Wa2)

[ATF (b) SLSTB (c) ] 2.0% 3.2%

[d i-- same SLSTB ---- 5]
(dl) (d2) J (dl) (d2)]

[<- different ATFs - ] 1.5% 2.0%
(b) I (b)

[ <--different SLSTBs 2.4% 4.0%
(c) I (c)2

(-e)ATF "simple r2s.7% 2.8%(e) itheory," (e)J _"=2S

These uncertainties are comewhat higher than those due to engine calibrations

alone (see Tabe4-9 but te same conclusions can be drawn as set out below.
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Comparison of simple ras theory and refined theory

The "simple rss theory" (e) + (e) in Table 4-11 seriously over-
estimates the in-flight.thrust uncertainty with two engines calibrated in

the ATF, compared with the "refined theory" [(al), (a2) + (al, (a2)] This

t is because the "simple rss theory" wrongly assumes complete independence

between C G and C D whereas in fact there is a significant "Common" element

* when using "linked methodology".

In mitigation of the "simple theory", the additional assumption of

7 complete independence between two engines produces a small underestimation

of in-flight thrust uncertainty, and it was hoped that these opposing effects

would cancel out. But when realistic numerical values are used the over-

* estimation part of the "simple rss theory" is found to swamp the underestima-

tion part.

Choice of test facility for engine calibration

4 Calibration of just a single engine in an ATY is a significant improve-

ment over the case of no ATF calibration, should it be impossible to calibrate

both engines in the ATF (compare (b + c) against (d + d)).

A calibration in different facilities of the same type ie 2 ATFs or

2 SLSTBs gives a marginal improvement in accuracy over that obtained from

* calibrations in the same facility.

* Effect of engine setting

Calculations at high power are significantly more accurate than those

at low power (except for the anomalous "simple rss theory").

4.5 APPLICATION TO POST TEST ANIALYSIS

4.5.1 Scope of Post Test Analysis

In the Post Test Analysis mode, with flight test data available,

statistical calculations can be made. This certainly applies to Class I error,

* it may possibly apply Co Class II error if more than one comparative flight

test is carried out, but Class III error remains hidden and can only be

estimated by Prediction Synthesis, and comparison of options.

The Post Teat Analysis of Class I and Class II error should be checked

by comparison with the Prediction Synthesis. If these comparisons are very

different then further investigation is needed.

4.5.2 Rejection of Data

There is no general agreement as to the criteria to adopt in order

that data (not in accord with the expectations of the experimenter) may be



rejected. Some extreme opinion has it that no data whatsoever should be

laid aside unless circumstances can be cited that show beyond any doubt that

such results are invalid. However the probability distributions of general

V statistical theory (see Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) are not appropriate to the

inclusion of large but infreqjuent errors, or to single gross mistakes.

Deletion of such outlying points will improve the validity of the mean value

be If a result is required for guarantee or safety purposes4 3L t may

benecessary to quote a value which will not be exceeded except on a very

small percentage of occasions. The form of the distribution in the tails

may be important in this case, and the evidence from outlying points must

be given particular attention.

In the general run of flight experiments where so many parameters are

beyond the control of the engineer, assumptions abound. The probability of

aviolation of those assumptions is not low. In such circumstances dubious

data could well be generated.
JF Therefore, some workers have adopted a more liberal approach and

rejection criteria based on 50 per cent probable error (0.7 standard

deviations) have been suggested. For instance Braddick 46inter alia,

proposes that data lying outside five times the probable error (3.5 standard

deviations) may be rejected out of hand. Further, the same author suggests

that data lying outside 3.5 times the probable error (2.5 standard deviations)

ought to be rejected if any circumstances appear suspicious.
4-2Abernethy uses a more sophisticated approach which, however, reduces

to a similar set of criteria.

If the outlying data are not rejected the value of the mean, or the

position of the fitted curve, could be affected. An explanation should be

sought for these points but no obvious reason might be found and engineering

judgement may then have to be exercised in order to reach a decision.

4.5.3 Analysis of Class I Scatter

Scatter can usually be observed, distributed about the curve fits of

the flight data. The ultimate scatter should be compared with that predictedI in the prediction synthesis and any differences investigated. This applies

not only to the case where too much scatter is apparent but also where the

scatter is less than expected. Flight data that show too little scatter

should be investigated particularly for analysis and data recording errors.

Too great scatter 9hould be'analysed particularly for systematic effects.
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r. Observable scatter might at first sight be distressing, but it is in
f act the least of the flight test engineer's problems. Its effects are

reduced to negligible proportions by the expedient of- taking a sufficiently

large sample, n, for the curve fits. The uncertainty of the curve fit will

4.5.4 Between Flights Variation (Class 11)

Repetition of tests may yield different results even when no known

feature has changed. When this occurs the first procedure is to check the

significance, using Fisher's F test (Section 4.2.4) and Student's t test

(Section 4.2.5), of the changes in the standard deviation and mean values,

or the position of the curve. If these differences are not significant (no

-iClass 11 error) the data may be considered as belonging to the same population

and the two sets should be combined. If any difference is significant this

* should be investigated as its cause may lie in the instrumentation, the

mathematical model of the instrumentation or in the thrust model of the

aircraft. If reasons are discovered the analysis should be repeated.

Where no reason is found or the reason is unusable (for example it may

be proved that the change is due to temperature sensitivity of an instrument

but this temperature was not monitored) the difference must be accepted as

a Class II error.

4.5.5 Treatment of.Results from Alternative Thrust
Calculation Procedures

At the flight test analysis stage, a number (perhaps 6 or 8) of thrust

calculation procedures should be available. The problem arises as to how to

derive a single figure for thrust which is to go forward to the drag analysis.

In general terms the different results should be inspected to determine

* whether the different procedures are producing essentially random or essen-

tially systematic discrepancies. Pressures and temperatures through the

powerplant should be checked for thermodynamic consistency. With multi-

engined aircraft, comparisons of the behaviour of different engines may

indicate whether an effect is mere inaccuracy or a genuine effect ovicurring

in all engines or one particular engine.

In practical terms some of this analysis could be fulfilled in the

following ways. Let us suppose the engines had been calibrated in an ATF

and that several variants of each of the gas generator options of Section

4.4.2 Table 4-2 are available together with the possibility of using "brochure"
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methods based on shaft speed or fuel flow. Variants of gas generator options

arise from, for example, use of different jet pipe pressure tappings for

calculating nozzle properties, or different fan exit pressure tappings for

calculating fan pressure ratio.

The first requirement is to examine the self consistency of each

option from flight to flight by checking a datum point as exemplified by
•• Table 4-12.

TABLE 4-12 COMPARISON OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO CLASS I AND II ERRORS OF
DIFFERENT OPTIONS AT A DATUM POINT

M 0.7, Altitude - 5000 ft, Confi- Output y --

Brochure Methods Gas Generator Methods

Fih Fuel flow Rev/min Option Option OptionFlight method method aB y

2
3
4
5 enter results in each column for datum point
6 in each flight7
8
9

t Observed
Y

Observed
S(y), 2.5% 1.8% 0.7% (6.5% 3.0%
I& II

Predicted
a (y) 3.0% 1.5% 1.0% 1.8% 2.0%

",SI & II

By comparing the observed standard deviations against the predicted

ones, it can be seen immediately that option B is performing significantly

worse than expectation and that the fuel flow method and option y have

confirmed their rather poor pre-test estimate of uncertainty. At this point

a detailed analysis of the parametere used in option 0 could be undertaken

in order to identify which parameter(s) are causing the poor repeatability. It

* might be possible to use an alternative parameter and thereby restore the

* repeatability of the option.

3 WU
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In the analysis of Table 4-12 the general advice of Section 4.5.4

should be followed. A further caveat concerns the choice of datum flight

condition which should be representative of the general flight programe.

In particular the influence coefficients of the input parameters should be

representative. Clearly a datum point at cruise power low altitude subsonic

speed is not representative of a flight condition with reheat at supersonic

speed. The best option at the former flight condition might be the worst at

the latter!

Having compared options for Class I and II error, an impression of

Class III error can be found by analysis of an option performance over a range

of flight conditions. Options which have already shown up poorly on the

repeatability test might still be useful in this further analysis, (See

Section 4.3.6) Using a careful selection of flight data, a table similar to

Table 4-13 might be constructed:

TABLE 4-13 CHECK AGAINST CLASS III ERROR

AFN/FN % relative to Option 4A

Brochure method Gas Generator Metbods

Fuel Rev/min Option Option Option Option Option Optionnlight Alt Mach method method 1A 4B 5A 5B 9AN 9AX

Datum point -02
(average data) +1.5 +0.2

1 +1.5 -1.5 +0.1

1 +1.7 -2.1 -0.7

2 +2.0 +0.7 -0.5

3 +1.3 +3.0 +0.3

4 +1.6 -1.1 -0.7
4 +1.3 +0.3 +0.5

7 +1.1 -2.0 -0.3

10 -1.0 +1.5 -0.2
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the letters with the option numbers define different variants eg A and B

indicate alternative jet pipe pressure probes, N and X indicate by-pass cali-

brations based on measurements at entry and exit respectively.

Brief examination of a table such as this will produce some initial

conclusions as to whether different procedures are producing essentially random

or essentially systematic discrepancies. From the illustrative numt •rs inserted

in Table 4-13 one might tentatively conclude:

(i) the fuel flow method gives approximately li per cent more thrust

than Option 4A;

(ii) the rev/min method is rather scattered but generally gives

similar answers to Option 4A;

(iii) Options 4A and 4B generally agree,with the major exception of one

obvious bad point in Flight 4, shown ringed in the table.

At this point having completed the above "macro" analysis one should pass

on to "micro" analysis. For instance more detailed analysis of the discrepant

point in the comparison of Options 4A and 4B may take the form of a graph such

as:

I Discrepant point
PB"- PA • •t O

. .Correotion curve
found In ATF

PA

Ps0

FIG. 4-10 EXAMINATION OF PRESSURE CORRELATION

E]
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From this plot one would note the point of major discrepancy. Further analysis

would show where the problem lay. If no good reason for the discrepancy were

* found then perhaps the point should be classified as "not fully stabilised"

and excluded from further analysis.

Afurther observation from the above plot is of a systematic discrepancy

at low nozzle pressure ratios. This may be blamed on instrumentation accuracy

or may be a genuine effect found on engines installed in the aircraft. In the

latter case a re-assessment of the validity of options at low nozzle pressure

ratios would be required.

Investigations such as these should proceed to some depth. With

* experience, checking procedures, such as the pressure probe correlation above,

will be developed to highlight discrepancy in various parameters.

From detailed analysis of this sort it is normally possible to deduce

which pricedure is giving the most appropriate calculation of thrust. However

it should be 'recognised that due to vagaries of instrumentation this may not

be the same procedure on all engines in an aircraft at one time or at different

times.

This situation of actually being able to choose the best procedure by

analysis of flight data depends for its success on having maximum information

in terms of flight conditions examined in the air and inithe ATF and in terms

of the extent of the instrumentation in the engine. It is strongly recommended

that a thrust-in-flight exercise be managed in such a way that comparative

analysis and selection of options can be made.

Unfortunately it is sometimes nacessary to do a thrust-in-flight exercise

under less th-an ideal circumstances, for example with only little instrumentation

or lacking reliable ATF calibration data. In these circumstances the recommnended

technique for handling results from alternative thrust procedures (des,-ribed

above) may not yield any firm conclusions as to which option is best although

it is usually possible to eliminate certain data. Therefore an alternative

technique of taking a weighted mean value (see Section 4.3.7) of a number of

0 options may be adopted. Statistical theory indicates that the uncertainty of

this weighted mean result is better than that of the individual results.

However, effort should be made to apply the comparative analysis method before

resorting to the 'weighted mean'

J i

-AJk
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A,.

4.5.6 Stating the Final Results and their Uncertainties

At the completion of the post test analysis the most valid results

from different options will have been established by following the procedures

described above. Usually, a preferred option will have been identified, not

necessarily the same for each flight condition. In rare cases it may be

necessary to quote a weighted mean from several options.

Curves will be fitted to the data points, for example y f CD against

"z - CL, from the preferred options. The curve fit values 'ycan be stated

as the most valid results for CD. If only one flight is done with n test

points the residual standard deviation res (y) about the curve is evidence

of Class I error and the uncertainty of ' would be approximately:

uXtie x a (y) ... (495)

U;res

If two different flights are done at the same conditions, then a t test

(Section 4.2.5) will show whether they are significantly different. If the

test is "not significant", data from the two flights can be combined and "n"
in Equation (495) will be the total number of points from the two flights.

In this case it is assumed that Class II error does not exist (strictly it is

not big enough to matter). However, if the t test is "significant" then in

principle more flights should be called for. Suppose "m" different flights

were flown, there would be a curve fits and the best result would be the

mean of the '"W curve fits, 7. A rigorous statistical treatment would involveI "analysis of variance" techniques, but this would hardly ever be justified for

the complex conditions of flight experimentation. Instead, an approximate

Class II Error Limit can bei judged for the spread of the "V" different curves.

The combined Class I and Class LI uncertainty of f would then be:

U ti x o res X (y)] + [ELII y)] .... (496)

(where in this example y denotes the drag coefficient, %)

The overall uncertainty should include an estimate of Class III Error

Limit, which will be available from the "prediction synthesis", Mode A, but

modified by any evidence which comes to light in the "post test analysis"

described in Section 4.5.5. Thence:

7 " ' ' ' " . .. . ._i " ',I lu n il • m l l t i
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+ 1 ELI, (y)] +[ELI (y

(where in this example y denotes the drag coefficient C D)

It is recommended that the uncertainties for each ClassI, II and III be

stated separately, together with the combined uncertainties of Equations

(496) and (497).

4.6 SUMMING UP

The end product of a series of flight tests may be a Drag Polar curve

and the instinct is to judge the quality of the results by the width of the

scatter band about the curve. It is possible, however, to get more informa-

tion out of the data than merely to say "the drag coefficient is measured toI ± so much scatter". What is really needed is an estimate of the uncertainty

band within which the true position of the drag curve lies.

Early Sensitivity Analysis plays its part in helping to eliminate any

unsuitable thrust measurement options and to define the instrumentation

requirements to a sufficiently high standard. This will be followed, nearer

the time of the flight tests, by a full Error Prediction Synthesis to

re-assess the remaining modest number of options.

After the flight tests and all the possible checks for consistency,

mistakes and logical engine behaviour have been done, the results of Post-

Test Analysis should be compared with the Error Prediction Synthesis for the

options in use. If reasonable agreement is found then confidence in the

(already predicted) estimated uncertainty of the drag curve will be established.

If disagreement is found between Prediction Synthesis and Post-Test Analysis

for one of the options, it may be possible to point to a cause with the help

of the details shown in the synthesis table.

* Differences between the observed drag curves given by the various

thrust options should fall within the estimates of Class III error in the

Prediction Synthesis. A weighted mean value of drag coefficient from all

the options might yield an improved uncertainty.



Thus, by using the procedures outlined in this Chapter the following

benefits will accrue;

-the best choice of methods and instrumentation will be made early

- in the project

-the flight trials will be planned and conducted to give adequate

discrimination between experimental results

- false conclusions may be avoided

- different parties will understand one another's statistics

- a framework will exist to help in fault-finding

- maximum information will be extracted from the data.-



CHAPTER 5

INSTRUMENTATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION4

The choice of thrust methodology in Chapter 3 will indicate which physi-

cal quantities (e.g. total pressure, differential pressure, temperature, rota-

* tional speed, fuel flow) are to be measured - these are the "input" measurements

of Equation (354). It will also indicate the engine station or plane where

measurement is required, see Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4. A sufficient number of

independent probes will be required at least to monitor the profile of the

measured quantity and indicate with an acceptable degree of confidence that it

has not changed between ground level calibration and flight (Section 3.5.2).

If it has changed, even more probes may be needed to establish the new profile,

but these would not normally be installed unless they proved necesiary.

The various flight conditions will have been analysed to indicate the

expected values of each measured quantity. The range of these values will

indicate the operating range of the instrument (often denoted the "turndown

ratio"). The type of flight testing will determine the frequency of measure-

sment e.g., accelerated flight or manoeuvring may demand more frequent measure-

ment than steady flight.

This information will define for the instrument designer the number of

channels and the rate of data generation in his system. The design of each

channel will depend to a large extent on the accuracy required and the environ-

mental conditions, bearing in mind that the flight test engineer is interested

in accuracy as a percentage of the quantity (e.g., net thrust) which is used in

his calculations, whereas the instrument supplier normally specifies accuracy

as a percentage of full scale output. The relation between these two measures

involves the number of measurements, the influence coefficient (see Section

4.3.3) and the turndown ratio.

Hence to achieve a performance measurement to an accuracy of say ±1 per

cent over a range of 10/1 in net thrust for example may require disproportion-

ately high instrumentation systems accuracy; thus if three separate measurements

noth eseeu1bstoa05nprten.aflh influence coefficients ise 1.0lve theeroinaynesul

withece sbttl/ 3o .8prcn.I h influence coefficients are invlve theeroinaynesul

allowable systems error is 0.58 per cent of reading or 0.058 per cent of full
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Several procedures might be used to reduce excessive demands on instru-

mentation systems accuracy but all are likely to involve cost penalties. Thus

replication of the same test condition in. different flights will both evaluate

and reduce Class II error but only in the ratio of the square root of the number

of replications. Simultaneous use of instruments of different range for the

same measurement has cost penalties and involves design problems e.g., protection

against overloading. Averaging readings from a number of independent instru-

ments is common in ground level testing but difficult in flight. It is clearly

advantageous to choose a methodology with low influence coefficients and few

measurements.

5.2 SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

5.2.1 Resolution and Interference

The first consideration should be system resolution, i.e. the smallest

change of instrument reading that can be detected by the whole measurement system*

including the data reduction facility which is often part of an existing ground

level system. It is suggested that resolution should be 2 to 5 times smaller

than the allowable error specified in Section 5.1. Resolution will affect the
! design of data gathering, recording and transmitting systems. In particular if

digital systems are used it will define the number of bits per word.

The effects of electrical interference upon instrument readings need early

consideration. Some forms of interference (e.g., an a.c. component added to a

d.c. signal) are expected to affect only the Class I error and produce a random

effect (as often positive as negative); others such as the presence of spurious

pulses in a pulse counting system will produce a bias of random size but constant

sign. To improve signal to noise ratio, the obvious requirements are to produce

large signals and to minimise noise by sound screening and earthing practices.

Digital procepsing of information is very eff-ctive since a digital system can be

set to disregard noise pulses of smaller amplitude than signal pulses. For

example a bit error rate of 10" has been observed, (see Reference 5-1, P.26.4)

in an airborne recording system. However it must be remembered that the residual

errors are as likely to contaminate the most significant digit as the least.

To be effective however, amplification and/or digitisation must take place

before the _s~ial is contaminated and hence, ideally, at or near the sensor.

*A measurement system in general compriuse a probs, oonneottio pipe or wire, sensor or tranaducer, data
oonditioalni equipment and dota srection fecLlity - sAieu 5A.
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Particularly for systems in which digitising is not justified, some

procedure should be provided to estimate the possible effects of electrical

interference on the system. A convenient method that is often applicable isS~to provide zero or constant input to the system (eg to connect the ports of

a differential pressure transducer together) and monitor the output as other

systems are switched on and off or operated.

Detailed dscussion of the various environmental effects on the accuracy

of instrumentation systems are found in the papers by Prof. P. K. Stein of the
Mechanical Engineering Facility, Arizona State University (References 5-2,

5-3, 5-4, 5-5, 5-6).
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In a system that has been designed to minimise spurious signals and

electronic errors, the main residual errors are likely to be in the transducer

or sensor, and in the sensing probe. At this stage of the discussion the time

scale of error becomes very significant, and involves at letast the three error

classes of Chapter 4. It is possible that specific studies would justify finer

division, but this will not be considered here.

Transducer errors are expected to contribute to all three classes. For

example pressure transducers can contribute Class I error due to vibration,

ripple on the exciting supply, and electrical noise that may be internally

generated. Class II error is produced by a drift of transducer parameters (zero

and sensitivity) between calibration and flight - it may also arise from environ-

fmental changes (e.g, of temperature) on tae transducer. Class III is likely to

arise from drift in the calibration equipment (which should itself be checked

at intervals against local or national standards).

Probe errors may be very substantial in unfavourable cases, but are

likely to be most prunounced in Class III. Thus the pressure or temperature

correction factor of a badly designed probe may be significantly different from

the calculated value, but it is unlikely to change during test unless the probe

i3 damaged or contaminated (e.g. by icing). Such damage is expected to cause

Class II error. It should be remembered that the factor may differ substantially

from one test condition to another.

The number and positions of probes, discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.5,

may affect Class II error in certain circumstamces. Thus for example if changes

in airfrane or engine intake are made between flights during a test series, the

flow dist-ibution in the intake may be ;:Itered. If this distribution is being

sampled by a small number of probes the rel~tiou between apparent and true

average pressure might well change. Such change might provide a systematically

erroneous indication of the effect of the airframe/engine change - it is also

Jikely to invalidate an ATF calibration. There is very little that the

instrument designer in isoletion can do, other than t6 indicate that a change

of profile has occurred. Clearly in a critical plane, even if it is not possible

to have enough probes to fully cheracterise the distrioutiun, there should be

enough to indicate whether or not c-hanges have occurred.

A general account of design nethodr is given in the following Sections.

However a much more detailed treatment of some aspects is given in AGARD Flight

instrumentariun publicctions 5-7.

*| - "l. "
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5.2.2 Design of Calibration Sub-Syste

The first requirement of calibration is that it should check as much of

the instrumer-tation system as possible. Thus ideally known physical inputs

should be applied to the system probes, with the same environmental conditions

as in flight. For practical reasons the ideal is rarely attainable, but the

uncertainty produced by less complete checks should be clearly recognised.

The usual compromise is to apply a simulated input to the transducer as

in Figure 5-1. For example, a pressure scanning (Scanivalve) system operates

in this way - it car, test the transducer, energising supply, amplifier, AD

converter and data links, but it does not test the pressure probe and the

connecting pipe.

A less desirable compromise is to inject an electrical signal into the

amplifier, e.g. by shunting one arm of a transducer's measuring bridge circuit

with a calibrating resistor. This method does not check the physical operation

of the transducer, e.g. for mechanical changes in a pressure or force sensing

member.

5.3 DESIGN METHODS FOR REDUCING ERLROR

5.3.1 PoeDs~

The aerodynamic design of probes is discussed in several standard works

e.g. Reference 5-8, but is greatly affected by installation problems that are

specific to each installation. Some guidance on practical installations is

j given in References 5-9 and 5-lO;the former indicates that probes should first

jbe designed to minimise error, and then calibrated to evaluate residual error
as far as possible. However since it is not possible to calibrate for all

conditions of use, some uncertainty must be accepted.
It may be useful to indicate some of the elementary requirements that

may nevertheless be difficult to satisfy in practice. Thus Reference 5-9

states that static hole edges must be as sharp as possible but with all burrs

removed. Maximum deburring chamfer to be 0.25 am in e.g. a 1.5 mm hole. If

there is an irregularity in the duct of height h, the static pressure tapping

should be at least 10 h upstream or 15 h downstream of the irregularity.

If a pitot tube is required to be insensitive to flow direction, the end

should not be cut square but internally bevelled to a narrow angle. Use of

thin walled tube has a similar but less marked effect.

In situations where the airflow direction is not known and may be at 15 0

or more to the probe axis, damage to probes or contamination may well affect

their response.
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The design of total temperature probes involves several compromises.

Thus if a substantial recovery of total temperature (e.g. recovery factor 0.9)
is required, then the probe must decelerate the flow to about 0.3 Mach number.

Too low a flow however will reduce the heat transfer to the probe sensing

element and increase conduction errors. Probes with multiple shields can have

better recovery factors and reduced conduction error but are bulky, less robust

and respond more slowly to transient conditions.

5.3.2 Transducer/Sensor Design

Transducers are sensors which provide an output (nearly always electrical)

proportional to the input (e.g. pressure, temperature). In nearly all cases the

transducing component (e.g. strain gauge) is so closely linked to the sensor

(e.g. diaphragm) that no distinction will be made between transducers and sensors.

Most transducers provide analogue outputs at fairly low level (e.g. tens

of millivolts). It is advantageous to amplify and/or digitise this signal as

near to the source as possible to avoid contamination. Small relatively in-
expensive amplifiers and AID converters are now available - some transducers

have these components packaged in the same enclosure.

Transducer errors can be controlled in three main ways (i) choose a stable

design of transducer, (ii) control its environment, (iii) monitor its calibration

frequently. Commonly all three will need to be applied to some extent.

Choice of a transducer which is stable under all environmental conditions

* . e.g. changing temperature, temperature gradients, and varying excitation voltage

is not easy. Manufacturers' specifications must be examined critically; for

example a temperature compensated unit may have been adjusted to read correctly

at two or three temperatures in a uniform temperature oven, but this is no

guarantee that it will do so at intermediate temperatures or in a temperature

gradient. Nevertheless some transducer designs are better than others. The

performance of pressure transducers has been studied in some detail in regard to
their application for powerplant control systems. It may be worth examining

* I instruments of non-traditional types, for example vibrating pressure transducers

appear to have long term stability and are used in altimeters, and small force

balance transducers are claimed to have good accuracy, though both are limited

in the temperature range over which they can operate.

Some control of environment is generally desirable. In particular, the

effect of thermal gradients and of electrical noise may be reduced by surround-

ing the transducer with a thermally and electrically conducting box (note that

pure metals are much better conductors than alloys). 'If as a further step the
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box is temperature controlled (conveniently to a temperature above any ambient

value) the thermal effects on output are likely to be smaller than the secular

2 changes. It is clearly also desirable that power supplies to transducers be

(i) free from ripple (e.g. ripple 2 < resolution %) and (ii) stable in time.

Numerous voltage stabilisers are available particularly for d.c. supplies, but

they attain maximum stability only some minutes after switch on. Moreover the

value of the controlled voltage generally changes if they are switched on and

off. Where environment cannot readily be controlled, it may be monitored and

a correction calculated - for example transducer excitation voltage arid trans-J

ducer temperature may be monitored and recorded. This procedure however

complicates data analysis.

The frequency of calibration has a considerable effect on Class II errors,

since the time scale of drift is commonly hours or days, hence calibration

within seconds or minutes of the test reading will greatly reduce the effect of

drift whether due to progressive environmental changes or to secular effects

(changes in transducer properties with time). If calibration can only be made

before and after test flights, on the ground, it is unlikely to include theI effects of any uncontrolled environmental changes in flight. However, comparison
of calibration results before and after flights give a useful indication of the
magnitude of drift with time and hence of the necessity or otherwise for more

frequent calibration. Some data currently available suggest that for readings

near full scale output, the drift of zero and the drift of sensitivity are

comparable - but for readings at say 10 per cent full scale the drift of zero

Is usually the dominant error. Since the error at 10 per cent full scale will

be a much larger percentage of the measured quantity, it is often worthwhile to

calibrate an instrument for zero input only. An example is to connect the ports

j of a differential pressure transducer together and read its output. Calibration

at inputs other than zero requires either comparison with a more accurat~e

instrument, or the availability of standard inputs. Provision of either is

more difficult in flight than in ground level testing, nevertheless some tech-

niques are available. Rolls-Royce (DED) find pre-f light checks with dead engine

most valuable in detecting damage or marked change in instrumentation calibration.

In these tests all differential pressure instruments should read zero and all

absolute pressures should be equal to barometer.

Class III errors that are attributable to errors in calibration jources

can generally be reduced to insignificant levels if cost and ease of operation

are not limiting factors. Coimmercial calibrators on the other hand may be of

marginal accuracy and if so should be checked at intervals against local or
national standards..
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5.3.3 Signal Conditioning Equipment Desile

The function of this equipment is to convert transducer signals into in-
formation for subsequent processing. The infozmation is then assumed free from
further contamination. The form of output may be very varied e.g. chart record,
paper tape, magnetic tape, printed digits or coded radio signals. From the
error analysis standpoints Class III error is likely to be insignificant but
both Class I and Class II may be present.

Class I error in most likely to occur from electrical noise whether ex-
ternally or internally generated. Since small signals are moat vulnerable early

amplification is desirable. Electrical screening is nearly always necessary,

and "driven" screens may be advantageous f or transducers with both output term-

inals live (i.e. non earthed). Design of earths 5 -11to avoid earth loops is

important - some form of test should be specified. Electrostatic screening is

rarely much protection against electromagnetic induction, generally the most

effective precaution is separation of signal lines from pawer lines, but screens

of high magnetic permeability may be useful. Iron cored components - motors,

generators, saturable reactors, and to a lesser extent transformers should be

avoided. A useful test is to apply zero input to the measuring system, and

monitor the output as other systems are successively activated and operated.

Filtering of signals may be effective if frequency response permits,

also integration over a fixed whole number of pover supply cycles. Fortunately

the effectiveness of these measures can be readily assessed by use of a dummy
input'(e.g. a fixed resistor bridge) and monitoring the output.

Care should be taken to avoid saturation of signal conditioning equipment,

particularly where subsequent filtering could mask the occurrence of such

saturation.

Class 11 error may occur through drift qf amplifier zero and amplifier

gain. Similar effects may occur in A/D converters. If desired these effects
can be evaluated by switching to known inputs (e.g. zero, known resistance,

known voltage) and monitoring the output. It is also useful to monitor the

energiuing voltage applied to the transducers. Some manufacturers offer options

of this kind and imply that they are calibrating the system - but of course the

transducer is not included, only the signal conditioning equipment. A further
disadvantage of one method, naewly shunting the transducer with a fixed resistance,
is that the output change will very with transducer resistance and this itself may
have changed.

"74
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it may veil be convenient end more satisfactory to lump Class 11 error

from conditioning equipment with that from the transducer and calibrate the

whole sys temn.

*Class III contributions might arise from errors in electrical calibrat-

ing equipment but this is usually so accurate that errors are negligible. In

general no other contributions are anticipated but particular systems should

be examined for possible Class III error.' It may well be more convenient to

assess any Class III error for the measurement system as a whole.

5.*4 METHODS OF REDUCING ERROR IN SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS

5.4.1 Pressure Measurement

The pressure transducers should be mounted in the best environment

available (e.g. an engine mounted transducer should be near the compressor

inlet and not on the reheat pipe!). However if rapid response 5 -12is required

the pipe length between probe and transducer may dictate the location. If no

provision for in-flight calibration can be made, the transducer should be select-

ed for good secular stability, and mounted in a well designed temperature-control-

led box. It should be connected by short leads (using a minimum of connectors

or switches) to a signal conditioning unit and/or digitiser. This unit may also

require environmental control, depending on location. All earthing connections

should be made to a common point preferably at the transducer. Signal earth

should be separate from power earths.* Non-earthed screens may with advantage be

"driven" from the signal amplifiers.

If a measured pressure varies widely in different conditions of flight,

it may be advantageous to use two transducers of different range either (a)

pneumatically switched or (b) left permanently in parallel. If method (a) is

chosen, it is necessary to provide a reliable leak-free pneumatic switch that

is automatically operated to cut out the more sensitive transducer at higher
pressures - if (b) is chosen the sensitive transducer must accept overloads with-I
out damage or change of calibration.

If a measured pressure differs only slightly from another pressure that

is accurately measured, it may be convenient to measure the difference using a

differential transducer. Any errors in the differential measurement will have a

much smaller effect on the total pressure. A familiar example is the measurement

of airspeed from differential pressure and static pressure (altitude). In other
cases a reference pressure may be supplied from a tank whose pressure is monitored

by means of an accurate transducer (e.g. vibrating cylinder) in a controlled

environment (see Reference 50 pp 29, 30).
Another method of reducing the effects of transducer drift is to provide

frequent in-flight calibration. The simplest form is one in which a differential
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transducer is disconnected from its probe and its inputs connected together

(Reference 5-10, p 46 ). This procedure monitors only zero drift, but this may

be the dominant source of error (Sectior. 5.3.2). More complete calibration is

provided by a scanning valve system, in which th.•: transducer is connected in

turn to one or more pressure probes, and '.Ien to two or mor'. standard pressures.

The detailed configuration depends on the speed of response required, the number

of pressures to be read in the neighbourhood of the system, and the detailed

properties of the transducer (particularly its hysteresis). If low hysteresis

transducers are used the system can be simplified. One reference pressure may

be provided from the same source as a differential transducer reference.

The calibration pressures may be read frequently (esg. once in 30 seconds)

and the current calibration used to reduce the observed readings to engineering

pressures. Alternatively a running mean can be used. One scanning system has

been used in flight testing (Reference 5-1: pp 7,8) but apparently without a

pressure reference system. The valves were mounted in a nacelle and the use of

"Scanivalves" minimised the number of connections between the nacelle and the

flying test bed.

Speed of response, accuracy and cost are as in many other cases in comp-

etition, and engineering judgement will be required to make the required trade-

off in each situation. Thus for example if speed of response is unimportant, a

large number of pressure probes (e.g. 45) may be connected through a single

scanning valve to a single transducer. More frequent readings can be provided

at higher cost by parallel connection of a number of scanning valve ports to a

single pressure probe. In the extreme, the scanning valve would have only one

port for unknown pressure, monitor this pressure almost continuously, and only

stop monitoring when a calibration was required.

This extreme case almost reduces to the system of Reference 5-10 above.

Such a system would clearly be of high cost, and a system involving a very

accurate transducer in a temperature controlled environment might be preferred.

The accuracy5-14,5-15 attainable with ground-based scanning valves is

better than ±0.05 per cent full scale at 95 per cent confidence (errors from

Classes I, 1I and III added as root sum of squares). For individual transducers

without in-flight calibration values of t0.7 per cent have been quoted. When

an accuracy of better than 0.5 per cent is required, the treatment of transducer

hysteresis is also important. According to the method of calibration, hysteresis

can appear as Class I, Class II or Class III error.

! J~' -



Hysteresis can sometimes ba minimised by appropriate choice of transducers;

it can also be greatly reduced by using a scanning valve in the interporting

mode. In this mode the transducer is connected to a pressure either higher or

lower than any measured pressure before each measurement. Thus the measured

pressure is always approached from the 3me direction.

Ground-based calibration standards may be either quartz-tube bourdon

devices (Texas or Rusk&) or dead-weight testers of adequate quality. If the

latter, a convenient form is that with a ceramic ball as piston which can be

used within limits as a pressure controller.
5.4.2 Tc-umerat ure Measurement

Generally either thermocouples or resi6tance bulbs are used as sensors.
Probe desig can be difficult 56 The major source of error is generally the

(unknown) difference between gas and sensor temperature. Various methods are

available for minimising this difference, but the most effective methods involve

a bulky probe. The difference in temperature depends on the temperature of solid

objects in the sen 'sneighbourhocd, thus e.g. at constant gas temperature the

sensor reading will increase as the probe body ai•d duct heat up. Apart from this

effect, the difference will represent a Class III error. Methods of probe

design and celibration are given in Reference 5-17. Class I errors are likely

to arise mainly from electrical noise which can be minimised by the same tech-

niques as in Section 5.4.1.

Class II errors can have several sources. One is a change in calibration

of the sensor from flight to flight, caused e.g. by cycling it through critical

temperatures. This effect Is found with some grades of chromel-alumal thermo-

couples. It can also occur as slow drift by contamination in both thermocouples

and resistance thermometers. Varying temperatures in connecting leads can also

cause errors, particularly in contaminated thermocouples and in two-wire

resistance thermometers. Where possible, resistance thermometers should have 3

or 4 wires and be connected in Wheatstone or double Kelvin configuration.

Class III errors can be caused by imperfect calibration techniques as

well as by imperfect standards. Thus if a thermocouple that has been contam-

inated in service is calibrated with a different depth of immersion to that in

service, errors are to be expected. Ideally probes should be calibrated by re-

producing their operating conditions as closely as possible and using the flight

instrumentation to process and read out the data. if a comparison sensor (e.g.

a standard thermocouple) is used, considerable care must be taken to ensure it

is at the *saw temperature as tha sensor being tested. Rlecommnded celibrastion
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standards for standard sensors are the freezing points of pure substances

(particularly metals).

In regard to the choice of sensor materials, platinum is generally recom-
mended for resistance bulbs with nickel as a cheaper alternative for temperatures

near ambient. However very little metal is used in a resistance sensor so cost
is not critical. Chromel-alumel (Tl/T2) is generally used for thermocouples in

engineering work but it has the widest error limits of all the common materials

(i.e. 13oC to 4000 C, if per cent to t,OO0C).The maximum temperature of operation

is affected by the wire diameter 5-18, thus 3 mm diameter wires are recomended

up to 1150 0 C but 0.3 - only to 750 0 C. Precious metal thermocouples are obtain-

able to much closer tolerances (010C at 1064 0C) but have a smaller output. They

have been used 5-1 in industrial practice up to 1400 C.

Connection of the thermocouple wires to the measuring instrument can

introduce errors mainly in Class III. Thus if "compensating leads" are used

there is a risk of incorrect connection leading to erroneous readings. Further

errors 5-18 are introduced if the pair of junctions between thermocouple and
compensating lead, or the pair between compensating lead and measuring instru-

ment, are not at the sam temperature. It may be advantageous to proceed directly

from thermocouple to copper, provided the junction, temperature is monitored.
This is a standard procedure at Rolls Royce with Tl/T2 thermocouples. For temp-

erature measurements near mbient (e.g. -500C to +10600 the copper constantan

couple minimise. interface problems and is more repeatable than most. However

the high thermal conductivity of the copper element sometimes presents problems

in probe design. If different sensors are used this may cause confusion in

installation and data reduction. However in some circumstances technical

advantages may predominate.

5.4.3 Nozzle Area Measurement

The problem of nozzle area measurement has been considered in Section 3.5.8.
Since the basic problem is to find a reliable physical method for determining the

nozzle area, of variable nozzles, and since the existing method is very indirect,

being based on remote measurement of the displacement of the operating jacka,

it is difficult to estimate the error from experimental readings. However it

seem likely that Class II and Class III errors will predominate over Class I.
Section 3.5.5 recomeends that nom.ale area/mass flow correlations should be
avoided in variable nozzle engines.

For fixed nozzles the problem is largely one of measuring thermal ex-

pansion. If this is measured via the nozzle temperature then the largest source

of error (Class 11 and particularly Class I1I) is likely to be the installation

of the thermocouple hot Junction. Techniques developed for turbine blade

temperature naasurennt may be appropriate.
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However if a more direct measurement of nozzle area becomes available

the options involving nozzle area should be reconsidered, mince this class of

option involves the smallest number of measured quantities.

5.4.4 Fuel Flow Measurement

Transducers are available whose long term repeatability is better than

the current nati.~nal standard, i.e. their Closs I and 11 errors are smaller than

Class 111. These instruments, based on commercial rotary piston meters equipped

with low-torque digitisers, are however bulky and heavy, and rarely used in

flight.

Turbine type meters of the type used in flight may on the other hand

have very small Class I errors eag. 0.05 per cent but with substantial Class 11
and III, e.g. changes in calibration of 0.5 per cent have been observed during

a flight test period and "agreement of t0.05 per cent in some tests is countered

by hysteresis jumps in characteristics, and without individual selection and

calibration the accuracy is probably not better than t2 per cent"' 5-20.* Such

meters should be installed in lengths of straight pipe: when this is not possible

the instrument should be calibrated in its flight piping to avoid Class III

installation errors that are likely to result from use of a manufacturer's flow-

bench calibration.

The signal from either instrument consists of a succession of pulses.

Two methods are available for determining flow rate (i) to count the number of

pulses in a given time, (ii) to determine the time interval between two or more

pulses. Method (i) may require a relatively long time to count sufficient

pulses for adequate resolution (e.g. 1,000 pulses for- *0.1 per cent) and hence
method (ii) is preferred when flight tests are performed under non-steady
conditions. However to avoid possible phase errors it may be desirable to time

a fixed numer of pulses (e.g. 10). Errors in signal processing mjay &rise from

noise pulses or from counting failures - but if these-are avoided by suitable

design the only source of error in timing pulses is an error in the timing

oscillator. Oscillators are available #~th high stability and their frequency

can readily be checked if required.

To derive mass flow from volume flow we require a measure of fuel density.

This may be obtained either from a density meter or by means of pro-f light

density measurement combined with temperature measurement in flight. it should

be noted that large changes of fuel temperature accompanied by significant

change of density can occur in flight. Errors in density measurement are unlikely
ir to contribute to Class I error but may contribute to Classes 11 and III. The



temperature sensing probe requires a suitable installation near the flowmneter
with adequate immersion. Hawker Siddeley recommend the use of miniature
resistance thermometers with which temperature can be measured to 1.00C.

Some errors in mass flow may arise in electronic or other devices designed
to compute mass flow from volume flow, measured temperature. and a manually

readings from directly measured quantities subject to later computation rather

* ~than to use processed data unless the processor is known to be accurate.

As an alternative to volum~e and density measurement, direct mass flow-.

meters are used e.g. in USA. Tests at Rolls Royce, liucknall, suggest a repeat-

ability of *0.15 per cent with an estimated accuracy (Class II and Class III?)

of 0.35 per cent. Tests at ICI have indicated a repeatability of 0.3 to 0.4

per cent.

5.4.5 Direct Aerodynamic Air Mass Flow Measurement

This is currently based on sample measurements of total and static pres-fsure, and of total temperature, in a suitable duct. Errors may be contributed
by both the pressure measuring and temperature measuring systems, and for these

the discussion of Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 applies. Since the difference between

total and static pressure enters directly into the calculations it is always
desirable to measure this directly with a differential transducer.

Class III errors may be contributed by the calibration of the airflow

measuring duct (normally in a ground level facility). If the airflow distri-

bution happens to change between one flight and another, thi~s calibration factor

is likely to chan'ge so introducing Class II error. If sufficient probes are

used it may be possible to determine mean flow despite this change, but in

general sufficient probes are unlikely to be available. There shoul1d, however,

be enough to indicate whether or not a change of distribution has occurred.

Some general rules for installation suggested by BAd Military Aircraft

Division are that pitot and static tappings should have at least 10 diameters

of straight duct upstream and 3 diameters downstream, also the temperature probe

should be 2 diameters downstream of the pitot and static tappings..

A practical detail is that any large difference in time lag between pitot

and static tappings may cause an excessive pressure differential pulse upon a

low range differential pressure transducer.
5.4.6 Rotational Speed

The measurement of rotational speed of gas turbine components is very

similar to the measurement of pulse rate from a fuel flowimeter, of Section 5.4.4.

However the influence coefficient is likely to be large so that high accuracy
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is desirable. If the flight test Plan permit$ operation at steady conditions
for a sufficient time (e.&. 30 seconds) it oay bt convenient to coimt rotations

j in a fixed time. If the plan involves continuously changing conditions, it may

be better to time a small numer of comlete rotations. The sam precautions

as in Section 5.4.4 against spurious pulses are required. If screening fails
to eliminate them$ it may be possible to detect them in date analysis if they
should represent impossible values of speed.

5.4.*7 Alternative Thrust N4sasureweat by Mechanical tma
The reaction of an engine upon its maietinge han been 4stermimAe in

flight, Ref ereirce 5-13, pp 6,7 for an engiae/nacelle combisetiam awnted an

flying test bad - in this case swinging link. aud a tension tramedticer Vere
used. The repeatability between one grated level calibratiela ad mietber Use
0.1 per cent. Modern designs of transducer aq permit forc e srnt throe*
existing mountings - for exuaple engine thrust bas bee manured an a go~

level test bed through the engine trumdim5-1.

Attention must be paid to forces transmitted thrati etber structural

components e.g. pipes and cables, but it appears that in favaisrale cireem-
stances these forces may be (a) sual" and Wb calculable. 1he the Clm 11

and Class III error of an installation on a grated level test bed with limmran
connections to the engine wasl found to be loes than 0. 1 per ant of full scale.
5.5 COST-EFFECTIVENESS IN INSTRUAEKTATION

Accurate instrumentation is expensive in first cost, in installation mand
in maintenance. On the other hand the commercial or military value of an air-
craft may be affected by quites small changes of performance hence substantial
investment may be justified. To attain a given degree of accuracy more repeated
flights may be needed with inctrulmsnts of low accuracy. Statistically one

flight with a Class 11 error of 0.5 per cent is worth as much as four flights

with 1 per cent error. If Class II error is excessive, the flight tests may
not indicate with confidence wbother an experimental change of engine or air-
frame configuration has made any change in performance thus nullifying one of

the purposes of flight testing.
Estimation of the optimum total expenditure upon instrumentation is not

within the province of the instrumentation engineer, but he may produce a graph

of accuracy versus cost for various forms of instrumentation. An examle is

thven efec onur cost and accussraceo impasroving sythem Trnsuer fiuaellusandtof

given inec Fiur cost for acpesurco imeasrement sythem trnsuer fuaigur ialusraoe

controlling its environment.
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If the cost versus accuracy curve is intersected by a curve of value

versus accuracy, as in Figure 5-2, an appropriate level of accuracy is

defined 5 2  The instrumentation engineer can then select from the possible

combinations the one which most economically provides this accuracy (ie at

the lowest total cost).

Information for constructing cost/accuracy graphs is still limited butA

could be increased by systematic collation of flight experience.

5.6 CHECK LIST FOR INSTRUMENTATION A
1. What physical quantities are to be measured?

es, pressure, temperature, force, fuel flow. *
2. Over what range?

3. With what accuracy? - as percentage of measured value or

percentage of full scale?

4. What are the Influence Coefficients?

5. Hence define resolution and accuracy of each measuring channel.I6. How is interference likely to affect readings?
7. Design circuit, screening, and earth connectievns.
8. Decide probe numbers, location, design.

9. Estimate probe errors.

10. Select transducers - with particular attention to environmental

stability in transient or non-uniform environments.
11. Are transducers adequate?

12. If not - improve environment (eg, temperature control)
calibrate on-line (eg, scanning valve).

13. Monitor signal conditioning equipment for errors. In particular

measure output with zero signal but representative interference.

14. Use calibration data to indicate instrumentation system defects;

eg an increase in Class I scatter may indicate the need for

instrument maintenance; a change in Class 11 may indicate probe

damage.

The block diagram in Figure 5-3 indicates some of the many aspects of

instrumentation choice and design to be considered. Neither this figure, nor

the check list above is exhaustive.
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